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ABSTRACT
This dissertation is a collection of examples, algorithms, and techniques for
researchers interested in selecting influential variables from statistical
regression models. Chapters 1, 2, and 3 provide background information that
will be used throughout the remaining chapters, on topics including but not
limited to information complexity, model selection, covariance estimation,
stepwise variable selection, penalized regression, and especially the genetic
algorithm (GA) approach to variable subsetting.
In chapter 4, we fully develop the framework for performing GA subset
selection in logistic regression models. We present advantages of this
approach against stepwise and elastic net regularized regression in selecting
variables from a classical set of ICU data. We further compare these results
to an entirely new procedure for variable selection developed explicitly for
this dissertation, called the post hoc adjustment of measured effects
(PHAME). In chapter 5, we reproduce many of the same results from
chapter 4 for the first time in a multinomial logistic regression setting. The
utility and convenience of the PHAME procedure is demonstrated on a set of
cancer genomic data.
Chapter 6 marks a departure from supervised learning problems as we
shift our focus to unsupervised problems involving mixture distributions of
count data from epidemiologic fields. We start off by reintroducing Minimum
Hellinger Distance estimation alongside model selection techniques as a
worthy alternative to the EM algorithm for generating mixtures of Poisson
distributions. We also create for the first time a GA that derives mixtures of
negative binomial distributions.
The work from chapter 6 is incorporated into chapters 7 and 8, where we
conclude the dissertation with a novel analysis of mixtures of count data
regression models. We provide algorithms based on single and multi-target
genetic algorithms which solve the mixture of penalized count data regression
models problem, and we demonstrate the usefulness of this technique on HIV
viii
count data that were used in a previous study published by Gray, Massaro
et al. (2015) as well as on time-to-event data taken from the cancer genomic
data sets from earlier.
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INTRODUCTION
To echo most of what was previously mentioned in the abstract, the first 3
chapters of this dissertation contain background information relevant to the
study of the model selection approach to statistical inference and variable
subset selection. Chapters 4 and 5 are where we first show our contributions
to the statistical literature within the areas of logistic and multinomial
logistic regression modeling, respectively. We transition to unsupervised
classification problems in chapter 6 as we analyze finite mixtures of
univariate Poisson and negative binomial models. Chapters 7 and 8 continue
the theme of unsupervised classification within the context of finite mixtures
of regression models. Our hope is that many of the techniques proposed or
developed within these last 5 chapters will prove useful for researchers in the
fields of epidemiology, public health, and statistical genomics, proteomics,
and/or metabolomics.
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CHAPTER 1
MODEL SELECTION VIA INFORMATION
CRITERIA
2
Abstract
This chapter serves as an introduction to the topics of information
complexity and model selection. We start by briefly presenting an
argument in favor of the model selection approach, before describing
individual formulas that will be used to compute information criteria
scores in this dissertation. When appropriate, we discuss motivating
factors behind each of the information criteria, as well as certain
tendencies that statistics practitioners can look for when using these
criteria in their own research.
1.1 Introduction
The use of P -values in scientific literature has come under fire recently, with
an overwhelming number of researchers seeking alternative means for
evaluating statistical significance. One psychology journal, Basic and Applied
Social Psychology, made waves in early 2015 when the editors went so far as
to ban the use of P -values in submitted manuscripts.
A problem that many researchers have with P -values goes back to the
arbitrary nature with which one assigns significance. For instance, do we use
α = 0.05? 0.01? something else? Is a P -value of 0.02 more significant than a
P -value of 0.03?
Issues with P -values go much deeper than inconsistent significance levels,
though. At the heart of the scientific method itself is a necessity to create
and assess the validity of hypotheses. As researchers, we create hypotheses
based on our intuition about an observable system. By definition, a P -value
then represents the probability that we could have obtained a given set of
measurements from that system based on the assumption that our hypotheses
are true. This definition is fundamentally–albeit only subtly–different from
its converse: the probability that our hypotheses are true based on the
assumption that we have obtained the given measurements. Unfortunately, it
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is far too easy and (occasionally) quite lucrative to convolute a narrative that
misleads readers into believing something about P -values which is simply
untrue.
Later in 2015, FiveThirtyEight, the website run by American statistician
Nate Silver, published an article titled “Science Isn’t Broken,” which profiled
recent problems plaguing the peer-review process in scientific literature. An
eye-opening feature of this article is its interactive “p-hacking” tool whose
instructions are as follows:
You’re a social scientist with a hunch: The U.S. economy is
affected by whether Republicans or Democrats are in
office. Try to show that a connection exists, using real data
going back to 1948. For your results to be publishable in an
academic journal, you’ll need to prove that they are “statistically
significant” by achieving a low enough p-value.
FiveThirtyEight really hit the nail on the head with this piece: if you go into
a scientific study already knowing what it is that you want to show with your
data, you’ll be successful if you work hard enough at finding the right
P -value.
Taken with a grain of salt, FiveThirtyEight ’s p-hacking tool is not so
much an indictment of P -values as it is an opportunity to reflect on the real
issue: evidence-based research is still sometimes more of an art than it is a
science. Despite the best intentions of the majority of scientific researchers,
it is nonetheless difficult to tease out what it is that data are trying to say.
Model selection exists as an alternative approach for researchers interested
in placing less emphasis on P -value-driven statistics. The technique itself
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may be thought of as a lens through which one may establish quantifiable
differences between how well distinct statistical models fit the same data set.
It is important to point out that model selection is not a replacement for
P -values. Rather, model selection is a tool to be used alongside P -values
when such a multi-faceted approach is possible and appropriate.
The basis for the model selection approach relies on the choice of an
appropriate criterion that can be used to compare two or more candidate
models. What follows in the remainder of this chapter is an overview of the
criteria that will be used throughout this dissertation. We discuss
distinguishing features of each criterion, as well as some of the motivation for
preferring one over the other in practice.
1.2 AIC
The first information criterion to see widespread use was the celebrated
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) proposed by Akaike in 1971 and officially
published in 1973. AIC has a simple formula:
AIC = −2 log(L(θˆ)) + 2mk, (1.1)
where L(·) is the likelihood function of our model, θˆ is the estimated set of
parameters that maximizes the log-likelihood and mk is the number of free
parameters in our statistical model. Observe that mk = #(θˆ); we will
sometimes call this the dimension or order of a candidate model. Also note
that when we refer to log(·) we always mean the natural logarithm unless
otherwise indicated.
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Each of the terms in the formula for computing AIC represents a specific
quantity of information. The first, −2 log(L(θˆ), tells us about the
“lack-of-fit” of a statistical model. This is not a measure of a statistical
model’s deviance from an ideal or “true” model. In the context of model
selection, the lack-of-fit only tells us information about how well one model
fits data compared to any other model that has been fit using the same data.
The second term, 2mk, is a penalty for overparameterization. In an
abstract sense, overparameterization is problematic since the simplest
solution is usually best a` la Occam’s Razor. In a quantifiable sense, we are
concerned about excessive parameters in a statistical model because there is
a cost to computing them. When we estimate AIC, we explicitly determine
that the marginal cost attributable to overparameterization is 2mk, twice the
number of parameters estimated in the model.
It follows naturally that we seek to choose the model with the lowest AIC
score. More generally, the model selection approach concerns itself with a
search to find a model out of a set of candidate models that best balances
the relationship between the lack-of-fit and a corresponding penalty. We will
always try to choose a model that minimizes the information criterion with
which we are working.
1.3 CAIC and SBC
Bozdogan (1987) derived the consistent form of AIC (CAIC) in response to
some researchers calling into question Akaike’s choice of penalty in AIC. The
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equation for computing CAIC is shown below:
CAIC = −2 log(L(θˆ)) +mk(log(n) + 1). (1.2)
Notice that this equation shares the lack-of-fit component in common with
AIC. This is typical of many of the information criteria that have been
introduced since AIC; how each of them differ from AIC and each other
depends largely on how overparameterization is penalized. With CAIC, we
see an overparameterization marginal cost of mk(log(n) + 1), where n is the
number of observations.
The Schwarz Bayesian Criterion (SBC), also know as the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC), has a formula similar to CAIC (Schwarz 1978):
SBC = −2 log(L(θˆ)) +mk log(n). (1.3)
Schwarz derived the SBC by starting with the assumption that the data
distribution comes from the exponential family and then using Bayes’
Theorem. SBC can also be obtained from the Laplace approximation of the
posterior distribution of a model. Whereas AIC and CAIC arrive from
results related to information theory, the SBC does not. For this reason, we
prefer using CAIC over SBC in this dissertation.
1.4 ICOMP and CICOMP
ICOMP, the information-theoretic measure of complexity, is slightly different
from AIC and CAIC in that we now introduce a penalty for complexity
(Bozdogan 1987, 1988, 1990). Before we explain what this means, observe
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the formula for computing ICOMP:
ICOMP = −2 log(L(θˆ)) + 2C(Fˆ−1). (1.4)
The function C(·) is a real-valued measure of complexity, and Fˆ−1 is the
estimated inverse Fisher’s information matrix (IFIM) of the model.
We will let C(·) be either the C1(·) or C1F (·) complexity. The formula for
computing C1(·) is as follows: suppose Σ is any square matrix with rank r;
then,
C1(Σ) =
r
2
log
(
tr(Σ)
r
)
− 1
2
log (det(Σ)) . (1.5)
It is a simple exercise to show that any k-dimensional identity matrix has
C1-complexity equal to 0. Therefore, any deviations of a matrix from the
identity will result in more C1-complexity and a higher penalty. See Van
Emden (1971) for the original derivation of this formula.
The Frobenius-norm characterization of C1(·), called the C1F (·)
complexity, is given by
C1F (Σ) =
1
4λ¯2
r∑
i=1
(
λi − λ¯
)2
, (1.6)
where λi for i = 1, . . . , r refers to an eigenvalue of Σ, and λ¯ is the arithmetic
mean of the spectrum of Σ (Pamukcu 2015).
In addition to ICOMP, we also score the consistent form of ICOMP
(CICOMP) (Bozdogan 2010; Pamukcu et al. 2015). The penalty is in place
to discourage complexity and promote parsimony just like with ICOMP, but
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we compute this penalty in a slightly different way:
CICOMP = −2 log(L(θ̂)) +mk(log(n) + 1) + 2C
(
Fˆ−1
)
= CAIC + 2C
(
F−1
)
. (1.7)
CICOMP penalizes overparameterization more stringently to pick only
the simplest models whenever there is nothing to be lost by doing so
(Bozdogan 2010).
Consider that the diagonal entries of the IFIM represent the variance of
the parameters of our statistical model. Further, off-diagonal elements in the
IFIM are covariances between parameters. This means that by including a
complexity measure in our scoring of ICOMP, we are penalizing the amount
of variability within and among parameters in our model.
Why this is important can be illustrated with the following example.
Suppose we are interested in a regression problem in which we use the
variables arm length and leg length to predict weight in male individuals. We
can determine the effects associated with arm length and leg length in a
regression model, and interpret the results in a straightforward manner.
However, a positive correlation exists between arm length and leg length in
male individuals. That is, as one’s arm length increases, it is highly likely
that his leg length also increases in a predictable way. This phenomenon is
known as multicollinearity.
The consequence of multicollinearity is that we expend resources
computing excessive information: we may just as easily predict weight in
male individuals using only arm length, instead of predicting weight with
arm length and leg length. In essence, the complexity measure in ICOMP
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attributes a marginal cost directly to the multicollinear predictors in a
statistical model.
1.5 Relationship between P -values and AIC
In a regression framework, we can assess the significance of a group of k
variables by computing a χ2-statistic based on the deviation of the model
without those k variables from the full model in which it is nested (Dohoo
2012). Let `(θˆR) and `(θˆF ) be the maximized log-likelihoods of the reduced
and full models, respectively. Then, the likelihood ratio statistic, λ, is
λ = 2
(
`(θˆF )− `(θˆR)
)
. (1.8)
The significance of the group of k predictors is found by finding the
P -value associated with λ, which is χ2-distributed with k degrees of freedom.
If the P -value is smaller than some significance level, e.g., α = 0.05, we
conclude that the group of variables that was removed from the regression
model is a significant predictor of the dependent variable.
Suppose now that we compute AIC scores for the full and reduced
models. Then, AICR = −2`(θˆR) + 2mR and AICF = −2`(θˆF ) + 2mF . Define
∆AIC = AICR − AICF . This is precisely
∆AIC = AICR − AICF
= −2`(θˆR) + 2mR −
(
−2`(θˆF ) + 2mF
)
= 2
(
`(θˆF )− `(θˆR)
)
− 2(mF −mR)
= λ− 2k (1.9)
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Equation (1.9) immediately gives us λ = ∆AIC + 2k. Hence, from
equations (1.8) and (1.9), we have the following relationship between the
P -value and ∆AIC:
P = P[χ2k > ∆AIC + 2k]. (1.10)
See Murtaugh (2014) or Bozdogan (1987) for more information on this
relationship.
1.6 Discussion
As with any tool, there are numerous advantages and disadvantages to using
any one of the different information criteria from this chapter. For example,
AIC and CAIC tend to be incredibly easy to estimate. The sole ingredients
for computing AIC and CAIC are a statistical likelihood function, the
corresponding number of parameters, and the number of measurements in
the data set. Generally speaking, the number of parameters is easy to
recognize given a likelihood function. Therefore, it is often the case that as
long as the log-likelihood function is able to be estimated, AIC and CAIC
can be quickly estimated as well.
All of the information criteria from this chapter show remarkable
flexibility. In this dissertation, we use AIC, CAIC, and ICOMP in the
context of many different types of regression models, including logistic,
Poisson, and negative binomial. We also determine the number of
components in mixture model settings, and choose from a set of different
distributions the one that provides the best fit to a data set.
The most consistent shortcoming of AIC is that it tends to select models
with more predictors than are often necessary. The reason for this relates to
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how Akaike penalized excessive parameterization. It turns out that the
amount 2mk is not enough of a penalty when candidate models have many
parameters that need estimating. This is not a reason to abandon AIC;
rather, keeping in mind this tendency of AIC often helps to further our
understanding of behavior that we see while evaluating different candidate
models, especially since we always compare the results of AIC to CAIC and
ICOMP.
In practice, there are times when we have data, X, whose Gram matrix
G = XTX is ill-conditioned. This is highly problematic, since it interferes
with matrix inversions and subsequently our computation of the IFIM for use
in estimating ICOMP and CICOMP. One way to avoid this situation is to
compute the complexity of the IFIM using C1F (·). The other way involves a
technique known as covariance matrix regularization, which we discuss in the
next chapter. Covariance matrix regularization was initially proposed by
Bozdogan in 1986 to resolve the improper solutions in factor analytic models
with AIC and CAIC.
1.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented brief background, motivation, and
formulas for various information criteria scores. Of the criteria we described,
we will focus almost exclusively on AIC, CAIC, ICOMP, and CICOMP in
the chapters to follow.
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CHAPTER 2
COVARIANCE ESTIMATORS
16
Abstract
This chapter is dedicated entirely to the concept of covariance
estimation. The estimators from this chapter will be especially
important when we start considering prolems in later chapters where
our data sets are undersampled; the chapter starts by further
expanding on this idea. Without providing much more information in
the way of context, we simply use this chapter to collect covariance
estimation techniques in one place. All of the estimators in this
chapter were tested while performing computational experiments for
research related to this dissertation. However, we may have included
some estimators despite not specifically mentioning them later, most
likely because the one that is referenced will have been the most
appropriate for the given problem.
2.1 Introduction
Let X = [x1, . . . , xn]
T be our data matrix. For each i = 1, . . . , n, suppose
that xi ∈ Rk. That is, each xi has been measured on k different variables. In
a regression framework, these k variables are predictors. Oftentimes we will
add an additional (k + 1)st variable encoding an intercept.
Suppose n < k. Based on our information, we know that X is a matrix of
dimension n× k. Therefore, rank(X) ≤ min(n, k) = n since n < k is given.
It follows that rank(XTX) = rank(X) ≤ n. But G = XTX is a k × k matrix,
so it must be rank deficient. Thus, when k > n, i.e., when there are more
predictors in a data set than observations, the Gram matrix G = XTX is
singular. This is hugely problematic, since parameter estimation often relies
on obtaining an invertible estimated covariance matrix, which we denote in
this chapter as Σˆ.
This problem is arising more and more often now that -omic data are
readily available to researchers. For example, in chapters 4, 5, and 9 we use a
data set consisting of n = 3096 cancer patients who were measured for
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mutations in k = 19420 different gene expressions. Such data is often
referred to as flat, owing to the disparity between the number of rows versus
columns. Until recently, regression analysis using data of this size was carried
out only after the predictors were filtered down to a more manageable size.
One way to counteract the problem of singularities from flat data is by
using a technique called matrix regularization. Matrix regularization is a
process by which a singular or otherwise ill-conditioned matrix is
transformed so that it becomes invertible. Many regularization formulae
exist to perform such a task, which we discuss in the proceeding sections.
2.2 Smoothed covariance estimation
Following the work of Pamukcu et al. (2015), we present the idea behind
smooth covariance estimation. Smoothed covariance estimators are a convex
combination of the actual estimate of the covariance matrix, Σˆ, and a
suitably chosen diagonal matrix, Dˆ. This is also referred to as “Steinian-type
shrinkage” (James and Stein 1961). For some 0 < ρ < 1, the smoothed
estimator of Σ is
ΣˆS = (1− ρ)Σˆ + ρDˆ. (2.1)
Our diagonal matrix, Dˆ, is the shrinkage target. The naive estimate of Dˆ is
Dˆ =
tr(Σˆ)
r
Ir =
(
1
r
r∑
i=1
λi
)
Ir = λ¯Ir, (2.2)
where Σˆ has rank r, Ir is an r-dimensional identity matrix, and λi for
i = 1, . . . , r are eigenvalues of Σˆ. Thus, Dˆ is the diagonal matrix whose
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entries are the arithmetic mean of the eigenvalues of Σˆ. The reader is referred
to Pamukcu et al. (2015) for more information on estimators of this form.
2.2.1 Convex sum covariance estimator (CSE)
From Chen (1976), we have the convex sum covariance estimator. Let Dˆ be
as defined previously in equation (2.2); and, for k ≥ 2 dimensions define m as
0 < m <
2 [k(1 + β)− 2]
k − β , (2.3)
where we choose β data adaptively:
β =
tr
(
Σˆ
)2
tr
(
Σˆ2
) . (2.4)
The convex sum covariance estimator is then given by
ΣˆCSE =
n
n+m
Σˆ +
(
1− n
n+m
)
Dˆ. (2.5)
2.2.2 Bozdogan’s convex sum covariance estimator
(BCSE)
Set
α =
1
n− 1
k∑
j=1
Var(xj), (2.6)
where each xj is a column in the data matrix X. That is, we are referring to
the set of all measurements made on variable j for j = 1, . . . , k. Then,
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Bozdogan’s convex sum covariance estimator is
ΣˆBCSE =
1
α
Σˆ +
(
1− 1
α
)
D, (2.7)
where D follows from equation (2.2) (Bozdogan 2010).
2.3 Ridge covariance estimation
Ridge covariance estimation involves finding covariance estimators of the
form
ΣˆR = Σˆ + γIr, (2.8)
where r = rank(Σˆ), Ir is the r-dimensional identity matrix, and γ > 0 is a
ridge parameter.
Pamukcu et al. (2015) suggest that this type of covariance estimation is
not well-suited to issues involving flat data. Nonetheless, we present some of
the work that has been done deriving different ridge parameters, γ. How and
why to choose γ remains an open problem, with different researchers offering
solutions depending on the problem being addressed.
2.3.1 Maximum likelihood/empirical Bayes
(MLE/EB) covariance estimator
Let r = rank(Σˆ), and Ir be the r-dimensional identity matrix. Then, from
Haff (1980) we have the maximum likelihood/empirical Bayes covariance
estimator:
ΣˆMLE/EB = Σˆ +
r − 1
ntr(Σˆ)
Ir. (2.9)
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2.4 Thomaz eigenvalue stabilization
algorithm
From Thomaz’s Ph.D. dissertation (2004), we have the eigenvalue
stabilization algorithm. What follows is a heuristic summary of the
algorithm.
Start by letting V be the matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of Σˆ,
and set Λ to be the diagonal matrix whose entries are the corresponding
eigenvalues of Σˆ. Compute λ¯, the arithmetic mean of the spectrum of Σˆ.
Next, construct a new diagonal matrix,
Λ∗ = diag
(
max(λ1, λ¯), . . . ,max(λr, λ¯)
)
, (2.10)
where r = rank(Σˆ). The stabilized covariance matrix is then defined as
ΣˆSTA = V Λ
∗V. (2.11)
2.5 Hybridized covariance estimation
The technique of covariance hybridization was proposed by Pamukcu et al.
(2015). The process involves computing ΣˆSTA following the algorithm of
Thomaz, but then “hybridizing” the resulting estimator by taking a convex
sum of ΣˆSTA with another estimator, such as ΣˆCSE or ΣˆBCSE. Pamukcu et al.
(2015) provided the following justification for introducing this new method:
“The rationale and mathematical motivation of stabilization plus
hybridization are to improve further in a straightforward way the
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smaller and less reliable eigenvalues of the estimated covariance
matrix while trying to keep most of its larger eigenvalues
unchanged before smoothing to guarantee that the eigenvalues of
a nonnegative definite matrix do not become negative and to
achieve positive definiteness via shrinkage.”
2.6 Discussion
As we have shown in this chapter, there are numerous ways to regularize a
covariance matrix. The question of which regularization formula to use will
be answered using model selection. This means we will need to score models
with each possible covariance estimator. Though this is a cumbersome task,
it also allows us to find patterns suggesting good matches between a
covariance estimator and a particular regression model.
2.7 Conclusion
We have presented a summary of formulas and techniques that are useful for
statisticians who need to estimate covariance matrices when data are
undersampled. This research, though seemingly innocuous, is critically
important for estimating the parameters in regression problems. One that we
will continue to discuss further is the Steinian shrinkage estimator given by
equation (2.1).
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CHAPTER 3
AN OVERVIEW OF VARIABLE SELECTION AND
THE GENETIC ALGORITHM
25
Abstract
The most well-known variable selection technique, stepwise
selection, is the launching point for our discussion of the other variable
selection procedures highlighted in this chapter. In this chapter, we
discuss LASSO, ridge, and elastic net regularization, and then the
genetic algorithm (GA). Readers who are unfamiliar with GA subset
selection will find that our section on the topic is a useful
introduction. For the first time in a statistical regression framework,
we introduce readers to the multi-objective genetic algorithm
(MOGA). This information will be used in chapters 7 and 8, when we
discuss count data regression mixture distributions.
3.1 Introduction
The last 20 years of computational advancements have produced a rich
assortment of novel statistical techniques and disciplines. One area in
particular that continues to see change is variable subset selection in multiple
regression models. Variable selection is important for many reasons, two of
which we highlight below.
First, obtaining data is a highly nontrivial task. A single clinical trial can
take years to conduct, between experimental design, patient intervention and
follow-up, and the sheer amount of money required to sustain such a project.
In this setting, variable selection can deem certain variables non-essential to
the outcome of a research project, thus reducing costs by allowing researchers
to focus their efforts on obtaining data elsewhere.
The second reason has to do with the quality of the information that can
be acquired through variable selection. There is value to knowing that one or
more variables are significantly associated with a statistical outcome while
other variables are not. As we will see in later chapters, particularly with
regression mixture model analysis, different patterns of variable
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measurements can also offer natural boundaries that separate groups of
individuals in a study.
In the remainder of this chapter, we start by covering stepwise selection,
which is historically the method most often used for variable selection in
statistical packages. We move next to penalized regression, and finally to the
genetic algorithm. We conclude the chapter by discussing some hybridization
between penalized regression and the genetic algorithm.
3.2 Stepwise methods
The variable selection method with which most researchers are familiar is
stepwise regression (SR). SR and its variants appear to have first been
introduced in 1960 by Efroymson.
Broadly speaking, the general framework of the SR approach has
remained very much intact from when it was first conceived. A forward
selection approach involves starting off by fitting a null model, which is the
outcome regressed on only a constant term (i.e., the intercept). Once the
null model has been fit, variables are systematically added to the model if
their inclusion results in a significant P -value using a t-test. The model that
results once no more variables are significant is the eventual result.
Conversely, backwards elimination involves starting with the full model,
which is the outcome regressed on all variables, and then removing
non-significant variables until only significant variables remain. Additionally,
there is a bidirectional approach, in which variables may be added or
removed as their significance changes.
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Stepwise procedures, while convenient and ubiquitous–most statistical
software packages come with their own built-in stepwise regression tool–come
with a tremendous downside. In particular, SR can result in overfitting
depending on the arbitrary choice of P -value thresholds used for entry and
removal.
3.3 Penalized regression
The penalized regression approach is named for the constraint which gets
added to the regression framework. This added constraint introduces a
penalty for parameters (i.e., weights, effects) that grow too large.
3.3.1 Ordinary least-squares regression
Consider the ordinary least-squares regression problem. We seek a set of
weights, wˆ, satisfying
wˆ = arg min
w

n∑
i=1
(
yi −
k∑
j=0
wjxij
)2 . (3.1)
The estimated set of weights, wˆ, is also referred to as the least-squares
solution since equation (3.1) seeks to minimize the square of the residuals.
Using basic calculus, it is straightforward to determine that
wˆ = (XTX)−1XTY . For j = 0, . . . , k, each wj tells us the estimated effect on
y for increasing xj one unit.
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3.3.2 Ridge
In the penalized regression framework, we can reformulate equation (3.1) as
the following problem: find the set of weights, wˆ, that minimizes
n∑
i=1
(
yi −
k∑
j=0
wjxij
)2
subject to
k∑
j=0
w2j ≤ t2, (3.2)
where t2, called the tuning parameter, controls the growth of the weights.
The weights are constrained via their squared L2-norm, since
||w||2L2 =
k∑
j=0
w2j . (3.3)
The particular problem described in equation (2.8) is known as ridge
regression. We solve this problem using calculus techniques once again to
find wˆL2 = (X
TX + λ2Ir)
−1XTY , where r = rank(XTX) and λ2 = 1/t2. The
weights obtained using ridge regression are known as shrinkage estimates,
since the L2 penalty has the effect of “shrinking” parameters towards 0.
3.3.3 LASSO
Ridge regression is one of the more popular methods for performing
penalized regression. The other popular method is called LASSO (“least
absolute shrinkage and selection operator”), and it introduces an L1-norm.
The LASSO problem, as it was first described by Tibshirani (1996), is shown
below:
wˆL1 = arg min
w

n∑
i=1
(
yi −
k∑
j=0
wjxij
)2
subject to
k∑
j=0
|wj| ≤ t1
 . (3.4)
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There is an important distinction between L2- and L1-penalized
regression. While L2-penalized regression will shrink the weight estimates,
L1-penalized regression will force estimates to 0. This effectively acts as a
form of variable selection, since nonzero parameters correspond to variables
more significntly associated with the outcome.
The least angle regression (LARS) algorithm was introduced by Efron et
al. (2004) to solve equation (3.4) explicitly. A simple geometric argument
given in the Efron paper shows that the predictors tending towards 0 are the
ones least correlated with the outcome, confirming the use of the LASSO
penalty for carrying out variable selection.
There are certain shortcomings to using L1-penalized regression. Three of
these shortcomings, described in Zou and Hastie (2005), are summarized
below:
• When k > n, at most n predictors will be selected;
• If predictors in a group are highly correlated with one another, only 1
of these predictors tends to be selected (Friedman et al. (2010)
described this feature as “indifference”);
• When n > k, the estimates from L2-regression tend to be more
predictive than the L1-estimates (Tibshirani 1996).
3.3.4 Elastic net
The shortcomings described previously motivated the introduction of an
L1 + L2 hybrid penalty to perform penalized regression, called “elastic net”
regression by Zou and Hastie (2005). By adding the L2-penalty, elastic net
regression performs variable subset selection via its L1-penalty without losing
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groups of highly correlated variables. The elastic net problem itself may be
written similar equations (3.2) and (3.4). Let
L(λ1, λ2, w) =
n∑
i=1
(
yi −
k∑
j=0
wjxij
)2
+ λ1
k∑
j=0
|wj|+ λ2
k∑
j=0
w2j , (3.5)
be an objective functional, where λ1 = 1/t1 and λ2 = 1/t2 are the tuning
parameters. The elastic net estimator, wˆL1+L2 , is the set of weights that
minimizes L(λ1, λ2, w). When λ1 = 0, this is the ridge regression problem;
when λ2 = 0, this is LASSO regression; and when λ1 = λ2 = 0, this is no
different from solving the original least-squares problem.
The type of regression model being studied ultimately determines how
one goes about solving for wˆL1+L2 . For linear models, the LARS-EN
algorithm was proposed in Zou and Hastie’s original paper (2005). Since we
deal with regression models that are not linear in this dissertation, we tend
to solve the elastic net problem using bound optimization procedures (see
especially Krishnapuram et al. (2005)). To determine the choice of λ1 and
λ2, we use k-fold cross validation and/or grid search methods.
3.3.5 Bound optimization procedures
BOP algorithms have existed for many years (the widely-used
expectation-maximization, or EM, algorithm is an example), however they
were first generalized by Lange, Hunter, and Yang (2000). The principle
behind BOP algorithms in statistical modeling is that maximization of the
log-likelihood function takes place by “transferring” the optimization
problem to a suitably chosen surrogate function to be maximized.
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BOP algorithms rely heavily on key properties of the surrogate functions.
Let `(θ) denote the log-likelihood function, which is a function of its
parameters, θ. Further, let Q(Φ,Ψ) be a surrogate function. For the BOP
procedure to work, we require:
• Q(θ, θ) = `(θ),
• `(θ) ≥ Q(θ,Ψ) for any Ψ 6= θ.
The reader is referred to Salakhutdinov et al. (2003) and Lange et al. (2000)
for further clarification on these properties.
As the algorithm proceeds, we are iteratively updating θ. At a given
timestep, s, θ(s+1) = arg maxθQ(θ,Ψ) for any Ψ. This, along with the
properties listed above, leads to the following result:
`(θ(s+1)) = Q(θ(s+1), θ(s+1)),
≥ Q(θ(s+1), θ(s)),
≥ Q(θ(s), θ(s)),
= `(θ(s)).
Thus, as we seek maximizers of Q during a given iteration, we are
guaranteed to be monotonically increasing the log-likelihood function. We
can think of ` as sitting on top of Q; by lifting Q, we know that we must also
be lifting `.
At this point, we need to find a surrogate function, Q, that can help us
solve the elastic net multinomial regression problem. One strategy is to let
Taylor’s Theorem help us. We start by considering a Taylor expansion of
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`(w;X, Y ) in a neighborhood of w(s):
`(w) = `(w(s)) + (w − w(s))T∇`(w(s)) + 1
2
(w − w(s))T∇2`(w(s))(w − w(s)) + . . .
≥ `(w(s)) + (w − w(s))T∇(w(s)) + 1
2
(w − w(s))TH(w(s))(w − w(s))
≥ `(w(s)) + (w − w(s))T∇(w(s)) + 1
2
(w − w(s))TB(w − w(s)) (3.6)
= Q(w,w(s)).
In equation (3.6), we substitute a matrix B in for the Hessian matrix, H.
The matrix B has been chosen because it satisfies H  B, which means that
H −B is a positive semidefinite matrix. We provide more details about this
procedure in chapters 4 and 5, where we use BOP to construct logistic and
multinomial logistic regression solvers.
3.4 Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are stochastic search heuristics that function
according to the principles governing evolution. By Darwin’s theory of
natural selection, organisms that are most fit survive to reproduce and pass
on their genetic information. Similarly, we use AIC, CAIC, ICOMP, and
CICOMP as fitness functions to determine from a population of
randomly-generated candidate models the ones that provide the best fit to a
dataset from one iteration (i.e., generation) of the algorithm to the next. See
Vose’s The Simple Genetic Algorithm (1999) for an approachable and
mathematically-rigorous introduction to the GA.
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Holland popularized GAs with his 1975 text, Adaptation in Natural and
Artificial Systems. Since then, GAs have been used in lieu of stepwise
methods for performing variable selection (Akbilgic and Bozdogan 2011;
Broadhurst et al. 1996; Vinterbo and Ohno-Machado 1999), albeit only
sparingly until computing resources were more readily available. GA was
introduced by Bozdogan (1996) to the statistical literature using information
criteria.
3.4.1 Chromosome
A candidate model in the GA has its own “chromosome,” which is a binary
string encoding the fitted variables in that model. Hence, for a data set in
which we have k predictors, the chromosome associated with each model will
be a binary string of length k.
To illustrate the concept of a chromosome, suppose we conduct a study in
which subjects are measured on 3 different variables. The model which
includes the first two variables but not the third has a chromosome encoded
as “110.” Unless we indicate otherwise, we always fit an intercept in the
model, however we are only interested in the variables that are selected for
inclusion.
3.4.2 Initialization
At the beginning of each algorithm, we randomly generate a population of N
regression models which differ based on the combination of predictors that
have been fitted. In practice, we set N to be at least bigger than k. Beyond
this stipulation, it is up to the user to set N based on his/her computational
constraints.
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3.4.3 Evolution
During one iteration of the algorithm, each of the N models in the
population are scored based on the information criterion we are interested in
minimizing. We give the models a weight based on their fitness relative to
the other models in the population at that iteration. To repopulate N new
models at the next iteration, we probabilistically select two “parent” models
giving preference to higher weights, and recombine their chromosomes similar
to how the exchange of genetic material takes place.
Recombination events in living organisms are subject to many different
kinds of mutation and crossover events. In a similar fashion, we simulate
mutation and crossover events occurring in our GA chromosomes.
Mutation
A mutation takes place when a 0 at the present iteration becomes a 1 in the
subsequent iteration (or visa versa). Mutations take place with a
pre-assigned probability, usually no more than 1 or 2%.
Crossover
A crossover event occurs when a section of a chromosome from one parent
entirely replaces the section in the same location of another chromosome. For
example, suppose parent 1 and parent 2 are selected for reproduction. Parent
1 has chromosome 00000000, and parent 2 has chromosome 11111111. Each
parent has a chromosome encoding a model with 8 predictors. A crossover
event occurring at the 5th to 7th variables would result in a child with
chromosome 11110001 (or 00001110). In our framework, each variable (i.e.
locus on the chromosome) has an equal probability of being the start or
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finish of a string involved in a crossover event. We also allow for multiple
crossover events occurring.
Elitism
We allow our GA to run with elitism turned on or turned off. If we turn
elitism on, then during each iteration of the GA, the model with the lowest
score–the most fit–reappears in the subsequent generation. This model may
still reproduce with the other models in the current generation. If elitism is
turned off, then all of the children in the next generation are determined by
selecting parents to mate in the current generation.
3.4.4 Convergence
There are any number of ways to determine when the algorithm has
converged. One way that we will use is to check the difference between the
average fitness score in a generation and the lowest score from that
generation. When this difference is sufficiently small, we stop the algorithm.
Similarly, one may also check the difference between the average fitness
scores from successive generations. It is not good practice to check the
difference between successive lowest scores. This can lead to stopping the
algorithm before it has been given enough generations to converge, especially
if elitism is present.
One may also opt to simply let the algorithm run for a predetermined
number of generations, either with or without a convergence criterion. In
general, this is a good idea since convergence may not have occurred even
though the global minimizer may have been found.
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3.4.5 Reliability
Greenhalgh (2000) outlined different criteria that needed to be met in order
to guarantee global convergence of a GA to the globally optimal solution. In
practice, we find that Greenhalgh’s criteria are far too conservative in the
context of variable selection for regression models, since the GA is generally
able to converge quickly.
As is the case for any stochastic algorithm, it is best to carry out a GA
for a number of different trials in order to assess accuracy of the results.
Once again, for regression models the number of trials needed to verify global
convergence to the optimum is much less than say a bootstrapping
algorithm, cross-validation, or MCMC sampling.
3.5 Multi-objective GA
The previous section offers a primer for readers interested in the basic
implementation of a GA. However, the way we described the problem allows
for only one fitness function to be minimized. In fact there could be
numerous fitness functions that we wish to minimize simultaneously. This
problem is solved using the multi-objective GA (MOGA).
The reality of the MOGA problem is that minimizing one fitness function,
now called a dimension, often leads to undesirable results with respect to
other dimensions (Jones et al. 2002; Konak et al. 2006). As we do when we
use information criteria to balance lack-of-fit with overparameterization, the
MOGA seeks solutions that strike the correct balance between dimensions
without sacrificing too much in favor of any one dimension.
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MOGA has seen extensive use in the field of systems and industrial
engineering. Elsewhere in the literature, we have found only one mention of
MOGA being used to solve a statistical problem, when Kim et al. (2000)
used the procedure to simultaneously minimize the within- and between-sums
of squares plus 2 separate criteria in the context of K-means clustering.
In chapters 7 and 8 of this dissertation, we will introduce and use MOGA
to simultaneously minimize separate information criteria that assess the
ability of a regression mixture model to (1) fit the data and (2) sort the data.
Our algorithm combines the weighted sum approach with Pareto ranking.
3.5.1 Weighted sum
Suppose we have k fitness functions that we would like to minimize, denoted
fj for j = 1, . . . , k. One way we could do this is by choosing weights,
w1, . . . , wk,
∑k
j=1wj = 1, and defining a new fitness function
f = w1f1 + · · ·+ wkfk. When done this way, the problem reduces to the
original GA problem with only one fitness function.
The obvious advantage of this method is its simplicity: it is trivial to cast
the MOGA problem as a weighted sum procedure as long as the single
objective GA is running properly. The main disadvantage is that it is unable
to identify all Pareto efficient solutions if the Pareto front is non-convex
(Konak 2006). We discuss Pareto efficiency next.
3.5.2 Pareto ranking
The notion of Pareto efficiency comes from economic theory. Consider a local
economy in a small town. A Pareto improvement is a change to the economy
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that harms no individual while also helping at least 1 person. The economy is
said to be Pareto efficient once no further Pareto improvements can be made.
Now suppose we have a population of N candidate regression models,
each scored based on information criteria I1 and I2. Model MP is Pareto
dominant if no other model exists which simultaneously achieves I1 and I2
scores which are lower than MP ’s scores. A simple example of this concept
comes once again from Nate Silver (2015), in an article titled “Marco Rubio
and The Pareto Frontier”:
Suppose, for example, that you’re trying to choose a restaurant
for dinner and the criteria are taste and price. If you want to
maximize on taste, you might choose, say, The French Laundry.
If you want to maximize on price, you might choose White Castle.
...
Imagine that in addition to White Castle and The French
Laundry, there are two Italian restaurants in your neighborhood.
One is the chain restaurant Olive Garden. You actually like Olive
Garden perfectly well. But down the block is a local red-sauce
joint called Giovanni’s. The food is a little better there than at
Olive Garden (although not as good as The French Laundry), and
it’s a little cheaper than Olive Garden (although not as cheap as
White Castle). So you can eliminate Olive Garden from your
repertoire; it’s dominated along both dimensions by Giovanni’s.
For our work, the Pareto frontier refers to the set of all Pareto dominant
models in a population. It is so called because when plotted on a set of axes,
the Pareto dominant models form a border along either the top or bottom of
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the candidates depending on whether criteria should be minimized or
maximized. In terms of the MOGA problem, one strategy is to assign a rank
to all of the Pareto dominant models in an iteration while assigning a lower
rank to all of the dominated models. See Konak et al. (2006) for a thorough
review of different MOGA procedures which use Pareto ranking.
3.5.3 Our approach
As we previously mentioned, our MOGA approach combines weighted sum
and Pareto optimization. All of the models are scored based on a weighted
sum of two information criteria we use during a particular trial. Once each of
the models in the current iteration have been scored, we identify the Pareto
dominant models. These models are rescored lower than the lowest score
from that iteration, and rankings are then assigned as they would be in the
single objective GA problem.
Elitism may still be incorporated into this framework, by allowing the
most fit model based on the original weighted sum score to reappear in the
subsequent generation. It would not make sense to use elitism on the rescored
fitnesses, since we assign all of the Pareto dominant models the same score.
3.6 Discussion
One of the major contributions of this dissertation is a comparison between
the variable subsets obtained using elastic net regression vs. the GA for
different regression models. When possible, we compare these results with
the subsets obtained using stepwise regression.
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3.7 Conclusion
We have used this chapter to provide readers with a brief overview of 3
major variable subset selection procedures: (1) stepwise selection; (2)
penalized regression; and, (3) genetic algorithm subsetting. Additionally, our
development of a multi-objective genetic algorithm to perform variable
subset selection is entirely new to the field of regression analysis.
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CHAPTER 4
VARIABLE SELECTION VIA PENALIZED
LOGISTIC REGRESSION AND THE GENETIC
ALGORITHM
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Abstract
In this chapter, we provide an exhaustive overview of variable
selection in the context of logistic regression models. To the existing
literature, we contribute a GA framework for performing variable
selection with information criteria, using Lemeshow’s classical ICU
data (1988). We compare these results to stepwise selection and
penalized regression, which is the first such analysis to our knowledge.
For the large k small n problem, we introduce a novel post hoc
soft-thresholding procedure for subset selection that is
computationally less expensive than penalized regression or the
genetic algorithm. This new procedure, called the Post Hoc
Adjustment of Measured Effects (PHAME) is especially advantageous
for researchers whose data are undersampled.
4.1 Introduction
Logistic regression refers to a type of regression in which the response
(dependent variable) is binary. Some examples of a dependent variable that
we will encounter in this chapter include patient outcome (survive/did not
survive) during a visit to an intensive care unit (ICU), and tumor stage (1, 2,
3, or 4) for patients with one of 12 different types of cancer.
Oftentimes, logistic regression (LR) refers to the case where the response
is binary and multinomial logistic regression (MLR) will refer to cases when
the response is measured on 3 or more levels or categories. We will use that
same distinction here, and point out that this chapter focuses only on LR
and the next chapter will be for an analysis of MLR. Since LR is simply an
instance of MLR, any techniques we develop in the following chapter for
MLR will be applicable in the case when our response consists of 2 levels.
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4.1.1 Major differences between logistic and ordinary
least-squares regression
Ordinary least-squares regression (OLSR) refers to the technique of finding
weights associated with a linear combination of predictors that minimize the
square of the difference between measurements of the response and the
prediction. When we find the difference between a response and its predicted
value, we obtain a residual. Thus, we have as many residuals as we do
measurements of our response.
One of the fundamental assumptions of OLSR is that the behavior of our
residuals should not change as the response changes, a phenomenon known
as homoscedasticity. LR (and MLR) inherently violates the assumption of
heteroscedasticity by virtue of how predictions are made.
Suppose that we measure patients based on a response that can be either
0 or 1. Due to the mathematical formulation of this problem (which we
discuss later in this chapter), our predicted values will exist anywhere
between 0 and 1 but nowhere outside of this range. This means that the
residuals for our patients who measured a 0 for the response will have
negative residuals (0 minus a number between 0 and 1), while patients who
measured a 1 for the response will have positive residuals (1 minus a number
between 0 and 1). The violation of homoscedasticity simply means we do not
use the same kinds of tools to assess how well our model fits a given data set.
The other major difference between OLSR and LR regression is in how
we interpret the weights we obtain. In both OLSR and LR, we are interested
in finding a set of weights associated with a linear combination of predictors
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to either directly (OLSR) or indirectly (LR) minimize the difference between
our measured response and our predictions of the response.
In the case of OLSR, each weight is explained as the effect of a predictor
with which it is associated. Mathematically, a particular weight represents
the amount we expect the response to increase or decrease if we were to
increase its associated predictor by 1 unit.
When we perform LR, our interpretation of weights differs dramatically
from OLSR. Our interpretation here also depends on the type of variables we
are using for prediction, and whether we are performing logistic regression or
multinomial logistic regression. In all cases, we look at the exponentiated
weight, since this represents an odds ratio.
For example, consider a study involving a binary response (e.g., whether
or not a patient died at an ICU) and a single binary predictor (e.g. whether
or not the patient was admitted on an emergency basis) whose exponentiated
weight is 1.08. We would say the odds of a patient dying at an ICU are 8%
higher among patients who were admitted on an emergency basis compared
to patients who were not admitted on an emergency basis.
4.1.2 Literature
Logistic regression was first introduced back in 1958 by D. R. Cox. It is has
been used often since, and a tremendous amount of literature already exists
even for penalized regression even though this field is only about 20 years old
(Shevade and Keerthi 2003; Krishnapuram et al. 2005; Cawley and Talbot
2006; Liu et al. 2007; Cho et al. 2009; Ayers and Kordell 2010; Ryali et al.
2010; Yan et al. 2011).
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The technique has become especially popular among genomicists
interested in studying single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (Ayers and
Kordell 2010; Cho et al. 2009). An SNP can be thought of as a point
mutation to an individual nucleotide. For example, sickle-cell anemia is
caused by a switch from adenine to thymine (A to T) in a gene located on
chromosome 11 (11p15.5). The majority of the population has A in this
particular location, but the SNP results in a smaller percentage of the
population with a T and therefore sickle-cell anemia.
Cho et al. (2009) used elastic net logistic regression to identify SNPs
significantly associated with rheumatoid arthritis. They used cross validation
to select tuning parameters, and chose variables based on those having the
most significant P -values. Ayers and Cordell (2010) compared many
penalized regression models to select disease-causing SNPs, choosing tuning
parameters based on minimizing Type I error rates. Ryali et al. (2010) used
elastic net logistic regression to to select features from fMRI data; their
solver starts with bound optimization following Krishnapuram et al. (2005),
however they use the soft threshold updating which iteratively updates each
parameter individually. This study is closest to our approach, in which we
will use information criteria to select tuning parameters and subsequently
variable subsets.
A separate study from Yan et al. (2011) used smoothly clipped absolute
deviance (SCAD)-penalized logistic regression to select serum markers
related to liver fibrosis. They found this method–which is also
sparsifying–comparable to logistic LASSO regression. They chose parameters
based on maximizing area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves.
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4.2 Derivation of information criteria
Traditionally, the fit of a logistic regression or multinomial logistic regression
model is assessed based on the significance of its Pearson chi-square statistic.
This is a reliable way to assess how well an individual LR model fits a data
set.
As we move through the remainder of this chapter, we will be less
interested in looking at how well an individual model fits data as opposed to
how well distinct models fit with different sets of predictors fit the data
compared to one another. In this regard, the Pearson chi-square test is not
suited to such a task. For example, suppose we build 2 separate models with
different groups of predictors from the same data set, and each Pearson
chi-square statistic has a P -value of 0.01 and 0.02, respectively. Each of these
models suggests a good fit for the data at the α = 0.05 level of significance,
but it would be irresponsible to say that the first model fits better because
its P -value is further from 0.05.
To make the distinction between different logistic models, we introduce
the information criteria AIC, CAIC, ICOMP, and CICOMP (see chapter 1).
Each of these criteria requires that we derive the log-likelihood function. The
latter two also use the inverse of the Fisher’s information matrix (IFIM).
What follows is a derivation of these ingredients, followed by the assembly of
the information criteria.
4.2.1 Model definition
Let Y = [y1, . . . , yn]
T be an n-dimensional vector of responses, where yi = 0
or 1 for i = 1, . . . , n. Next, let X = [x1, . . . , xn]
T be the n× (k + 1) data
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matrix whose k + 1 columns are our variables. We assume that there are k
predictors that have been physically measured, plus an additional predictor
representing the intercept. Notice that each xi ∈ Rk+1, for i = 1, . . . , n.
Finally, w = [w0, . . . , wk]
T is the vector of weights we wish to find.
Recall that we start off by assuming our response can have 1 of G = 2
possible outcomes. As is the case with the any regression problem, we are
interested in finding the set of weights which satisfy
wˆ = arg min
w
n∑
i=1
(
yi −
k∑
j=0
wjxij
)2
. (4.1)
Unfortunately, we cannot use equation (4.1) for some of the reasons
discussed earlier in this chapter (e.g., violation of homoscedasticity), so we
need to find a suitable alternative to replace our yis. The way we do this is
by considering the probability of observing a particular outcome in our
response. For example, if yi measures a “yes” or “no” response, we let pi
represent the probability that we measure “yes.” Note that each of the
i = 1, . . . , n has a probability attached to it.
There is one last thing we need to do before we modify equation (4.1).
Observe that pi for i = 1, . . . , n is a value between 0 and 1. This means we
expect our predictions to also exist between 0 and 1 otherwise they will not
make sense. However, this is an unreasonable request to make of our
predictions since they may span the entirety of the real numbers. Instead we
will use a “link function” to project our pi’s into the space of all real
numbers. In the case of standard logistic regression, we use the logit function:
logit(p) = log
(
p
1− p
)
. (4.2)
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We will also refer to the logit function as the “log-odds” function, since it
represents the natural logarithm of the odds of making an observation (e.g.,
measuring a “yes” from a respondent).
At this point, we may now put together the logistic regression model,
which we show below in equation (4.3):
log
(
pi
1− pi
)
=
k∑
j=0
wjxij. (4.3)
With the ordinary least squares problem, we seek weights, wj for
j = 0, . . . , k which minimize the sum of the squared residuals. We do not
impose similar constraints with the logistic regression problem. Instead, we
will use equation (4.3) once we construct the likelihood function later in this
section. The process of finding weights for the logistic regression problem will
then involve maximizing the likelihood function.
4.2.2 Likelihood function
Since we have introduced a probability into this problem of finding the
weights, there is a corresponding likelihood function. The likelihood function
is important in this context, because it will provide us with the extra piece of
information that is necessary to find the set of weights.
For each of our i = 1, . . . , n observations, we have an associated pi which
is the probability we measure a 1. By structuring the problem this way, we
may take advantage of the fact that it is identical to the binomial problem of
observing a particular number of successes or failures of an event after
repeatedly simulating that event (e.g. the probability of observing 5 tails in
8 consecutive coin flips). Recall, if an event leads to a successful outcome
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with probability p, then the probability of observing k successes of that event
in n trials is
P[k;n, p] =
(
n
k
)
pn(1− p)n−k. (4.4)
There are a few technical issues we address now which differ depending
on the source. We will assume that each observation is, in the binomial
sense, one trial of an independent event (as opposed to grouping observations
that share a similar pattern of outcomes–called a covariate pattern–and
treating this as one event). The binomial coefficient that is normally present
in estimating a binomial probability (see equation (4.4)) may now be
dropped, since it is always 1 if each observation is its own event and is only
observed once.
A likelihood is similar to a probability, except we are estimating
parameters (i.e. the weights) with respect to our data. Hence, the full
likelihood function for the logistic regression problem is treated like a joint
probability distribution, and so we have
L(w0, . . . , wj;x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn) =
n∏
i=1
pyii (1− pi)1−yi . (4.5)
Notice that by using this formula, we must encode y as a 0 or a 1.
4.2.3 Maximum likelihood estimation
In section 4.2.2, we defined the likelihood function for the LR problem. We
are now interested in maximum likelihood estimation, the process of
algorithmically finding the set of weights that maximizes our likelihood
function.
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For ease of notation, we begin by re-writing equation 4.5 as
L (w) =
n∏
i=1
pyii (1− pi)1−yi . (4.6)
Note that in equation (4.6), the likelihood function on the left-hand side
depends on w, X, and y. However, only y appears on the right-hand side. By
using the logistic regression model in equation (4.3), we may actually
substitute in for each of the pi, i = 1, . . . , n. Hence, equation (4.6) becomes
L (w) =
n∏
i=1
(
e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)yi (
1− e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)1−yi
. (4.7)
Equation (4.7) now shows the explicit dependence of the likelihood function
with respect to w, X, and y.
As mentioned previously, we are looking for weights, w, that maximize L.
Equivalently, we can find the derivative of L with respect to w, and find the
weights which force this derivative to be equal to 0. Before we proceed, it
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will be easier for us to use the log-likelihood function, `(w), which is precisely
` (w) = log
 n∏
i=1
(
e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)yi (
1− e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)1−yi
=
n∑
i=1
{
yi log
(
e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)
+ (1− yi) log
(
1− e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)}
=
n∑
i=1
{
yi log
(
e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)
− yi log
(
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)
+
log
(
1
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)
− yi log
(
1
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)}
=
n∑
i=1
{
yi log
(
e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)
− yi log
(
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)
−
log
(
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)
+ yi log
(
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)}
=
n∑
i=1
{
yi
k∑
j=0
wjxij − log
(
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)}
. (4.8)
The log-likelihood function, `, is a function of each component of w. We
denote the components of w as wj, for j = 0, . . . , k. At the maximum
likelihood solution, the first partial derivatives of ` with respect to each wj
will be 0. That is, for each j = 0, . . . , k,
∂
∂wj
`(w)
∣∣∣∣
w=wˆ
= 0, (4.9)
where wˆ denotes the maximum likelihood solution.
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The Newton-Raphson Method
In order to find wˆ, we need to use the Newton-Raphson Method. The
Newton-Raphson Method (also called Newton’s Method) is an iterative
procedure to find the zeros of a function. For some integer m ≥ 1, let
f : Rm → Rm be a differentiable function in a convex region surrounding its
zero, ξ. Denote this convex region C ⊆ Rm. We take differentiable here to
mean that
lim
x→ξ
||f(x)− f(ξ)− J(x− ξ)||
||x− ξ|| = 0,
where J is the Jacobian of f , and || · || is some norm on Rm.
Let x(s) be our current guess for ξ. Compute the next iterate, x(s+1), in
the following way:
x(s+1) = x(s) − J(x(s))−1f(x(s)). (4.10)
If our initial guess, x(0), is in C, and if J(x)−1 exists and is bounded for all
x ∈ C, then x(s) will converge to ξ at least quadratically. That is, as s→∞,
||x(s+1) − ξ|| ≤ γ||x(s) − ξ||2 (4.11)
for some constant γ ≥ 0. For the proof of this result, refer to Stoer and
Bulirsch (2002).
. . .
We will be using the Newton-Raphson Method to estimate zeros of the
first partial derivatives of `. That is, ∇` is f in equation (4.10). We start by
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finding each component of ∇`. For all l = 0, . . . , k:
∂
∂wl
`(w;X, Y ) =
∂
∂wl
n∑
i=1
{
yi
k∑
j=0
wjxij − log
(
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)}
=
n∑
i=1
{
yi
∂
∂wl
k∑
j=0
wjxij − ∂
∂wl
log
(
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
)}
=
n∑
i=1
{
xilyi − xil e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
}
=
n∑
i=1
{xilyi − xilpi} . (4.12)
Notice that in equation 4.12, we substitute pi back into the equation for
ease of notation. We may actually further condense equation (4.12) by using
the equivalent matrix formulation,
∇`(w) = XT(y − p), (4.13)
where p = [p1, . . . , pn]
T. Because of the relationship between pi and w,
p = p(w) is actually a function of w. Here, we see that the gradient of ` is a
vector of length k + 1, which is what we would expect.
The second partial derivative of `, will be a (k + 1)× (k + 1) matrix, H.
This is the Hessian matrix. The entries of H are precisely
Hll′ =
∂2
∂wl∂wl′
`(w),
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for l, l′ = 0, . . . , k. We can compute these entries explicitly:
∂
∂w′l∂wl
`(w) =
∂
∂wl′
[
∂
∂wl
`(w)
]
=
∂
∂wl′
n∑
i=1
{
xilyi − xil e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
}
= −
n∑
i=1
{
xil
∂
∂wl′
e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
}
...
= −
n∑
i=1
xil e
∑k
j=0 wjxij ∂
∂wl′
∑k
j=0wjxij
(1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij)2

= −
n∑
i=1
{
xil
e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
1
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wjxij
∂
∂wl′
k∑
j=0
wjxij
}
= −
n∑
i=1
{xilpi(1− pi)xil′} . (4.14)
Rather than computing H entry-by-entry, we can once again use the
matrix formulation that is equivalent to equation (4.14):
H = ∇2`(w) = −XTMX, (4.15)
where M is an n× n diagonal matrix whose entries are pi(1− pi). Like p
before, M = M(w) is a function of w. Recall that X is an n× (k + 1) matrix
whose rows correspond to the predictions of each observation in the dataset.
Hence, H is a (k + 1)× (k + 1) matrix, as we expect.
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It is important to point out that H is our Hessian matrix. We use H−1 as
the observed inverse Fisher’s information matrix, in lieu of trying to compute
the IFIM directly since it is impossible to take the expected values.
We now have all of the necessary information to construct the
Newton-Raphson approximation scheme that we will use to estimate wˆ. By
replacing pieces of equation (4.10), we obtain
w(s+1) = w(s) −∇−2`(w(s))∇`(w(s))
= w(s) + (XTM(w(s))X)−1XT
(
y − p(w(s)))
= w(s) + (XTM (s)X)−1XT
(
y − p(s)) (4.16)
In practice, we say the algorithm in equation 4.16 has converged when
||w(s+1) − w(s)|| < δ,
where δ is some suitably-chosen small tolerance level (usually at least less
than 10−4). The problem in equation 4.16 differs slightly from the
Newton-Raphson as described in equation (4.10), since the Hessian matrix
we are using changes during each iteration. For this reason, it is more
difficult to identify conditions on a data set that will guarantee convergence.
That being said, in practice the algorithm works sufficiently well to find a
globally optimal solution. To verify a globally optimal solution, practitioners
are encouraged to run the algorithm with multiple initializations to ensure
that local optima are not being discovered by accident.
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That we need to update the weight matrix, M , each iteration brings us to
another interesting point about the algorithm in equation 4.16. In particular,
in addition to being an instance of the Newton-Raphson Method, the
algorithm also belongs to the class of iteratively reweighted least squares
(IRLS) procedures. Generally speaking, IRLS algorithms are useful when
trying to solve Lq-norm regression problems, i.e., problems in which we seek
weights satisfying
wˆ = arg min
w
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣yi − k∑
j=0
wjxij
∣∣∣∣q, (4.17)
for some integer q ≥ 1. This is also called the bridge problem. The IRLS step
in these procedures requires one to solve equation (4.17) via the weighted
least squares problem, which is shown below:
w(s+1) = arg min
w
{
n∑
i=1
m
(s)
i
∣∣∣∣yi − k∑
j=0
wjxij
∣∣∣∣2
}
= (XTM (s)X)−1XTM (s)y.
(4.18)
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Starting with equation (4.16), it is relatively straightforward to show that
we are solving a problem similar to equation (4.18):
w(s+1) = w(s) + (XTM (s)X)−1XT
(
y − p(s))
= (XTM (s)X)−1
[
(XTM (s)X)w(s) +XT(y − p(s))]
= (XTM (s)X)−1XT
[
M (s)Xw(s) + (y − p(s))]
= (XTM (s)X)−1XTM (s)
[
Xw(s) + (M−1)(s)(y − p(s))]
= (XTM (s)X)−1XTM (s)z(s), (4.19)
where we have defined z(s) = Xw(s) + (M−1)(s)(y − p(s)). The term z is
referred to as an effective (or adjusted) response. It takes the place of y in
equation (4.18), since y has only 0 or 1 entries.
4.2.4 Information criteria scoring
Suppose we use equation 4.16 to find the maximum likelihood solution, wˆ.
Then, the formulae for explicitly computing AIC, CAIC, ICOMP, and
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CICOMP are shown below:
AIC =− 2
n∑
i=1
{
yi
k∑
j=0
wˆjxij − log
(
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wˆjxij
)}
+ 2k + 2 (4.20)
CAIC =− 2
n∑
i=1
{
yi
k∑
j=0
wˆjxij − log
(
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wˆjxij
)}
+
k log(n) + log(n) + k + 1 (4.21)
ICOMP =− 2
n∑
i=1
{
yi
k∑
j=0
wˆjxij − log
(
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wˆjxij
)}
+
2C1
(
(XTM(wˆ)X)−1
)
(4.22)
CICOMP =− 2
n∑
i=1
{
yi
k∑
j=0
wˆjxij − log
(
1 + e
∑k
j=0 wˆjxij
)}
+
k log(n) + log(n) + k + 1 + 2C1
(
(XTM(wˆ)X)−1
)
. (4.23)
4.3 Post hoc adjustment of measured effects
In this section, we introduce to the literature a new method for performing
variable subset selection based on the measured effects from the fully
estimated model. We are calling this the Post Hoc Adjustment of Measured
Effects method, or PHAME.
The motivation for this problem comes from an interest in studying large
datasets in which k >> n. While shrinkage estimation can be effectively used
to correct ill-conditioned Hessian matrices, there is still the practical
limitation imposed by one’s software package. In MATLAB, a 2944× 2944
matrix inversion took 2.35 seconds; 5963× 5963, 15.22 seconds; and,
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11713× 11713, 99.20 seconds. Convergence in a logistic regression setting
may not take place for tens or even hundreds of iterations depending upon
stopping criteria. If a matrix inversion needs to take place during each
iteration, the time associated with these programs quickly becomes
prohibitive for anyone interested in repeated trials for grid searching or
k-fold cross validation.
The bound optimization procedure described previously and in the next
chapter avoids this problem by finding a suitably lower-bounded matrix, B,
to take the place of the re-weighted Hessian matrix during each update. This
means the inversion takes place once at the beginning of the algorithm and
never again.
However, in order to perform regularized logistic regression, e.g., LASSO
or elastic net, the Hessian matrix needs to be re-weighted according to
weights measured during each iteration. The matrix inversion must
subsequently be carried out, and the problem has been reintroduced. Bound
optimization may still be used–to avoid needing to recompute the Hessian
matrix since this is also somewhat costly–though there is little to no point
since this algorithm was developed explicitly to avoid the extra inversions.
Genetic algorithm subsetting is also quite impractical in these settings.
Each chromosome is a binary string of length k. For k = 100, the size of
potential candidates is 2100 > 1.27× 1030. Even in these settings, GA
convergence takes place slowly. To expect that a GA could search spaces
with 22000 or 25000 candidates is simply unreasonable.
It is highly important for us to mention that the GA itself is not a
computationally expensive procedure. However, the methodology is subject
to the relative ability of a machine to compute N fitness functions. The
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problem becomes entirely reasonable if we parallelize the computation of
fitness functions to a cluster of N nodes. The packages MPI in C and pbdMPI
in R are both well-suited to scaling the GA to a cluster.
In this dissertation, we used MATLAB to carry out most computations.
There is a platform which supports distributed computations with
MATLAB, though we do not have access to it. Faced with the various
computational problems on a single machine, but knowing that we can still
compute full model estimates with bound optimization, we developed
PHAME to select variables after the weights and errors have been estimated.
The idea behind PHAME is to select significant variables, plus any of the
non-significant variables that are correlated with other variables in an
attempt to control for confounding. If a variable is both non-significant and
uncorrelated with the other variables, it is removed. This is a small
drawback of our approach, since it means we are unable to detect moderating
variables unless they are significant predictors of the dependent variable.
For j = 1, . . . , k, let wˆj denote the j-th component of the MLE, and sej is
the standard error associated with this component. Once the MLE has been
obtained, the adjustments take place as follows:
wˆPHAMEj =

sgn (wˆj)
[
|wˆj| − 1.96sej aρ¯j
]
+
, |wˆj| < 1.96sej
wˆj, |wˆj| > 1.96sej.
(4.24)
The term ρ¯j = (
∑k
i=1 |Rij| − 1)/(k − 1) measures the average correlation
that variable j has with every other variable, and a is a parameter that we
have control over; R is the Pearson correlation matrix. As the average
correlation decreases, the amount a
ρ¯j
increases. Note, sgn(x)[x− t]+ is called
a soft thresholding function; it is defined to be x when x > t and 0 when
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x ≤ t. Hence, even if a variable is non-significant it may be included if its
average correlation is high enough.
The entire concept is similar to backwards stepwise regression, in which
variables are systematically removed from the full model based on which is
most significant. The most important difference between the two is that
PHAME is a one-step procedure, whereas backwards regression requires
refitting after each variable is removed.
4.4 Example: ICU data
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithms introduced
in this chapter, plus the bounded optimization algorithm from the next
chapter for solving the elastic net multinomial logistic regression problem (we
evaluate the case where G = 2), using the ICU dataset. From here, we
compare and contrast the best subsets of predictors generated using stepwise
methods, penalized regression, and the GA. Further analysis focuses on the
predictiveness of each model, and a discussion of how to use cross validation
to choose the elastic net penalties. We also discuss the test statistics
traditionally used by practitioners to assess goodness-of-fit, such as the
Pearson χ2 and the Hosmer-Lemeshow test.
4.4.1 Data description
The data we use in this section were sampled from a larger 1988 study by
Lemeshow et al. that was investigating risk factors among individuals
admitted to an ICU. The data have since been reproduced in numerous
editions of Applied Logistic Regression from Wiley (Hosmer and Lemeshow
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2013). As such, these data have become a useful benchmark for researchers
interested in studying logistic regression and machine learning.
The data consist of 200 individuals measured on 19 different variables.
The outcome is the binary variable indicating survival. Of these subjects
who were measured, 160 did not die at the ICU, and 40 did die.
A summary of these variables, as well as abbreviations we adopt for this
analysis, are shown in Table 4.1. We see that the vast majority of the
variables are coded as yes/no, although there are some continuous
measurements (age, systolic blood pressure, and heart rate). Two of the
variables are categorical but measured on 3 levels (race, and level of
consciousness). Since our study deals with medical data, we will
synonymously refer to predictors as variables or as exposures.
Encoding indicator variables
The variables race and level of consciousness were measured on 3 levels.
However, a closer inspection into race shows that 175 individuals were white,
with only 15 as black, and 10 as other. Because of this, we chose to encode
an indicator variable, “WHT,” which is 1 when an individual is white, and 0
otherwise. Our analysis will therefore tell us about study subjects who are
white or non-white.
Similarly, 185 individuals in the study were not admitted to the ICU while
in a deep stupor nor in a coma, compared to 5 who were in a deep stupor
and 10 who were in a coma. We we decided to encode another indicator
variable, “COM,” which is 1 when an individual is in neither a deep stupor
or coma, and 0 otherwise. Again, like the race variable, our analysis will only
tell us information about subjects who are or are not in deep stupor or coma.
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Table 4.1: Description of the variables in the ICU dataset. The outcome is
STA. Categorical variables have the number of levels listed in parentheses.
No. ID Description Data type
– STA Vital status (Alive/Deceased) Categorical (2)
1 AGE Age Continuous
2 SEX Gender (M/F) Categorical (2)
3 RACE Race (W/B/Other) Categorical (3)
4 SER Service at ICU admission (Medical/Surgical) Categorical (2)
5 CAN History of cancer (N/Y) Categorical (2)
6 CRN History of chronic renal failure (Y/N) Categorical (2)
7 INF Infection suspected (N/Y) Categorical (2)
8 CPR CPR administered prior to admission (N/Y) Categorical (2)
9 SYS Systolic blood pressure (in mmHg) Continuous
10 HRA Heart rate (in bpm) Continuous
11 PRE ICU admission within previous 6 months (N/Y) Categorical (2)
12 TYP Type of admission (Elective/Emergency) Categorical (2)
13 FRA Fracture (N/Y) Categorical (2)
14 PO2 PO2 (≥ 60/60 mmHg) Categorical (2)
15 PH PH (7.35/≤ 7.35) Categorical (2)
16 PCO PCO2 (45/≤ 45 mmHg) Categorical (2)
17 BIC Bicarbonate (18/≤ 18 mEq/L) Categorical (2)
18 CRE Creatinine (≤ 2.0/2.0 mg/dL) Categorical (2)
19 LOC Level of consciousness (Deep stupor/Coma/Neither) Categorical (3)
Scaling continuous variables
When performing numerical simulations, we scaled continuous variables by
their minimum level measured to allow for a more realistic interpretation of
model intercepts. For age, this was 16 years; for systolic blood pressure, this
was 36 mmHg; and for heart rate, this was 39 bpm. Note that statistical
summaries presented in all following sections reflect the original, unscaled
measures of these variables (with the exception of model intercepts).
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Summary statistics and measures of association
Table 4.2 contains summary statistics for the variables we considered in our
regression analysis. Based on the summary of the binary variables, we can
characterize the majority of subjects in the study as: predominantly white
males; conscious at the time of admission; admitted to the ICU for emergency
surgery; having no history of cancer, chronic renal failure, or infection;
having had no CPR administered; having had no previous ICU admissions
within the last 6 months; not having a fracture; and, having a stable blood
PH, arterial blood gas measures (pO2, BIC, pCO2), and creatinine levels.
Further, the average age of subjects is approximately 58 years, with a range
from 16 to 92; the average systolic blood pressure is slightly prehypertensive
with a range from 36 (likely dangerously hypotensive and/or hypovolemic) to
256 (hypertensive crisis); and, the average heart rate is approximately 99
bpm, with a range from 39 (bradycardic, or very fit) to 192 (tachycardic).
Table 4.3 shows the measures of association between variables included in
the regression model analysis and the outcome, vital status. For the
continuous variables, age (AGE) was shown to have a significant positive
correlation with vital status; systolic pressure (SYS) had a significant
negative correlation with vital status; and, heart rate (HRA) had no
significant correlation with vital status.
Among binary variables, subjects with the following exposures
experienced a significantly higher risk of death compared to subjects without
the exposure: chronic renal failure (CRN); infection (INF); CPR; emergency
admission (SER); and, elevated creatine levels (CRE). Conversely, subjects
with the following exposures experienced a significantly reduced risk of death
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Table 4.2: Summary statistics for each of the variables considered for the full
model.
Variable Mean s.d. Min. Max.
STA 0.20 0.40 0 1
AGE 57.55 20.05 16 92
SEX 0.38 .49 0 1
WHT 0.88 0.33 0 1
SER 0.54 0.50 0 1
CAN 0.10 0.30 0 1
CRN 0.10 0.29 0 1
INF 0.42 0.49 0 1
CPR 0.07 0.25 0 1
SYS 132.28 32.95 36 256
HRA 98.93 26.83 39 192
PRE 0.15 0.36 0 1
TYP 0.74 0.44 0 1
FRA 0.08 0.26 0 1
PO2 0.08 0.27 0 1
PH 0.07 0.25 0 1
PCO 0.10 0.30 0 1
BIC 0.08 0.26 0 1
CRE 0.05 0.22 0 1
COM 0.93 0.26 0 1
compared to subjects with the exposures: surgical admission to the ICU
(TYP); and consciousness (COM).
4.4.2 Results: full model
We began by first examining the full model (model A) that fit each of the 19
exposures. The coefficients that we obtained are shown in Table 4.4.
Significant exposures in the full model include the intercept, as well as sex,
cancer, type of admission, PCO2 level, and level of consciousness.
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Table 4.3: Risk ratios and correlations for each variable with the outcome.
Variable RR Corr. LL UL
AGE – 0.19 0.05 0.32
SEX 1.09 0.62 1.91
WHT 1.76 – 0.59 5.29
SER 0.47 – 0.26 0.84
CAN 1.00 – 0.39 2.51
CRN 2.38 – 1.29 4.40
INF 2.07 – 1.18 3.65
CPR 3.05 – 1.69 5.51
SYS – -0.20 -0.33 -0.07
HRA – 0.03 -0.11 0.17
PRE 1.20 – 0.59 2.46
TYP 6.85 – 1.71 27.42
FRA 1 – 0.35 2.86
PO2 1.64 – 0.75 3.60
PH 1.60 – 0.67 3.80
PCO 1 – 0.40 2.52
BIC 1.76 – 0.81 3.83
CRE 2.71 – 1.36 5.40
COM 0.17 – 0.11 0.25
Recall, in the case of binary exposures we may obtain odds ratios by
exponentiating. For exposures measured on a continuous scale, we will need
to establish a baseline level in addition to exponentiating. If we consider the
coefficient associated with history of cancer, we obtain an odds ratio of
ORCAN = exp(3.11) = 22.42.
Thus, the odds of experiencing death at an ICU are 22 times more likely in
patients with a history of cancer compared to patients without.
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At the other extreme, we see that individuals with abnormal levels of
pCO2 at the ICU are 95.12% less likely to experience death at that ICU,
compared to individuals with normal pCO2 levels. Computation of the odds
ratio for level of consciousness is shown below:
ORPCO = exp(−3.02) = 0.0488.
One possible reason for this is because patients who present with low partial
CO2 pressure are likely hyperventilating. It is highly probable that the cause
of hyperventilation is related to stress or anxiety. From a medical practice
perspective, it is relatively easy to make a successful intervention on a
patient who is experiencing stress or an anxiety disorder. Conversely, if
someone is brought to the ICU with stable partial CO2 pressure, this person
could still be experiencing nearly any kind of medical crisis.
To determine the odds ratio of age, we will assume that we are interested
in incremental changes of 5 years. Hence, the odds ratio is now found to be
ORAGE = exp(5× 0.06) = 1.35.
This means that an increase in 5 years age in an individual is associated with
a 35% increase in the odds of experiencing death at an ICU.
In summary, the remainder of the significant exposures are interpreted as
follows. Patients admitted to the ICU on an emergency basis were 21.75
times as likely to die at the ICU, compared with subjects who elect to be
admitted. Even worse, patients admitted to the ICU who were unconscious
or in a coma were 187 times as likely to die while at the ICU, compared to
patients who were alert upon admission. Finally, non-white 16-years-old male
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subjects alert at the time of admission to ICUs for elective medical
procedures, with no history of cancer or chronic renal failure (and no
elevated levels of creatinine), no infection or fractures, no ICU admission
within the previous 6 months, no CPR administered, a systolic blood
pressure of 36 mmHg and heart rate of 39 bpm, and normal arterial blood
gasses and blood PH, were between 19 and 99% less likely to die at the ICU
compared to subjects in which the aforementioned exposures were present.
Table 4.4: Measured effect of each variable on the outcome, vital status, as
well as the 95% confidence interval bounds. Significant predictors are shaded
grey.
Var. Weight s.d. LL UL
Int. -6.087 2.2606 -10.5178 -1.6562
AGE 0.0564 0.0186 0.0199 0.0929
SEX -0.6397 0.5314 -1.6813 0.4018
WHT 0.5657 0.9268 -1.2509 2.3824
SER -0.6735 0.6019 -1.8533 0.5062
CAN 3.1071 1.0459 1.0571 5.157
CRN -0.0357 0.8017 -1.607 1.5355
INF -0.2049 0.5532 -1.2892 0.8793
CPR 1.0535 1.0066 -0.9195 3.0265
SYS -0.0155 0.0085 -0.0321 0.0012
HRA -0.0028 0.0096 -0.0216 0.0161
PRE 1.1319 0.6715 -0.1841 2.448
TYP 3.0796 1.0817 0.9595 5.1996
FRA 1.4114 1.0297 -0.6068 3.4297
P02 0.0738 0.8571 -1.606 1.7537
PH 2.3541 1.2088 -0.0152 4.7234
PCO -3.0184 1.2535 -5.4753 -0.5616
BIC -0.7093 0.9098 -2.4925 1.0739
CRE 0.2951 1.1169 -1.8941 2.4844
COM 5.2323 1.2264 2.8286 7.636
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A Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit χ2 test indicates that we do not have
significant evidence at the 95% confidence level to presume the model does
not fit the data well (χ2 = 7.80, df = 6, P -value = 0.25). These results are
shown in Table 4.5. We use the Hosmer-Lemeshow test instead of a Pearson
or deviance test since each individual study subject represents a covariate
pattern featured in the model.
Note: from here through the end of this chapter and the next, we will no
longer report goodness-of-fit statistics. In general, anytime a logistic
regression model has a significant variable, its goodness-of-fit statistic (e.g.,
Pearson χ2, Hosmer-Lemeshow χ2) will also be significant. Since each model
we fit contains at least 1 significant variable, it is unnecessary to continue
describing them.
Table 4.5: Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit table for the full model. These
results indicate that we do not have significant evidence to reject the null
hypothesis that the model fits the data well (χ2 = 7.80, df = 6, P -value =
0.25).
Group P [Y = 1; Obs(Y = 1) Exp(Y = 1) Obs(Y = 0) Exp(Y = 0) Total
X = x ∈ Gi]
1 0.0076 0 0.1 25 24.9 25
2 0.0164 1 0.3 24 24.7 25
3 0.0447 2 0.6 23 24.4 25
4 0.1143 0 2.0 25 23.0 25
5 0.1734 3 3.5 22 21.5 25
6 0.2365 5 5.1 20 19.9 25
7 0.4746 8 8.8 17 16.2 25
8 0.9988 21 19.6 4 5.4 25
Since we are also interested in identifying outlying and/or influential
observations, we examined the standardized Pearson residual, Cook’s
distance, leverage, and delta-beta for each observation included in the model.
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Figures 4.1 and 4.2 provide useful visual diagnostics for assessing each of
these. In Figure 4.1, we see that observations 190, 195, and 191 are likely
outlying, while observations 198, 199, and 200 are likely influential based on
their Cook’s D scores. For example, observation 200 may be influential
because this patient had the highest systolic blood pressure.
The leverage values support the indications from the Cook’s D scores
that many of the observations are likely to be influential, and there are at
least 2 observations (185 and 18) that have a very high influence on the
coefficients based on the delta-betas.
Sensitivity refers to the rate at which our model correctly classifies
patients who did die at the ICU as having died (i.e., the true positive rate),
while specificity is the rate at which the model correctly identifies patients
who did not die at the ICU as having survived (i.e., the true negative rate).
Even at a threshold of 1, we still see 80% specificity (conversely, at a
threshold of 0, we still have a sensitivity of 20%). This is because we used
stratified cross validation, so the ratio of patients who died and did not die in
each test fold are approximately equal to the ratio with which they occur in
the overall study. In terms of this study, 80% of patients survived at the ICU
compared to 20% who died. Had we fully randomized our cross validation
sample folds, both the sensitivity and specificity would have reached minima
much closer to 0.
We further assessed the predictive ability of the full model using k-fold
cross validation. After 100 trials of 10-fold stratified cross validation, we
estimated the mean squared error (MSE) is 0.1337 (0.1223, 0.1451) and the
average classification rate (CR) is 0.8294 (0.8039, 0.8549). As we carry out
variable subsetting, one of our goals will to improve on the CR and MSE.
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It is important to point out that the MSE is the predictor MSE, not an
estimator MSE. In this context, our MSEs are equivalent to Brier scores
(Brier 1950).
Beyond the 100× 10-fold stratified cross validation study, we also used
leave-one-out cross validation to predict each individual observation. Table
4.6 provides information about the types of observations that are
misclassified by the model. This information can be used to detect trends
among misclassified observations. We see that both false positive (FP) and
false negative (FN) observations in the data set have generally higher levels
than the baseline.
FPs in the study tend to measure much higher on cancer history, CPR,
and creatinine than the baseline, while FNs are lower. We already observed
that CAN was selected as a significant predictor for vital status, however it
could be that the weight attributed to this variable is too high. As we
proceed through the remainder of this analysis, we will observe how often
CAN is selected, as well as CPR and CRE even though these were
statistically insignificant in the full model.
4.4.3 Stepwise methods
Table 4.7 shows a list of the models chosen by the stepwise selection
algorithms in STATA 13, as well as their information criteria scores. For
reference, we also included the information criteria scores for the full model.
The probability of entry (in the forward and bidirectional models) was 0.10,
and the probability of removal (in the backward and bidirectional models)
was 0.15.
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Table 4.6: Average measurement on each variable for observations that
are misclassified by the full model as false positives or false negatives. For
reference, we include the baseline average across all observations.
Name FP FN All
AGE 67.00 64.63 57.55
SEX 0.50 0.42 0.38
WHT 1.00 0.92 0.88
SER 0.33 0.42 0.54
CAN 0.17 0.08 0.1
CRN 0.25 0.13 0.10
INF 0.58 0.5 0.42
CPR 0.17 0.04 0.07
SYS 127.33 126.92 132.28
HRA 105.83 100.58 98.93
PRE 0.33 0.21 0.15
TYP 1 0.92 0.74
FRA 0 0.08 0.08
PO2 0.17 0.17 0.08
PH 0.17 0.08 0.07
PCO 0.25 0.13 0.1
BIC 0.17 0.13 0.08
CRE 0.08 0.04 0.05
COM 0.17 0.08 0.08
The variables for age, sex, race, cancer history, type of admission, and
level of consciousness appeared in all three of the stepwise models we
generated. In fact, the bidirectional and forward models are identical; and
the backward model includes the additional variables for systolic blood
pressure, PH, and pCO2. All three of the models score better than the full
model, across each of the three information criteria scores. That being said,
it is reasonable to select the backward stepwise regression model, since it
scored lowest on 3 out of 4 of the information criteria.
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Notice that all of the significant variables in the full model are chosen
here as well. In addition, the PH variable is also significant now, despite its
weight being slightly less than its previous weight. Sex and race are still
included, possibly because they are confounders for the other variables. In
particular, there are well-documented cases of cancer occurring at rates that
differ based on sex or race. We chose not to include an analysis of interaction
terms involving either sex or race with the others predictors.
Table 4.7: Information criterion scores for the full model, and the models
chosen using stepwise regression.
Name Subset AIC CAIC ICOMP CICOMP
Full (A) – 160.78 246.74 158.22 284.18
Forward 1, 2, 3, 5, 12, 19 150.88 180.97 150.03 194.12
Backward (B) 1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 12, 15, 16, 19 147.05 190.03 150.80 213.78
Bidirectional 1, 2, 3, 5, 12, 19 150.88 180.97 150.03 194.12
We further explored the subset of predictors chosen by the backward
stepwise technique, model B. After 100× 10-fold stratified cross validation,
we estimated that the average mean squared error is 0.1147 (0.1084, 0.1210),
while the average classification rate is 0.8551 (0.8400, 0.8702). Compared to
the full model, the MSE is significantly lower. This along with a more
parsimonious model and lower scores suggests that the backwards regression
model is better than the full model both in terms of fit and classification
performance.
4.4.4 Penalized regression
The first step to carry out the penalized regression is deciding on the tuning
parameters, λ1 and λ2. For our purposes, it is sufficient for us to carry out
Once again, we use 10-fold stratified cross validation to do this. For each
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Table 4.8: Measured effect of each predictor on the outcome as well as
the 95% confidence interval bounds using backwards stepwise regression.
Significant predictors are shaded in grey.
Var. Weight s.d. LL UL
Int. -7.8015 1.5756 -10.8898 -4.7133
AGE 0.0426 0.0142 0.0146 0.0705
SEX -0.6114 0.4847 -1.5614 0.3385
WHT 0.5979 0.9106 -1.1868 2.3827
CAN 2.5581 0.9278 0.7397 4.3765
TYP 3.347 0.9925 1.4017 5.2923
PH 1.7393 0.8538 0.0658 3.4129
PCO -1.9833 0.9384 -3.8226 -0.1441
COM 4.3668 0.9468 2.511 6.2225
trial of a different (λ1, λ2) pair, we measure the mean AIC, CAIC, ICOMP,
CICOMP and misclassification rate. We will use all of these tools to inform
the decision-making process.
We ran one trial of 10-fold cross validation for each pair of (λ1, λ2) values
in the space from (0, 0) to (5, 5). Figure 4.3 shows filled contour plots of our
results for each of the 4 information criteria AIC, CAIC, ICOMP, and
CICOMP. In practice, increasing λ1 results in fewer predictors being selected.
For example, for each scenario where 2 ≤ λ1 ≤ 5, there are only 6 predictors
selected.
What we see right away in Figure 4.3 is that the lowest concentration of
scores in the CAIC and ICOMP panes has shifted away from the origin to a
region near λ1 ≈ 3. The scores for AIC are lowest near the origin, however
this makes sense since AIC does not penalize as much as CAIC or ICOMP
for excessive parameterization.
The CICOMP values are also lowest near the origin. One possible reason
is because of the following. In practice, the bounded optimization algorithm
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does not implicitly generate a covariance matrix like the Newton-Raphson
procedure, so we must construct it ourselves. Therefore, before we build the
covariance matrix in the bounded optimization framework, we remove
predictors from the data associated with weights that have been zeroed by
the λ1 penalty. The C1(·) measure for the resulting covariance matrix–which
is how we penalize complexity and overparameterization in ICOMP–tends to
be much smaller than the C1(·) measure of the covariance matrix that is
built keeping all predictors in the model. This is likely due to the efficiency
with which MATLAB is able to compute determinants out to a very small
precision. On the other hand, the consistent ICOMP penalty is computed
using eigenvalues. This amount tends to remain unchanged between the
“full” covariance matrix and the “reduced” covariance matrix, since all of the
eigenvalues associated with zero weights are themselves 0.
In addition to the charts for the information criteria, we also performed
100 trials of 10-fold cross validation for each pair of (λ1, λ2) for
λ1, λ2 = 0, . . . , 5 and recorded the classification rates and MSEs in Figures
4.4 and 4.5. These plots are are somewhat noisy, but we can clearly see
boundaries that separate different the regions.
One point that these plots really drive home is how inconsequential λ2 is
to the CRs and MSEs. The regions in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 are dictated
almost entirely by how λ1 is changing. And, as λ2 does increase, e.g., from
0.5 to 1, the result is that CRs, MSEs, and information criteria scores tend
to get worse.
We will select a LASSO model that minimizes the criteria later in this
section. However, we were also interested in looking at a model that
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combines nonzero λ1 and λ2, so we chose to explore the elastic net regression
model where λ1 = 1 and λ2 = 0.5. We call this model C.
The weights for model C are shown in Table 4.9. Of the 20 predictors
that we started with, 7 vanished, leaving us with a total of 13 nonzero
weights. From these nonzero weights, only SER, CRN, INF, and HRA are
non-significant.
Table 4.9: Measured effect of each predictor on the outcome as well as the
95% confidence interval bounds using elastic net regression with λ1 = 1 and
λ2 = 0.5. Significant predictors are shaded in grey.
Var. Weight s.d. LL UL
Int. -4.95 0.43 -5.80 -4.11
AGE 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.07
SER -0.42 0.33 -1.07 0.23
CAN 2.60 0.39 1.84 3.37
CRN -0.07 0.38 -0.81 0.66
INF -0.10 0.33 -0.76 0.56
CPR 0.86 0.40 0.08 1.64
SYS -0.02 0.01 -0.03 -0.00
HRA -0.00 0.01 -0.02 0.01
PRE 0.91 0.36 0.21 1.62
TYP 2.80 0.39 2.04 3.56
PH 1.93 0.39 1.16 2.70
PCO -2.45 0.40 -3.23 -1.68
COM 4.65 0.41 3.86 5.45
Next, we traced the weights as a function of λ1 and λ2 separately. These
plots are in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. Each of these plots is characteristic of L1- or
L2-penalized regression. With an L1-penalty we see that many of the weights
vanish as λ1 increases, and with an L2 penalty none of the weights vanish
though they do shrink towards 0.
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On Figure 4.6, we labeled the point where each of the 4 information
criteria were minimized. AIC was the first to be minimized, when the most
weights were nonzero. This is consistent with what we know about AIC and
how it fails to penalize overparameterization. CICOMP was next to be
minimized, potentially for reasons relating to machine precision as we
discussed previously. CAIC and ICOMP were both minimized when λ1 = 3.
We did not include similar lines on Figure 4.7, since all of the information
criteria were minimized when λ2 = 0 or 0.1.
Based on the results from Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.6, we have also chosen
to explore the model when λ1 = 3 and λ2 = 0. We are calling this model D.
This model has no L2-penalty associated with it, which is okay since we
previously determined that the predictors themselves are not highly
multicollinear, and n > p.
We show the weights for the predictors of model D in Table 4.10. The
variables chosen in this model are AGE, SER, SYS, HRA, TYP, and COM.
AGE, TYP, and COM are all significant, as they were in model C. Similarly,
SER and HRA are non-significant, also consistent with model C. The only
inconsistency comes from SYS, which is only just non-significant.
The information criteria scores are in Table 4.11. Model D achieves much
smaller AIC and CAIC scores. Surprisingly, model C–which fits 7 more
variables than model D–achieves a better CICOMP score.
To conclude this part of the analysis, we assessed the predictive abilities
of models C and D. These results are summarized in Table 4.12. The CRs
and MSEs are both worse than model B, although model D is within 1
standard deviation of model B’s estimated MSE. The AUCs are
approximately the same.
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Table 4.10: Measured effect of each predictor on the outcome as well as the
95% confidence interval bounds using elastic net regression with λ1 = 3 and
λ2 = 0. Significant predictors are shaded in grey.
Var. Weight s.d. LL UL
Int. -3.45 1.52 -6.44 -0.46
AGE 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.06
SER -0.38 0.48 -1.32 0.56
SYS -0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.00
HRA -0.00 0.01 -0.02 0.01
TYP 1.98 0.79 0.43 3.52
COM 3.59 0.86 1.91 5.26
Table 4.11: Information criterion scores for the full model, and the models
chosen using stepwise regression.
ID Subset AIC CAIC ICOMP CICOMP
C 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 19 153.14 213.32 158.94 247.12
D 1, 4, 9, 10, 12, 19 155.34 185.43 172.73 216.82
Table 4.12: CR, MSE, and AUC estimates after 100×10-fold stratified cross
validation using each of the models selected by GA in Table 4.14.
ID CR s.d. MSE s.d. AUC s.d.
C 0.8381 0.0076 0.1239 0.0046 0.9255 0.0031
D 0.8503 0.0043 0.1165 0.0023 0.9274 0.0030
4.4.5 Genetic algorithm subsetting
Table 4.13 shows a list of the parameters included in the genetic algorithm
framework. For each one of 25 total iterations, we assessed 25 different
candidate models. Note that 25 iterations is much less than the number of
iterations recommended in Greenhalgh (2000), however we found that
number (measured to be at least somewhere in the 1000s) to be far too
conservative and time-consuming. The fitness of each model, measuring its
ability to fit the data, was assessed using each of the 4 information criteria.
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During mating events to generate a new population of models, we allowed for
2 recombinant crossover events, and an overall mutation rate of 0.01. We
also incorporated the concept of elitism, which means that the most fit
model from the current iteration was automatically introduced into the
subsequent iteration.
Table 4.13: Parameters used to carry out the genetic subsetting.
Parameter Value
Population size 25
No. generations 25
No. crossovers 2
Mutation rate 0.01
Elitism Yes
The models resulting from running the GA 100 times with each of the 4
information criteria serving as the fitness function are summarized in Table
4.14. We see that for each criterion, the GA was able to successfully choose
the global minimizer in at least 95% of trials. With CAIC as the fitness
function, the globally minimizing model was chosen all 100 times. Speaking
broadly, the models in Table 4.14 score better than either the full model or
the stepwise models. They are competitive with the penalized regression
models.
We further analyzed the models in Table 4.14 by looking at their error
statistics. The average misclassification rate, MSE, and AUC for each of the
models after 100× 10-fold stratified cross validation are summarized in Table
4.15. No model jumps out from either table as being much stronger than the
others. The misclassification rates are all within 1 standard deviation of each
other, as are the the AUC scores. Model C, the best model using CAIC as
the fitness function, had a significantly worse MSE than the rest.
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Table 4.14: Each of the information criterion scores was used as the fitness
function for 100 trials of a genetic algorithm. The GA parameters are outlined
in Table 4.13. Models E and F were selected using AIC as the fitness function.
Model G was selected with CAIC; H and I with ICOMP; and, J and K with
CICOMP. The number of times each model was selected is italicized next to
the subset.
ID Subset AIC CAIC ICOMP CICOMP
E 1, 5, 9, 12, 15, 16, 19 (98/100) 144.44 178.83 150.55 200.94
F 1, 5, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16, 19 (2/100) 144.87 183.55 149.34 206.03
G 1, 12, 19 (100/100) 153.31 170.50 156.43 181.62
H 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 11, 12, 13, 15, 149.81 201.39 140.79 222.71
16, 19 (95/100)
I 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 11, 12, 13, 15, 151.66 207.54 140.84 216.37
16, 18, 19 (5/100)
J 12, 19 (100/100) 160.51 173.41 157.18 176.08
Table 4.15: CR, MSE, and AUC estimates after 100×10-fold stratified cross
validation using each of the models selected by GA in Table 4.14.
ID CR s.d. MSE s.d. AUC s.d.
E 0.8536 0.0076 0.1127 0.0025 0.9401 0.0037
F 0.8480 0.0075 0.1141 0.0031 0.9400 0.0030
G 0.8511 0.0023 0.1159 0.0014 0.9386 0.0023
H 0.8474 0.0072 0.1185 0.0035 0.9331 0.0035
I 0.8446 0.0091 0.1222 0.0039 0.9352 0.0036
J 0.8507 0.0018 0.1222 9.51× 10−4 0.9382 0.0055
4.4.6 Post hoc adjustment
In this section we demonstrate how to use PHAME to perform variable
selection. The first step is to determine an appropriate range of a values to
test. Using the 19 variables in the data set, the largest average correlation is
0.1876. For values of a larger than 0.1876, only significant variables will be
selected.
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Table 4.16: Coefficients from model E in Table 4.14. This model was chosen
by the GA in 95/100 trials when ICOMP was used as the fitness function.
Significant predictors are shaded in grey.
Var. Weight s.d. LL UL
Int. -8.72 1.73 -12.11 -5.33
AGE 0.050 0.016 0.018 0.082
SEX -0.73 0.50 -1.72 0.26
WHT 0.79 0.90 -0.97 2.54
CAN 2.88 0.96 1.00 4.76
CPR 1.11 0.90 -0.66 2.88
PRE 1.05 0.61 -0.15 2.26
TYP 3.30 0.99 1.36 5.24
FRA 1.17 0.94 -0.67 3.01
PH 1.85 0.90 0.078 3.62
PCO -2.30 1.03 -4.31 -0.28
COM 4.56 1.01 2.57 6.55
The range we will use for a is [0, 0.20] by 0.001. For each a, we adjust
weights. The adjusted weights are plotted in Figure 4.8 to show the effect of
a. However, the adjusted weights are not used to recompute a log-likelihood;
instead, we pass the set of chosen variables back to the solver and compute
all of the information criteria. For a ∈ [0, 0.20], the corresponding scores are
shown in the top pane of Figure 4.8.
The PHAME procedure produces the MATLAB output shown in Table
4.17. Once we start the process of the choosing the subset, the first line
refers to the full model. Each subsequent line shows the variable that is
removed and the information criteria for that subset. Keep in mind that the
significant variables are included in every subset.
Notice in the progression along the AIC column in Table 4.17 that the
decrease in AIC is monotonic except when variables 9 and 15 are removed.
Further, AIC decreases when variable 4 is removed. Were we to remove
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variable 4 from our chosen subset, we would be left with the subset chosen to
minimize AIC in the GA framework. More than likely this is simply due to
coincidence, nonetheless it is encouraging to see this kind of behavior.
Table 4.17: MATLAB output for the PHAME logistic regression procedure
for variable selection using the ICU data.
Significant variables: 1 5 12 16 19
Choosing the subset:
Var. AIC CAIC ICOMP CICOMP
==============================================
F 160.78 246.74 158.22 284.18
- 6 158.78 240.45 157.89 277.55
-14 156.79 234.16 157.59 270.96
-18 154.85 227.92 157.47 264.54
-10 152.92 221.69 148.25 249.03
- 3 151.28 215.76 147.84 242.31
- 7 149.49 209.66 147.29 235.47
- 2 149.04 204.92 147.75 229.63
-13 148.70 200.28 148.86 224.44
-17 147.27 194.56 148.68 217.96
- 8 146.06 189.04 149.31 212.29
-11 145.86 184.54 150.78 207.46
- 9 148.32 182.71 145.60 195.99
- 4 146.93 177.02 145.39 189.48
-15 149.11 174.90 149.06 186.85
We see that AIC and ICOMP select less parsimonious models than CAIC
and CICOMP, which is consistent with what we have seen so far in previous
sections. In fact, CAIC and CICOMP are minimized by the set of significant
predictors from the full model. This certainly appears to be the first
potential drawback from using PHAME to perform variable selection,
although we do also have AIC and ICOMP to use.
The subsets chosen by each criterion are shown in Table 4.18. Each of
these subsets is nearly identical to a subset that has been chosen previously,
either by stepwise regression or minimizing AIC in the GA framework.
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Table 4.18: Subsets chosen by AIC (K), CAIC and CICOMP (L), and
ICOMP (M) from the PHAME analysis. All of the resulting information
criteria are shown. Note, Model L is the set of all significant predictors from
the original full model.
ID Subset AIC CAIC ICOMP CICOMP
K 1, 4, 5, 9, 12, 15, 16, 19 145.86 184.54 150.78 207.46
L 1, 5, 12, 16, 19 149.11 174.90 149.06 186.85
M 1, 5, 12, 15, 16, 19 146.93 177.02 145.39 189.48
Table 4.19 has the misclassification rates, MSEs, and AUCs after
100× 10-fold cross validation. All of these values are competitive with other
models that have previously appeared; in fact, the CRs are actually better
than classification rates from any of the other subsets except backwards
stepwise regression (model B). Again, this suggests we may be able to
successfully employ the PHAME framework for post hoc selection of
variables from a larger data set.
Table 4.19: Summary of CR, MSE, and AUC values for Models K through
M that were generated during the PHAME analysis. Model L minimized both
CAIC and CICOMP with respect to a.
ID CR s.d. MSE s.d. AUC s.d.
K 0.8559 0.0086 0.1132 0.0026 0.9386 0.0053
L 0.8576 0.0032 0.1156 0.0020 0.9345 0.0046
M 0.8536 0.0061 0.1149 0.0029 0.9365 0.0054
4.4.7 Discussion
For the sake of promoting discussion, we summarized the most important
measurements from each of the 13 models that we created to analyze these
data. These can be found in Table 4.20.
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Table 4.20: Summary of CR, MSE, AIC, CAIC, ICOMP, and CICOMP
values for Models A through M that were generated in this section. The
lowest MSE and information criteria scores are shaded in blue; the highest CR
is shaded in red.
ID CR s.d. MSE s.d. AIC CAIC ICOMP CICOMP
A 0.8294 0.0130 0.1337 0.0058 160.78 246.74 158.22 284.18
B 0.8551 0.0077 0.1147 0.0032 147.05 190.03 150.80 213.78
C 0.8381 0.0086 0.1239 0.0046 153.14 213.32 158.94 247.12
D 0.8503 0.0043 0.1165 0.0023 155.34 185.43 172.73 216.82
E 0.8536 0.0076 0.1127 0.0025 144.44 178.83 150.55 200.94
F 0.8480 0.0075 0.1141 0.0031 144.87 183.55 149.34 206.03
G 0.8511 0.0023 0.1159 0.0014 153.31 170.50 156.43 181.62
H 0.8474 0.0072 0.1185 0.0035 149.81 201.39 140.79 222.71
I 0.8446 0.0091 0.1222 0.0039 151.66 207.54 140.84 216.37
J 0.8507 0.0018 0.1222 9.51× 10−4 160.51 173.41 157.18 176.08
K 0.8559 0.0086 0.1132 0.0026 145.86 184.54 150.78 207.46
L 0.8576 0.0032 0.1156 0.0020 149.11 174.90 149.06 186.85
M 0.8536 0.0061 0.1149 0.0029 146.93 177.02 145.39 189.48
One particularly striking result is that the MSE from one of the penalized
regression models is significantly worse than any of the other models
excepting the full model. Why this happened is somewhat unclear, although
it likely has to do with the number of variables fitted in this model. The
tendency seems to be that as the dimension of the model increases, so too
does the MSE.
The model with the best MSE minimized AIC in the GA. In fact, both
models chosen by AIC in the GA and the the model chosen by AIC in the
PHAME framework represent the 3 best MSEs. Further, the PHAME
framework produced the model with the best classification rate. That the
PHAME framework produced such competitive models is especially
encouraging.
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For the sake of comparison, we fit 100 random forest models and trained
100 support vector machines (SVMs). The average maximum out-of-bag
classification rate for the random forest models (#trees = 100) was 0.8519
(0.8347, 0.8619); and, the average 5-fold (unstratified) cross validated
classification rate for the SVMs was 0.8415 (0.7453, 0.9377).
The random forest models and SVMs were all fit with the full data set, so
before any subset selection took place the full logistic regression model was a
significantly worse classifier. Subset selection improved the classification rate
among the logistic regression models. It is highly likely that subset selection,
possibly via GA, would also improve classification rates among random forest
models or SVMs though we did not investigate for this.
One can easily make the argument that the model selected by backward
elimination (B) is equally competitive with the GA models. Given the
well-documented issues that stepwise regression has with overfitting and bias,
it is reasonable to err on the side of using a GA. That being said, most
software packages come with built-in algorithms to carry out stepwise
regression. If time is of the essence, a backwards elimination model can
provide a modest means for carrying out variable selection, although it
appears as though PHAME subsetting produces models that are just as
good, if not better.
In general, the best models were those that were chosen to minimize AIC.
As we will continue to see throughout this dissertation, AIC and ICOMP
have some issues with overfitting in the context of other types of regression
models. At least in this example with the ICU data, AIC minimization
provides the strongest results.
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The models selected by CAIC (G) and CICOMP (J) were significantly
underfit compared to the other GA models. However, the results are telling:
variables 1, 12, and 19–the subset selected by CAIC–were selected by every
other model we tested including the non-GA models (except J, which
excluded 1). It is therefore reasonable to presume that age, type of admission
(elective vs. emergency), and level of consciousness are the most important
measurements a medical practitioner can make in regards to a patient’s
survival prognosis. Two other variables that were repeatedly selected are 15
and 16, PH and PCO.
Naturally, this analysis becomes meaningful for healthcare practitioners
only when there is a significant cost associated with data collections, or
potential false positive/false negative rates. For instance, when considering a
false positive cancer diagnosis, the emotional and mental cost associated with
such a misclassification is likely to motivate researchers to seek more robust
classification models. However, in other instances involving highly infectious
diseases, it is likely more beneficial to begin treatment in for a large
proportion of false positives, in hopes of catching all positive cases. Since we
are analyzing ICU data, individual hospitals may need to consider more
specific costs associated with staffing or number of available beds.
These approaches we have described are not limited to healthcare
analytics data. In the next section, we will use the same kind of analysis
using a set of cancer genomic data from the NIH’s Cancer Genome Atlas
project.
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4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we provided a comparison between the variable selection
techniques stepwise selection, penalized regression, genetic algorithm
subsetting, and PHAME subsetting. The superiority of GA models,
especially those that minimize AIC, was demonstrated using the set of ICU
data. Additionally, we demonstrated the ability of PHAME subset selection
to produce subsets that were competitive with GA selection at minimal cost.
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Appendix: Figures
Figure 4.1: Cook’s D vs. the standardized residuals from the full ICU model.
Figure 4.2: Leverage vs. delta-beta from the full ICU model.
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Figure 4.3: Filled contour plots of the cross validation study to determine
λ1 and λ2 for elastic net regression with the ICU data.
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Figure 4.4: We fit the ICU data to elastic net regression models for each
pair of (λ1, λ2) for λ1, λ2 = 0 . . . , 5. We plotted the average classification rates
after 100× 10-fold cross validation.
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Figure 4.5: We fit the ICU data to elastic net regression models for each pair
of (λ1, λ2) for λ1, λ2 = 0 . . . , 5. We plotted the average MSEs after 100×10-fold
cross validation.
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Figure 4.6: Trace of the weights as we increase λ1 (λ2 stays fixed at 0) in
the elastic net model. We are able to see how often variables are zeroed out.
More persistent variables have been labeled. Data came from the ICU study.
Figure 4.7: Trace of the weights as we increase λ2 (λ1 stays fixed at 0) in the
elastic net model. No variables are zeroed out, however the magnitude of each
weight shrinks toward 0. More persistent variables have been labeled. Data
came from the ICU study.
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Figure 4.8: Scores in the top pane, and the trace of PHAME weights for
increasing correlation parameter, a. These models were fit to the ICU data.
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CHAPTER 5
VARIABLE SELECTION VIA PENALIZED
MULTINOMIAL LOGISTIC REGRESSION AND THE
GENETIC ALGORITHM
104
Abstract
This chapter generalizes the results from chapter 4 for binary data,
by using multinomial logistic regression to consider the case where
dependent variables are measured on G > 2 levels. Our contributions
to the existing literature start with a derivation of the information
criteria AIC, CAIC, ICOMP, and CICOMP for the multinomial
logistic regression model. We then build a novel bound optimization
solver for the elastic net multinomial regression model by extending
the results of Krishnapuram et al. (2005). Variable subset selection is
carried out using elastic net regression, and we make a comparison to
results generated using genetic algorithm subsetting using data and
group labels taken from our chapter 8 study of persons living with
HIV in Tennessee counties. For the large k small n problem, we once
again introduce PHAME subsetting to perform cost-effective variable
subset selection, and compare these results to penalized multinomial
logistic regression models generated with the help of Steinian
shrinkage covariance estimation. This analysis uses the same set of
predictors from the TCGA data in chapter 4, regressed on a
dependent variable encoding 1 of 4 different tumor stages.
5.1 Introduction
Multinomial logistic regression (MLR) is the generalization of logistic
regression for cases when the output is measured on 2 or more levels. Since
logistic regression–as covered in chapter 4–is now a specific case of
multinomial logistic regression (G = 2), any of the results from this chapter
may be used for LR. If you recall, we conducted the elastic net regression
portion of chapter 4 using the algorithm that will be developed in this
chapter.
5.1.1 Differences between LR and MLR
Beyond the obvious difference between response variables in LR vs. MLR
modeling, the only other notable difference concerns how we interpret
coefficients. Suppose the response in an MLR model is measured on G levels,
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so then each individual in the data set belongs to one of G categories. The
exponentiated parameter then tells us the odds ratio of an individual with or
without a particular risk belonging to category g vs. category G, for
g = 1, . . . , G− 1.
5.1.2 Other types of MLR
What we have just described is the most common way to interpret
coefficients from MLR modeling. The statistical formulation of the MLR
problem, which we establish in proceeding sections, deals with finding G− 1
sets of weights. The g-th set of weights corresponds to the natural logarithm
of the ratio of the probability that an individual belongs to category g versus
the probability that the individual belongs to level G.
The reason for this interpretation has to do with the link function we use.
Other methods exist, and they differ based on the treatment of this link
function. Instead of using the ratio of probabilities between individual
categories g = 1, . . . , G− 1 and a reference g = G level, we can introduce
alternative formulations.
The major alternatives are called proportional-odds (probability of
belonging to any category at or above level g versus the probability of
belonging to any category below g); adjacent category (category g versus
category g + 1); and continuation-ratio (category g versus all categories
below g). Note that any of the relations can be switched, so for example we
could consider a continuation-ratio model where we compare g against all
categories above g. These models are especially useful when the response, Y ,
is ordinal as opposed to nominal in nature. For more information about
these models, see Dohoo et al. (2012).
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5.1.3 Literature
Krishnapuram et al. (2005) were likely the first to introduce an algorithm
capable of performing sparsifying multinomial logistic regression. We build
off of their work in construct our own elastic net regression solver. However,
we chose to avoid the component-wise update procedures they use, opting
instead for the fully simultaneous solver.
With regards to gene selection via multinomial logistic regression, it
appears as though the only work to have been done to-date is related to
binary classification; there has been no work done to extend results to the
G > 2 case. It is likely that this is mostly due to the relative age of these
procedures, as well as a lack of access to viable data. For instance, Cawley et
al. (2007) mention extending the results of sparse logistic regression to
cancer genome data with more than 2 groups.
Some other work has been done using multinomial logistic regression,
although this is largely unrelated. Li et al. (2003) used sparse multinomial
logistic regression on a set of semilabeled data. Ong et al. (2005) compared
genetic programming (GP, related albeit distinct from the GA) against
multinomial logistic regression, artificial neural networks (ANNs), and
decision trees using credit data. They found that GP provided competitive,
if not better results, compared to ANNs and logistic regression. Hedeker
(2003) built a mixed-effects MLR model to handle clustered observations.
Bull et al. (2007) described methods for constructing confidence intervals
when parameters are biased, as happens in penalized regression.
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5.2 Derivation of information criteria
As we did in chapter 4, we would like to derive the log-likelihood function
and the IFIM so that we may explicitly compute the information criteria.
We start by discussing how to build the model using the appropriate link
function, and proceed from there.
5.2.1 Model definition
Let Y = [y1, . . . , yn]
T be an n×G-dimensional matrix of responses, where
yig = 1 if yi belongs to group g and 0 otherwise, for i = 1, . . . , n.
Once again, let X = [x1, . . . , xn]
T be the n× (k + 1) data matrix whose
k + 1 columns are our variables. We assume that there are k predictors that
have been physically measured, plus an additional predictor representing the
intercept. Notice that each xi ∈ Rk+1, for i = 1, . . . , n.
Now, w = [w10, . . . , w
1
j , w
2
0, . . . , w
G−1
j ]
T is the vector of weights we wish to
find. That is, we now need to find G− 1 sets of weights.
As before, we need to introduce a function that will link our response
with a convex combination of our predictors. We will use a modified version
of the log-odds function, so that for each g = 1, . . . , G− 1,
log
(
pig
piG
)
=
k∑
j=0
wgjxij. (5.1)
We arrive at this result by assuming we have a reference or baseline level of
response (usually the highest level, G). Thus, for each response
g = 1, . . . , G− 1, we have an associated set of weights, wg, which, along with
the predictors, relates the probability of observing an individual who
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measures level g with the probability of observing an individual who
measures at the baseline level, G.
5.2.2 Likelihood function
The distinction from LR is that we must now treat observations as having
been taken from a multinomial distribution. The likelihood function (shown
in below in equation (5.2)) is constructed by considering the joint
distribution of the n events. In this case, since each observation belongs to
category g = 1, . . . , G with probabilities pi1, . . . , piG, we see the additional
product in front:
L(w1, . . . , wG−1;x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn) =
n∏
i=1
G∏
g=1
pyigig , (5.2)
where wg denotes the weights corresponding to each g = 1, . . . , G− 1.
5.2.3 Maximum likelihood estimation
For ease of notation, re-write equation (5.2) as
L(w1, . . . , wG−1) =
n∏
i=1
G∏
g=1
p
yig
ig . (5.3)
Recall that we let category G serve as a baseline, so each of our link
functions relates the probability of an observation belonging to category g for
g = 1, . . . , G− 1 vs. the probability that the observation belongs to category
G. Hence,
pil =
e
∑k
j=0 w
l
jxij
1 +
∑G−1
g=1 e
∑k
j=0 w
g
j xij
(5.4)
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for each l = 1, . . . , G− 1. When l = G, we obtain
piG =
1
1 +
∑G−1
g=1 e
∑k
j=0 w
g
j xij
. (5.5)
Substituting pil and piG into equation (5.3), we get
L(w1, . . . , wG−1) =
n∏
i=1
{(
G−1∏
g=1
p
yig
ig
)(
p
1−∑G−1g=1 yig
iG
)}
=
n∏
i=1

(
G−1∏
g=1
p
yig
ig
) p1iG
p
∑G−1
g=1 yig
iG

=
n∏
i=1
{
G−1∏
g=1
(
pig
piG
)yig
piG
}
=
n∏
i=1
{
G−1∏
g=1
(
e
∑k
j=0 w
g
j xij
)yig ( 1
1 +
∑G−1
g=1 e
∑k
j=0 w
g
j xij
)}
=
n∏
i=1

(
G−1∏
g=1
eyig
∑k
j=0 w
g
j xij
)(
1 +
G−1∑
g=1
e
∑k
j=0 w
g
j xij
)−1 .
(5.6)
Similar to how we treated the G = 2 case in chapter 4, we will proceed by
seeking to find wgs for g = 1, . . . , G− 1 that maximize the log-likelihood
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function. Taking a natural logarithm of equation (5.6) gives us
`(w1, . . . ,wG−1) = . . .
=
n∑
i=1
log
(
G−1∏
g=1
eyig
∑k
j=0 w
g
j xij
)
+ log
(
1 +
G−1∑
g=1
e
∑k
j=0 w
g
j xij
)−1
=
n∑
i=1
{
G−1∑
g=1
(
yig
k∑
j=0
eyig
∑k
j=0 w
g
j xij
)
− log
(
1 +
G−1∑
g=1
eyig
∑k
j=0 w
g
j xij
)}
.
(5.7)
We denote the weights that maximize equation (5.7) as wˆ1, . . . , wˆG−1. To
find these, we must once again use the Newton-Raphson Method to find the
zeros of ∇`. Before we go further, it is important to point out that we can
choose to treat ` as a vector of length (k + 1)× (G− 1), or as a
(k + 1)× (G− 1) matrix. Either way, we expect to find (k + 1)× (G− 1)
partial derivatives. Let l = 0, . . . , k denote the index of our predictor, and
h = 1, . . . , G− 1 will be the index of our category. Then, elements of ∇` are
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obtained as follows:
∂
∂wlh
`(w1, . . . , wG−1) = . . .
=
n∑
i=1
{
∂
∂wlh
G−1∑
g=1
(
yig
k∑
j=0
eyig
∑k
j=0 w
g
j xij
)
− ∂
∂wlh
log
(
1 +
G−1∑
g=1
eyig
∑k
j=0 w
g
j xij
)}
=
n∑
i=1
{
yihxil − xil e
∑k
j=0 w
h
j xij
1 +
∑G−1
g=1 e
∑k
j=0 w
g
j xij
}
=
n∑
i=1
{xilyih − xilpih} . (5.8)
Since there are (G− 1)× (k + 1) derivatives to compute, our Hessian
matrix, H, will have (G− 1)2 × (k + 1)2 entries. Imagine that H is made up
of (G− 1)2 blocks, so H is G− 1 blocks in width by G− 1 blocks high. Each
of these blocks is itself a square matrix with (k + 1)2 entries. The blocks of
H that lie on the diagonal correspond to the Hessian matrices we just found
for the G = 2 case previously. Thus, for g = 1, . . . , G− 1,
Hgg = −XTMgX,
where Mg is a n× n diagonal matrix whose entries are pig(1− pig). To find
the off-diagonal blocks, we need to do a bit more work.
What we have just described is equivalent to solving for second
derivatives on a case-by-case basis. For h, h′ = 1, . . . , G− 1, the first case is
when h = h′ (the diagonal blocks), and the second case is when h 6= h′ (the
off-diagonal blocks). The entries of the off-diagonal blocks can be found in
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the following way:
∂2
∂wlhwl′h′
`(w1, . . . , wG−1) =
∂
∂wl′h′
[
∂
∂wlh
`(w1, . . . , wG−1)
]
=
∂
∂wl′g′
n∑
i=1
{
yihxil − xil e
∑k
j=0 w
h
j xij
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We can use equation (5.9) to describe the matrix formulation of the
off-diagonal blocks in the Hessian of `(w1, . . . , wG−1). For
g, g′ = 1, . . . , G− 1, these block entries are precisely
Hgg′ = X
TMgg′X,
where Mgg′ is the n× n diagonal matrix whose entries are pigpig′ .
Like before, we replace the entries in equation (4.10) to obtain the
appropriate Newton-Raphson scheme to approximate our weights. Recall
earlier how we said ∇` can be either a vector with length (G− 1)× (k + 1),
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or a (k + 1)× (G− 1) matrix. The same applies to the weights. In order to
plug the weights into equation (4.10), we will need the weights to exist in
their matrix form. Let w = [(w1)T, . . . , (wG−1)T] denote the matrix form of
the weights. Then, the Newton-Raphson scheme to approximate the
maximum likelihood weights is shown below:
w(s+1) = w(s) −H−1(w(s))XT (y − p(w(s))) , (5.10)
where p is now an n× (G− 1) matrix whose columns are pig for i = 1, . . . , n.
For δ ≤ 10−3, a suitable convergence criterion is
G−1∑
g=1
||(wg)(s+1) − (wg)(s)|| < δ.
5.2.4 Information criteria scoring
Use equation (5.10) to obtain wˆ, the maximum likelihood estimates solving
the multinomial logistic regression problem. We compute AIC, CAIC,
ICOMP, and CICOMP as follows:
AIC =− 2
n∑
i=1
{
G−1∑
g=1
(
yig
k∑
j=0
eyig
∑k
j=0 w
g
j xij
)
−
log
(
1 +
G−1∑
g=1
eyig
∑k
j=0 w
g
j xij
)}
+ 2kG+ 2G− 2k − 2 (5.11)
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CAIC =− 2
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j xij
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log
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+ (k + 1)(G− 1)(log(n) + 1)
(5.12)
ICOMP =− 2
n∑
i=1
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G−1∑
g=1
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eyig
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j xij
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log
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CICOMP =− 2
n∑
i=1
{
G−1∑
g=1
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yig
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j=0
eyig
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j=0 w
g
j xij
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−
log
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j=0 w
g
j xij
)}
+
(k + 1)(G− 1)(log(n) + 1) + 2C1
(−H−1) . (5.14)
5.3 Elastic net multinomial logistic
regression solver
In this section, we propose an algorithm for solving the elastic net
multinomial logistic regression problem, based on modifications to the bound
optimization (BOP) algorithms used in 2005 by Krishnapuram et al.. See
also Section 3.3.5 of this dissertation.
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We have an explicit formula for computing B satisfying H  B from
Bo¨hning (1992):
B = −1
2
(
I − 1
G
11T
)
⊗XTX (5.15)
Note that I is the (G− 1)× (G− 1) identity matrix, and 1 is a
(G− 1)-vector of ones. The Kronecker product, ⊗, is used now because we
are treating the weights as a vector of length (G− 1)× (k + 1). For the
remainder of this section, note that w =
[
w10, . . . , w
1
k, w
2
0, . . . , w
2
k, . . . , w
G−1
k
]T
refers to the vector form of the weights.
The advantage to using B in place of H has to do with the computational
cost associated with the inverting H during each iteration of the algorithm.
The matrix H can become significantly large and ill-conditioned, which
makes inversions problematic. This is especially present when there are
numerous predictors or levels of the response.
Since we have Q, we are almost ready to begin deriving the update
equation for this elastic net multinomial logistic regression problem. First,
we need to express an objective function that we seek to maximize with
respect to w. To do this, recall from equation (3.5) we sought weights that
would minimize the sum of squared residuals, while also minimizing penalties
associated with ||w||1 and ||w||2. In our BOP algorithm, we will take a more
direct approach. Rather than working with the residuals, we will explicitly
maximize the log-likelihood function, while also maximizing −||w||1 and
−||w||2 since maximizing the negated penalties is the same as minimizing the
penalties. Thus, our objective function, f , is shown below:
f(w, λ1, λ2) = `(w)− λ1||w||1 − λ2
2
||w||2. (5.16)
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We are now ready to construct the update equation, which will be the
algorithm we use to obtain wˆ. To do so, we start with f in equation (5.16)
and substitute in Q:
f(w, λ1, λ2) = `(w)− λ1||w||1 − λ2
2
||w||2
≥ `(w(s)) + (w − w(s))T∇`(w(s)) + 1
2
(w − w(s))TB(w − w(s))
− λ1||w||1 − λ2
2
||w||2
= `(w(s)) + (w − w(s))T∇`(w(s)) + 1
2
(w − w(s))TB(w − w(s))
− λ1
G−1∑
g=1
k∑
j=0
|wgj | −
λ2
2
G−1∑
g=1
k∑
j=0
(wgj )
Twgj
≥ `(w(s)) + (w − w(s))T∇`(w(s)) + 1
2
(w − w(s))TB(w − w(s))
− λ1
2
(
G−1∑
g=1
{
k∑
j=0
(wgj )
2
|(wgj )(s)|
+
k∑
j=0
|(wgj )(s)|
})
− λ2
2
G−1∑
g=1
k∑
j=0
(wgj )
Twgj .
(5.17)
The inequality leading to equation (5.17) comes from the concavity of the
square root function.
All of the information that we need to generate the update equation is in
equation (5.17). However, there is also extraneous information. We are
trying to maximize this equation with respect to w, which means that any
terms that do not contain at least one w may be eliminated. By removing
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excess terms, equation (5.17) becomes:
fˇ(w, λ1, λ2) = . . .
wT∇`(w(s))+1
2
wTBw − wTBw(s) − λ1
2
G−1∑
g=1
k∑
j=0
(wgj )
2
|(wgj )(s)|
− λ2
2
G−1∑
g=1
k∑
j=0
(wgj )
Twgj
= wT
(∇`(w(s))−Bw(s))+ 1
2
wT(B − λ1Λ(s) − λ2I)w. (5.18)
In equation (5.18), we let Λ(s) = diag
{|(w10)(s)|, . . . , |(w1k)(s)|, . . . , |(wG−1k )(s)|},
and I is a (k + 1)× (G− 1)-dimensional identity matrix.
The update equation is found by finding the first derivative of fˇ in
equation (5.18) with respect to w. Doing so gives us
∇fˇ = ∇`(w(s))−Bw(s) + (B − λ1Λ− λ2I)w. (5.19)
At the optimal solution, ∇fˇ = 0. By setting everything in equation (5.19)
equal to 0 and rearranging terms, we arrive at our desired update equation:
w(s+1) = (B − λ1Λ− λ2I)−1
(
Bw(s) −∇`(w(s))) . (5.20)
In theory, an algorithm which uses equation (5.20) will converge to wˆ as
desired. However, if λ1 > 0, we expect that many of the weights will quickly
tend towards 0, since L1-penalized regression sparsifies weights. When this
happens as the algorithm is running, we will have problems updating Λ(s+1).
In light of this, we offer a numerically equivalent formulation of equation
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(5.20) (shown below) based on results from Figueiredo (2003):
w(s+1) = U (s)
(
U (s)BU (s) − λ1I − λ2V (s)
)−1
U (s)
(
Bw(s) −∇`(w(s))) , (5.21)
where U (s) = diag(
√
|w(s)|), and V (s) = diag(|w(s)|).
5.4 Example: Persons living with HIV in
Tennessee counties
The data for this example come from a larger study which looked at persons
living with HIV (PLWH) in the U.S. South (Gray et al. 2015). Gray,
Massaro et al. (2015) were interested in determining socioeconomic
determinants of health (SDH) that were directly related to PLWH rates in
U.S. South counties. The smaller subset of Tennessee counties contains 95
observations, each measured on 7 different SDH values. See Table 5.1 for a
description of the predictors, and Table 5.2 for summary statistics of the
covariate data.
Table 5.1: Description of the variables in the PLWH data (Gray et al. 2015).
PLWH is the outcome. Categorical variables have the number of levels listed
in parentheses.
No. ID Description Data type
– PLWH Number of persons living with HIV Continuous (count)
1 HS Proportion of persons with less than a HS education Continuous
2 POV Proportion of persons living below the poverty line Continuous
3 INC Natural logarithm of median income Continuous
4 UMP Unemployment rate Continuous
5 NHB Proportion of Non-Hispanic Black persons Continuous
6 NHW Proportion of Non-Hispanic White persons Continuous
7 HSP Proportion of Hispanic persons Continuous
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Table 5.2: Summary statistics for the Tennessee PLWH data taken from
Gray, Massaro et al. (2015).
Name HS POV INC UMP NHB NHW HSP
Min. 0.05 0.05 10.01 0.05 0.00 0.39 0.00
Max. 0.30 0.30 11.42 0.18 0.52 0.99 0.11
Mean 0.21 0.17 10.55 0.11 0.07 0.88 0.03
S.E. 0.05 0.04 0.20 0.03 0.10 0.12 0.02
In section 8.4, we present an example in which we use a mixture of
negative binomial and Poisson regression models to sort these observations
into 5 groups. We use the IDs generated in that example as class labels in a
multinomial logistic regression model. The labels are summarized in Table
5.3. Group 1 consists mostly of counties with the smallest PLWH counts and
group 5 the largest.
Table 5.3: Summary of PLWH counts by group in the TN data. The groups
were generated using a mixture of Poisson and negative binomial regression
models in section 8.4.
G1 G2 G3 G4 G5
No. obs. 32 30 13 12 8
Min. count 2 14 38 80 172
Max. count 13 30 65 149 6408
5.4.1 Full model
We start by looking at the full model. Estimated weights and their 95%
confidence intervals are in Table 5.4. Overall, the model with all of 7 of these
variables plus the intercepts demonstrates a good fit for these data
(χ2 = 154.98, df = 32, P -value < 0.001).
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We ran diagnostic tests for classification rate and MSE using 100× 5-fold
cross validation. The average classification rate was 0.5111 (0.4486, 0.5736);
and, the average MSE was 0.7131 (0.6661, 0.7601). We collect all of this
information in Table 5.7, where the full model is referred to as model A.
Table 5.4: Weights and confidence intervals for the multinomial logistic
regression model fit to the TN PLWH data using class labels from section
8.4. Significant predictors are highlighted in grey. The model is a good fit for
these data (χ2 = 154.98, df = 32, P -value < 0.001).
Int. HS POV INC UMP NHB NHW HSP
Counts ∈ [0, 13]
Weight -566.77 265.59 3.77 33.13 136.36 121.28 167.99 115.60
S.E. 247.65 70.01 65.79 18.63 76.88 59.28 61.60 95.74
LL -1052.17 128.37 -125.18 -3.37 -14.31 5.09 47.25 -72.04
UL -81.37 402.81 132.72 69.64 287.04 237.46 288.73 303.24
Counts ∈ [14, 30]
Weight -570.49 268.41 -27.75 32.97 137.71 133.55 177.85 149.41
S.E. 245.77 69.95 65.39 18.28 76.76 63.25 65.46 97.85
LL -1052.20 131.32 -155.91 -2.86 -12.74 9.58 49.56 -42.38
UL -88.78 405.51 100.41 68.79 288.16 257.52 306.15 341.20
Counts ∈ [31, 65]
Weight -664.77 228.26 37.15 41.66 113.55 146.66 177.98 173.44
S.E. 243.95 69.91 62.61 17.79 75.66 73.60 75.21 105.78
LL -1142.92 91.24 -85.57 6.80 -34.73 2.40 30.57 -33.88
UL -186.62 365.28 159.88 76.52 261.84 290.92 325.39 380.76
Counts ∈ [66, 149]
Weight -524.33 204.06 -7.60 35.21 111.12 92.95 114.64 117.29
S.E. 233.24 66.54 65.31 16.84 76.67 67.39 68.83 104.86
LL -981.48 73.65 -135.61 2.20 -39.15 -39.13 -20.25 -88.25
UL -67.17 334.47 120.41 68.22 261.39 225.02 249.54 322.82
Many of the estimated weights are on the order of 102. This may seem
excessive at first, however it is important to consider that most of these
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variables have been recorded with respect to a percentage. Hence, it is
reasonable to divide the weights by 100 before interpreting odds ratios.
HS is a significant variable in every group. This means that for every
increase in HS–the percentage of individuals in a county without a high
school education–we see a corresponding increase in the odds that a county
belongs to groups 1–4 as opposed to group 5. In other words, counties with
elevated proportions of the population without a high school education are
associated with lower counts of PLWH. As we will see later on in chapter 8,
this is a common trend for the Tennessee PLWH data. We address this
phenomenon further in our chapter 8 analysis.
NHB and NHW are significant in the first 3 groups, and non-significant in
group 4. This suggests that groups 4 and 5–the groups with the highest
PLWH counts–are likely to be racially homogeneous, especially in
comparison to groups 1–3. It is interesting to note that increases to NHB are
associated with lower PLWH. In the original study, NHB was found to be the
most important predictor of increased PLWH rates in the entire U.S. South
(Gray et al. 2015). Our result does not by any means contradict this finding.
Rather, it suggests that the racial make-up of Tennessee is likely to be
different from many of the other southern U.S. states that were included in
the Gray study.
The only other significant variable is INC, the natural log of the median
income in a county. The results in Table 5.4 indicate that the median
incomes in groups 3 and 4 may be slightly higher than in group 5.
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5.4.2 LASSO regression
We move on to variable selection techniques via LASSO regression. We
choose not to include a ridge parameter, and hence perform elastic net
regression, since the number of predictors in this study is so small.
The information criteria scores and weights for increasing L1-penalty in
the LASSO model are shown in the top pane of Figure 5.1. We see that most
variables vanish for relatively small values of λ1.
The criteria CAIC and CICOMP are minimized when λ1 = 0.124, while
ICOMP selects the full model and AIC is minimized for λ1 = 0.005. When
λ1 = 0.005, all of the variables are still present in the model, however weights
for some the variables have vanished within certain groups. For example, the
intercept is only in groups 3 and 4; HSP has vanished in group 3; POV and
NHW are not in group 4.
The most parsimonious choice occurs when we set λ1 = 0.124. This is in
Table 5.7 as model B. The intercept, INC, and NHB have been removed from
this model.
The resulting variable subsets for every group contain only INC and
NHW. Both of these are positive, indiciating that the increases in either
income or proportion of white people in a county serve to increase the
probability that an individual belongs to one of the groups with low PLWH
counts as opposed to group 5 with the highest PLWH counts.
The classification rate is greatly improved using only this subset of
predictors, heading all the way up to 0.5630 (0.4819, 0.6441). The MSE also
improved, decreasing to 0.6350 (0.5842, 0.6858).
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5.4.3 Genetic algorithm
The final section of this analysis looks at variable subsets generated by a
genetic algorithm. In Table 5.7, model C minimized AIC, model D
minimized CAIC, ICOMP, and CICOMP.
We see in Table 5.5 that HS and NHW appear in every subset. Each has
a positive association with the group label, meaning that increases to NHW
increase the likelihood of a county having a smaller PLWH count. Similarly,
as we have already seen before and as we will continue to see in later in
chatper 8, increasing the proportion of the population without a high school
education also increase the likelihood that a county has fewer PLWH counts.
The only other variable making an appearance in a subset is POV. Its
association with group label is negative, hence increases to the proportion of
the population who live below the poverty line increase the likelihood that a
county has higher PLWH counts. Aside from the education result, what we
have seen here agrees with the original findings in Gray, Massaro et al.
(2015).
5.4.4 PHAME subsetting
The maximum average absolute correlation for these data is 0.5046. Setting
the correlation parameter, a, to anything higher than this will result in only
significant variables being chosen, although 0.5 is likely high enough.
Table 5.6 contains the MATLAB output from PHAME subsetting using
the TN PLWH data. CAIC, ICOMP, and CICOMP all decrease
monotonically until only HS and NHW and NHB are left; we call this model
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Table 5.5: Weights within each group corresponding to the variable subset
that minimized each of the 4 criteria in a multinomial logistic regression model
fit to the TN PLWH data.
E in Table 5.7. This subset is nearly identical to the one chosen by the GA
to minimize CAIC, ICOMP, and CICOMP.
It is interesting to see that AIC is minimized for a non-nested subset. By
non-nested, we mean the following. Observe in Figure 5.2 the change in
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weights as a increases. At no point in Figure 5.2 does the subset 1, 3, 6
remain in all 4 of the panes; this happens because the overall subset is
determined by the appearance of a variable in any of the 4 panes, not just
looking at one of the panes individually. However, by looking at the last
section in Table 5.6, we see that were we to consider subsets within each
group instead of overall, AIC is actually minimized by HS, INC, and NHW.
This model is F in Table 5.7.
5.4.5 Comparison between penalized regression, GA
subsetting, and PHAME subsetting
The classification rates, MSEs, and information criteria for all models we
have discussed in this section are summarized in Table 5.7. As we would
expect, the information criteria were minimized by the models fitted to
subsets selected by the GA. This supports the idea that we have identified
the global minimizers for each criterion.
Penalized regression generated a competitive model, but it still measured
worse than the best candidates produced by PHAME and GA subsetting,
with respect to classification rate and MSE. For a problem of this size, it is
relatively quick to use cross-validation for selecting tuning parameters. If we
do this–as opposed to choosing tuning parameters via information
criteria–we see no improvement in MSE or CR. This is not to say that using
information criteria to choose tuning parameters should be preferred, or vice
versa; rather, each individual data set will yield different results, and it is up
to the practitioner how he or she wishes to select tuning parameters.
The overall best classification rate was obtained by the model that
minimized AIC in the GA framework. This subset contained HS, POV, and
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Table 5.6: MATLAB output from PHAME subsetting using the TN PLWH
data.
G_1 vs. G_5
Significant variables: 1 5 6
Choosing the subset:
Var. AIC CAIC ICOMP CICOMP
==============================================
F 216.39 330.12 305.01 482.73
- 2 215.20 314.71 293.71 449.22
- 7 210.22 295.52 283.25 416.54
- 4 206.61 277.69 276.81 387.89
- 3 215.87 272.73 243.90 332.76
G_2 vs. G_5
Significant variables: 1 5 6
Choosing the subset:
Var. AIC CAIC ICOMP CICOMP
==============================================
F 216.39 330.12 305.01 482.73
- 2 215.20 314.71 293.71 449.22
- 7 210.22 295.52 283.25 416.54
- 4 206.61 277.69 276.81 387.89
- 3 215.87 272.73 243.90 332.76
G_3 vs. G_5
Significant variables: 1 3 5 6
Choosing the subset:
Var. AIC CAIC ICOMP CICOMP
==============================================
F 216.39 330.12 305.01 482.73
- 2 215.20 314.71 293.71 449.22
- 4 211.76 297.06 286.32 419.62
- 7 206.61 277.69 276.81 387.89
G_4 vs. G_5
Significant variables: 1 3
Choosing the subset:
Var. AIC CAIC ICOMP CICOMP
==============================================
F 216.39 330.12 305.01 482.73
- 2 215.20 314.71 293.71 449.22
- 7 210.22 295.52 283.25 416.54
- 5 202.95 274.03 271.86 382.94
- 4 200.60 257.46 265.82 354.68
- 6 222.35 265.00 282.80 349.45
NHW. Additionally, the best MSE was achieved by the other GA model.
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Table 5.7: Summary of CR, MSE, AIC, CAIC, ICOMP, and CICOMP values
for Models A through M that were generated in this section. The lowest MSE
and information criteria scores are shaded in blue; the highest CR is shaded
in red.
ID CR s.d. MSE s.d. AIC CAIC ICOMP CICOMP
A 0.5111 0.0319 0.4245 0.0138 216.39 330.12 305.01 482.73
B 0.5630 0.0414 0.4071 0.0062 206.96 292.25 287.64 420.94
C 0.6014 0.0221 0.3718 0.0093 199.65 256.51 235.87 324.73
D 0.4992 0.0212 0.3254 0.0068 210.68 253.33 227.85 294.50
E 0.4795 0.0291 0.3397 0.0083 215.87 272.73 243.90 332.76
F 0.5820 0.0227 0.3536 0.0074 200.60 257.46 265.82 354.68
The next best classification rate and MSE are given by the model that
minimized AIC in the PHAME framework.
We built linear discriminant analysis (LDA), K-nearest neighbors, and
random forest classifiers to compare classification results. The average
maximum out-of-bag classification rates for the random forest models after
100 trials with 100 trees each was 0.5628 (0.5232, 0.6024). From the LDA
classifers, we obtained an average classification rate of 0.5289 (0.3015,
0.7563). Finally, the K-NN classifer had an average classification rate of
0.5595 (0.3564, 0.7626). These rates are competitive with the multinomial
logistic regression models we created, though they trail the subsets generated
by the GA and PHAME to minimize AIC.
5.5 Example: TCGA tumor stage data
In this study, we use data from the NIH Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)
Project (Kandoth et al. 2013). The outcome in our analysis is tumor stage, a
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categorical response ranging from 1 to 4. We will use multinomial logistic
regression to find gene expressions linked to higher tumor stages.
The number of gene expressions prohibits us from using stepwise
regression to perform variable selection. As a result, we will focus on variable
selection via penalized regression, and GA and PHAME subsetting.
5.5.1 Data description
The original data set of predictors, X, consists of 3096 tumors measured on
k = 19420 gene expressions, and a categorical response, Y , ranging from 1 to
4. After removing missing data, the number of tumors was reduced to
n = 2570. Figure 5.3 shows a bar chart of the observed tumor stages. There
are 372 stage 4 tumors, which is roughly half that of the other stages (787
stage 1, 718 stage 2, and 693 stage 3). The frequency decreases as the tumor
stage increases.
5.5.2 Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA screening
Even though our bound optimization algorithms from earlier are capable of
handling more predictors than stepwise procedures, there is still a limit on
the number of predictors we can use. We chose to use was a Kruskal-Wallis
one-way ANOVA on ranks carried out between each of the 19420 predictors
and the response to screen excess variables from the study (Kruskal and
Wallis 1952).
The Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA on ranks, also called the
Kruskal-Wallis H Test, is a non-parametric procedure which evaluates a null
hypothesis that samples from G ≥ 2 groups are from the same population.
See the original paper by Kruskal and Wallis (1952) for information on
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computing the test statistic, H. The H statistic is approximately
χ2-distributed with G− 1 degrees of freedom.
As this is a non-parametric test, we do not need normality assumptions
for any of the xj, j = 1, . . . , 19420. This makes the test better-suited for
handling the grouped gene mutation counts than the parametric alternative,
ANOVA. A significant P -value indicates that mutational counts associated
with at least 1 tumor stage are different from the other tumor stages, but not
which. A multiple comparison procedure, e.g. Dunn’s test, may be used to
determine which tumor stage is different. For the intentions of this study, we
were only interested in significant results regardless of which tumor stage
exhibited differences.
At the 99% confidence level, there were only 361 significant predictors
which are listed in Tables 5.11 and 5.12. Looking at Figure 5.4, we see that
our screen does well preserving predictors with some of the highest mutation
counts.
We used this screening technique to generate 2 other subsets of data
simply by increasing the confidence level. At the 95% confidence level, there
are k = 1292 significant predictors, and at 90% there are k = 2339 significant
predictors. The correlation plots for each of these data sets is in Figure 5.5;
there are no discernible differences between these plots, despite the large
difference in sizes of these respective matrices. This information will be
important once we consider PHAME subsetting.
For the remainder of this section, we discuss multinomial logistic elastic
net regression results, PHAME subsetting results, and then offer a
comparison of the two with respect to their predictive and classification
abilities. Tables 5.8 and 5.9 contain all the relevant diagnostic information
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and information criteria scores for each model we generate. We conclude with
a qualitative analysis of common functionalities among the selected genes.
5.5.3 Full model
We start as we have been doing by generating the full models, i.e., those
fitted to all predictors in a particular subset. Shown in Figure 5.6 is a color
map of the weights within each group for the case when k = 361. Positive
weights are red, and negative weights are blue.
Recall that the model we use assumes that we are comparing the
probability of an observation belonging to level g = 1, 2, 3 vs. the probability
that it belongs to level G = 4. Each column in the map reflects one set of
these log-odds ratios.
It appears as though there is some consistency in colors as we move from
left to right in Figure 5.6. For example, consider predictor 50 (from Table
5.11, we see this is CCDC85A). Its color in all 3 columns is a different shade
of red. Therefore, mutations in this particular gene result in a patient having
a higher likelihood of belonging to stages 1–3 instead of 4. By comparison,
blue weights indicate that mutations put a patient at a higher risk of having
stage 4 cancer.
Information criteria and diagnostic information for each of the 3 full
models are in Tables 5.8 and 5.9. The decreasing log-likelihood values
indicate improving model fit, however it is clear that this comes at the cost
of predictive and classification ability.
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5.5.4 Elastic net multinomial logistic regression
We assessed how the information criteria scores changed for increasing
L1-penalty in the first two data sets, corresponding to 99% and 95%
confidence levels. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show consistent results. AIC and
ICOMP are both minimized for λ1 = 1, and CAIC and CICOMP are
minimized for λ1 = 13.
The less parsimonious of the two elastic net multinomial logistic
regression models fit to the first data set (k = 361) is the one that minimized
AIC and ICOMP; it still fits 312 of the original 361 predictors. However, this
model does exhibit better overall fit than the full model, in addition to
having a slightly better MSE and the best classification rate of any model fit
to these data.
The other elastic net multinomial logistic model, which minimized CAIC
and CICOMP, fits only 31 predictors. Its MSE is the lowest of any of the
models, although its classification rate is relatively poor compared to the
others.
Moving up to the next data set, with k = 1292, we see that once again
the MSE and classification rates are better than the full model. The model
that minimized CAIC and CICOMP achieves the highest classification rate
using only 32 predictors.
5.5.5 PHAME subsetting
The maximum absolute correlations observed in each of the data sets were
0.0974, 0.0918, and 0.0877. The correlations appear to be decreasing, but
only slightly. This is consistent with what we observed earlier in Figure 5.5,
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where the correlations appear to be relatively similar even as the number of
predictors increased.
Figures 5.9 through 5.11 show the weights for increasing correlation
parameters, a, up to a maximum of 0.10. In all 3 of these figures, we see that
CAIC selects the model with only the significant predictors fitted. It is
interesting to see one predictor with a weight that persists for relatively large
values of a (middle pane of Figure 5.9, in blue).
Figure 5.9 is also interesting because AIC and ICOMP both choose
models that fit very few predictors in addition to the significant ones. In
Figures 5.10 and 5.11, ICOMP chooses the least parsimonious model. AIC
always has the next least parsimonious model, with at least 50 more than the
subsets chosen by CAIC or CICOMP.
The classification rates are always better than the full model, and
competitive with the multinomial logistic elastic net regression models. The
same can be said of the MSEs. In fact, the PHAME subset that minimized
CAIC and CICOMP with the k = 1292 data achieves the lowest MSE,
although its classification rate is one of the worst.
5.5.6 Comparison between penalized multinomial
logistic regression and PHAME subsetting
The elastic net multinomial logistic regression and PHAME subsets scored
better than the full models, while also offering better predictive abilities.
This is what variable subsetting sets out to accomplish, and each of these
methods experiences varying degress of success.
In terms of model fit, penalized multinomial logistic regression and
PHAME subsetting are split evenly, as each claimed better results with
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respect to 2 of the 4 criteria we used. The elastic net multinomial logistic
regression models had much lower CAIC and CICOMP scores. While this is
clearly due to how few predictors are chosen, the results stand nonetheless.
Meanwhile, PHAME subsetting achieved lower AIC and ICOMP scores.
Earlier in this chapter, as well as in chapter 4, subsets that were selected
based on their ability to minimize AIC had the best classification rates. That
is no longer explicitly the case with these data, since the elastic net
multinomial logistic regression model that minimized CAIC and CICOMP in
the second data set (k = 1292) was the best classifier. That being said, the
best classifiers in the first and third data sets (k = 361 and k = 2993) were
both chosen to minimize AIC.
It is worth pointing out that the majority of classification rates and
MSEs–excepting those generated by full models–are all within standard
errors of one another. This means that the cross validated MSEs and
classification rates, while generally indicative of ability, are far from
conclusive. At best, we can say that the variables selected by elastic net
multinomial logistic regression and PHAME subsetting are equally capable of
classifying the TCGA data in a multinomial logistic regression framework.
We start to notice major differences between the two methods for variable
selection once we consider the amount of time needed to generate results.
Our approach to elastic net multinomial logistic regression requires
large-dimensional matrix inversions during each of sometimes hundreds of
iterations which take place before the algorithm converges. This ends up
being incredibly time-consuming, even for just one model. This is one of the
reasons we opted for fixing λ2 and allowing only λ1 to vary. Consider that
many practitioners seek to select tuning parameters through repeated cross
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Table 5.8: Number of variables, maximimized log-likelihood values, and
information criteria scores for each of the multinomial logistic regression
models discussed in this section fit to the TCGA data. The score minimizers
are shaded in blue for each data set. If a model minimized more than one
criterion, we denote this with AIC, CAIC, ICOMP, or CICOMP.
Name k LL AIC CAIC ICOMP CICOMP
99%
Full 361 −1.88× 103 5.85× 103 1.30× 104 5.83× 103 1.51× 104
ENET AI/IC 312 −1.95× 103 5.73× 103 1.20× 104 5.68× 103 1.37× 104
ENET CA/CI 31 −3.12× 103 6.40× 103 6.96× 103 6.28× 103 7.00× 103
PHAME AIC 207 −2.26× 103 5.73× 103 9.86× 103 5.67× 103 1.10× 104
PHAME CA/CI 203 −2.28× 103 5.74× 103 9.82× 103 5.74× 103 1.10× 104
PHAME ICOMP 205 −2.27× 103 5.74× 103 9.85× 103 5.67× 103 1.10× 104
95%
Full 1292 −107.39 7.90× 103 3.42× 104 6.33× 103 4.04× 104
ENET AI/IC 931 −189.29 5.90× 103 1.48× 104 4.57× 103 2.90× 104
ENET CA/CI 32 −3.10× 103 6.38× 103 6.96× 103 6.25× 103 7.01× 103
PHAME AI/IC 750 −456.84 5.37× 103 2.06× 104 4.45× 103 2.42× 104
PHAME CA/CI 33 −3.22× 103 6.64× 103 7.29× 103 6.61× 103 7.45× 103
90%
Full 2339 −13.46 1.39× 104 6.16× 104 9.43× 103 7.10× 104
PHAME AIC 701 −989.00 6.11× 103 2.03× 104 5.39× 103 2.37× 104
PHAME CAIC 642 −1.28× 103 6.34× 103 1.93× 104 5.90× 103 2.27× 103
PHAME ICOMP 2193 −13.76 1.31× 104 5.77× 104 1.18× 103 5.88× 104
PHAME CICOMP 646 −1.26× 103 6.32× 103 1.94× 104 5.79× 103 2.26× 104
validation trials, and the problem that began needing only a few hours of run
time now requires days or weeks.
PHAME subset selection was designed to help mitigate some of the
lengthy run-time issues that elastic net multinomial logistic regression
encumbers. Repeated trials are still needed to select a correlation parameter.
However, if one is careful about choosing an algorithm like bound
optimization, the matrix inversions may be avoided within each iteration
thus reducing computation times tremendously. We feel that the marginal
differences in classification ability are a small price to pay for the amount of
time that can be saved.
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Table 5.9: For each of the multinomial logistic regression models in this
section, we performed 100 simulations of 5-fold cross validation. The observed
MSEs, classification rates, and their standard errors are recorded below. The
smallest MSEs are shaded in blue, and the highest classification rates are
shaded in red. If a model minimized more than one criterion, we denote this
with AIC, CAIC, ICOMP, or CICOMP.
Name k MSE s.d. CR s.d.
99%
Full 361 0.4765 0.0093 0.3915 0.0486
ENET AI/IC 312 0.4586 0.0036 0.4959 0.0076
ENET CA/CI 31 0.2384 0.0003 0.4535 0.0044
PHAME AIC 207 0.3830 0.0029 0.4726 0.0200
PHAME CA/CI 203 0.3805 0.0036 0.4757 0.0326
PHAME ICOMP 205 0.3821 0.0040 0.4510 0.0247
95%
Full 1292 0.7978 0.0091 0.3261 0.0102
ENET AI/IC 931 0.7523 0.0059 0.4065 0.0271
ENET CA/CI 32 0.2404 0.0009 0.4488 0.0033
PHAME AI/IC 750 0.7365 0.0052 0.4231 0.0156
PHAME CA/CI 33 0.2276 0.0014 0.4047 0.0110
90%
Full 2339 – – – –
PHAME AIC 701 0.7123 0.0028 0.3858 0.0068
PHAME CAIC 642 0.6790 0.0032 0.3668 0.0061
PHAME ICOMP 2193 – – – –
PHAME CICOMP 646 0.6810 0.0037 0.3688 0.0044
Before we move on to the qualitative study on selected genes, we wanted
to once again compare the classification rates from our multinomial logistic
regression models with other commonly used classifers. Table 5.10 has the
classification rates after 100 trials of random forest, LDA, and K-NN
classifiers. When applicable, we trained classifiers using 80% of the data and
tested on the remaining 20%. Overall, we see that our models are quite
competitive with these other classifiers. Unlike every other
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classifer–including our multinomial logistic regression models–the random
forest models seemed robust to changes in dimensionality as they actually
improved as more predictors were added. The LDA classifier fit to the 99%
(k = 361) data had the highest classification rate of any model in this
section, though this rate dropped sharply once more predictors were
included. And, the K-NN algorithm was simply unfit for use with these
data, as it failed to even achieve a classification rate higher than 40%.
Table 5.10: Average classification rates for 100 simulations of a random
forest, LDA, and K-NN classifiers fit to the different TCGA data sets. Class
labels indicated 1 of 4 tumor stages.
Random forest LDA K-NN
k CR s.d. CR s.d. CR s.d.
361 0.4772 0.0040 0.5058 0.0187 0.3739 0.0277
1292 0.4820 0.0041 0.4212 0.0209 0.3560 0.0233
2993 0.4839 0.0054 0.3007 0.0233 0.3328 0.0267
5.5.7 Functional gene analysis
During the remainder of this chapter, we will use the online Database for
Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) to explore any
functional relationships that exist in groups of predictors that we create
(Jiao et al. 2012). These analyses are mostly qualitative in nature, and focus
on key words or phrases that link the groups of genes.
We start this analysis by looking at the list of 361 genes significant at the
99% level of confidence with respect to the Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA.
On DAVID, we discovered that numerous genes from this list are involved in
pathways leading to glioma (CCND1, CDKN2A, MTOR, MAPK1, PTEN,
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PIK3CA, PIK3RI, TP53, KRAS); endometrial cancer (CTNNB1, CCND1,
MAPK1, PTEN, PIK3CA, PIK3R1, TP53, KRAS); and, prostate cancer
(CTNNB1, CCND1, MTOR, MAPK1, PTEN, PIK3CA, PIK3R1, TP53,
KRAS) (Jiao et al. 2012). These pathways are diagrammed in Figures 5.12,
5.13, and 5.14 (Jiao et al. 2012).
Similar pathways involving genes from this list exist for melanoma;
non-small cell lung cancer; chronic myeloid leukemia; colorectal cancer;
thyroid cancer; pancreatic cancer; acute myeloid leukemia; bladder cancer;
and, renal cell carcinoma. There was also a general “pathways in cancer”
map that can be viewed here (genes from the list included in these pathways
include BCR, CTNNB1, CCND1, CDKN2A, DVL3, MTOR, MAPK1,
PTEN, PIK3CA, PIK3R1, RHOA, TP53, KRAS, VHL, WNT9B).
There were only 2 genes in each of the subsets chosen to minimize CAIC
in the PHAME frameworks: FBXO10 and KRAS. FBXO10–F-box protein
10–has recently been linked to breast cancer (Smits et al. 2011; Wang et al.
2014; Xu et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2015). Though it is mentioned frequently in
literature (150 hits for the search “FBXO10” on Google Scholar), most of
this research appears to not necessarily focus on cancer or tumorogenesis. By
comparison, KRAS has frequently been linked to various types of cancer,
including colorectal (Smith et al. 2002; Van Engeland et al. 2002;
Segura-Uribe et al. 2003); pancreatic (Laghi et al. 2002; Zhou et al. 2004);
bladder (Jankevecius et al. 2002); and, lung (Keohavang et al. 2003) among
many others. There was even a special issue of Biochimica et Biophysica
Acta dedicated entirely to the KRAS oncogene.
There were 121 total genes chosen in all 3 of the PHAME ICOMP
subsets. From these 121, we have obtained hits once again for endometrial,
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prostate, thyroid, colorectal, and non-small cell lung cancer, plus glioma and
melanoma. There were also hits for “striated muscle contraction,”
“sarcomere,” and “heart development” (ACTC1, CTNNB1, MYH2, PTEN,
PBRM1, RYR1, TTN).
From the elastic net multinomial logistic regression subset of 32 genes
generated arising from the k = 1292 data, we once again see the same hits for
each of the various cancer pathways. There are also hits for “calcium,”
“calcium ion binding,” and “metal ion binding.” Genes involved in these
include ADAMTS12, CTCF, FAT1, FAT4, GATA3, SSPO, FBN2, FLG,
GRIN2B, LRP1, PTEN, RYR1, TTN, TP53, and ZFHX4.
The PHAME CAIC subset fit to the k = 1292 data–which had 33
variables–shared 3 genes with the multinomial logistic elastic net regression
CAIC subset. Those 3 genes were KRAS, plus GATA3 and TP53. We have
already discussed KRAS. GATA3 has been linked to breast cancer (Usary et
al. 2004; Abba et al. 2006; Eeckhoute et al. 2007; Voduc et al. 2008);
pancreatic cancer (Gulbinas et al. 2006); and, gastric cancer (Katoh and
Katoh 2007).
TP53, also referred to as p53, tumor protein p53, and tumor suppressor
p53, is a vitally important gene due to its ability to safeguard the human
genome against cancer formation. There are over 1.6 million unique
references to “p53” on Google Scholar. It is involved with nearly every type
of human cancer, and interacts with dozens of other genes including PTEN
(Freeman et al. 2003).
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5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have successfully introduced the genetic algorithm and
PHAME subset selection for multinomial logistic regression modeling. We
demonstrated the viability of subsets produced using these procedures,
especially when compared to subsets generated using elastic net multinomial
logistic regression. In particular, the genetic algorithm produced subsets of
variables in the Tennessee study with the highest CR and lowest MSE,
respectively. The next best CR and MSE were both achieved by a PHAME
model.
Using data from the TCGA analysis, our attention shifted to a
comparison between PHAME subset selection and elastic net multinomial
logistic regression. Overall, elastic net multinomial logistic regression
generally produced more parsimonious subsets with better classification
rates, but at a high computational cost. Though PHAME subsets did not
necessarily outperform elastic net multinomial logistic regression subsets, the
greatest observed benefit came from its ability to be extended to a large
dimensional data set. From this work, we successfully identified a robust
group of genes–significant across 3 nested data sets–that has well-established
links to various types of cancer.
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Appendix: Tables
Table 5.11: A list of 250 out of 361 genes selected by the Kruskal-Wallis
one-way ANOVA screen at the 99% confidence level. The full multinomial
logistic regression model consists of these 361 genes and an intercept. Table
5.12 contains the remaining genes selected by the screen.
No. Gene No. Gene No. Gene No. Gene No. Gene
1 ABT1 51 CCL1 101 FBN2 151 LRP1 201 NPFFR2
2 ACRC 52 CCND1 102 FBXO10 152 LRP1B 202 NPY
3 ACSM1 53 CCT6P1 103 FKBP14 153 LRRC32 203 NTSR1
4 ACSS3 54 CD96 104 FLAD1 154 LRRC4C 204 OR2C3
5 ACTC1 55 CDH10 105 FLNA 155 LRRTM1 205 OR2T1
6 ADAMTS12 56 CDH18 106 FOXE1 156 MAFB 206 OR2T3
7 ADAMTS8 57 CDKN2A 107 FRG1B 157 MAG 207 OR4C13
8 ADCY8 58 CDKN2AIP 108 GABRB1 158 MAGEB3 208 OR4C16
9 ADH4 59 CHRDL2 109 GABRB2 159 MALT1 209 OR4C3
10 ADRBK1 60 CHRNB4 110 GATA3 160 MAP3K1 210 OR51Q1
11 AGAP10 61 CHST6 111 GCSHP3 161 MAP6D1 211 OR51V1
12 AJUBA 62 CLCNKB 112 GIMAP7 162 MAP7D3 212 OR6Q1
13 ALG13 63 CLEC4D 113 GPAA1 163 MAPK1 213 PA2G4
14 ALG3 64 CLK2 114 GPR125 164 2-Mar 214 PARD3B
15 AMELX 65 CLPB 115 HABP2 165 MCTS1 215 PBRM1
16 ANKIB1 66 CNEP1R1 116 HEG1 166 MED12L 216 PCSK5
17 ANKRD10 67 CNOT6 117 HIPK3 167 MED13L 217 PDIA6
18 ANKRD20A8P 68 COA1 118 HIST1H1C 168 MEX3D 218 PDK3
19 ANKRD36 69 COMMD7 119 HIST1H2BG 169 MICAL3 219 PDLIM1
20 AP3M2 70 COX6A1 120 HKDC1 170 MIR1247 220 PDZD4
21 ARID1A 71 CRYBB3 121 HLA-J 171 MIR410 221 PER3
22 ARID5B 72 CSMD3 122 HOXC9 172 MLLT4 222 PFDN2
23 ASIC4 73 CTCF 123 HP 173 MMP16 223 PFDN6
24 ASMTL 74 CTNNB1 124 HS3ST6 174 MNX1 224 PGLYRP3
25 ASTN2 75 CTSW 125 HSD17B7P2 175 MPO 225 PHF15
26 ATAD2B 76 CTTNBP2 126 HSPA1A 176 MTNR1B 226 PI4KAP2
27 ATP11C 77 CYC1 127 HTATIP2 177 MTOR 227 PIK3CA
28 ATP1A3 78 CYLD 128 IARS 178 MTPAP 228 PIK3R1
29 AVPR2 79 CYP1A1 129 IGHV1-45 179 MTR 229 PKHD1
30 BCHE 80 DDX17 130 IGLL5 180 MTUS1 230 PLCL1
31 BCLAF1 81 DDX20 131 IMPG1 181 MUC12 231 PLEC
32 BCR 82 DDX46 132 ING3 182 MUC16 232 PLXNA4
33 BPHL 83 DENND2A 133 INHBE 183 MUC4 233 POLL
34 BSX 84 DGCR2 134 INSM1 184 MXRA8 234 POLR2I
35 C11orf53 85 DHX35 135 ITGAM 185 MYH2 235 POM121L9P
36 C14orf169 86 DNAH12 136 ITGB6 186 MYO16 236 PON3
37 C17orf80 87 DSC3 137 ITIH2 187 MYO1B 237 POTEA
38 C21orf7 88 DSE 138 KAT2B 188 NAA60 238 POTEC
39 C2orf47 89 DSG3 139 KCNRG 189 NBPF10 239 PPFIA2
40 CA3 90 DVL3 140 KDM6A 190 NCAPG2 240 PPP1R1C
41 CAD 91 EEF1A1 141 KHDC1 191 NCF1B 241 PRAME
42 CADM2 92 ENTPD6 142 KIF6 192 NCK2 242 PRICKLE3
43 CATSPER2 93 EPHA6 143 KIR3DL1 193 NDC80 243 PRPH2
44 CBFB 94 ERC2 144 KLHDC5 194 NEDD1 244 PRSS54
45 CCDC164 95 ERVMER34-1 145 KRAS 195 NEUROG3 245 PRTN3
46 CCDC168 96 ETF1 146 KRT16P1 196 NF1 246 PSMC1
47 CCDC171 97 FAM135B 147 KYNU 197 NFE2L1 247 PSMD7
48 CCDC39 98 FAM5B 148 LCT 198 NOTCH1 248 PTEN
49 CCDC74B-AS1 99 FAT1 149 LOC220729 199 NOTCH3 249 PTH1R
50 CCDC85A 100 FAT4 150 LPAR6 200 NPAP1 250 PTPMT1
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Table 5.12: A list of 111 out of 361 genes selected by the Kruskal-Wallis
one-way ANOVA screen at the 99% confidence level. The full multinomial
logistic regression model consists of these 361 genes and an intercept. Table
5.11 contains the remaining genes selected by the screen.
251 PTPN14 274 10-Sep 297 SSPO 320 TPTEP1 343 ZBTB33
252 PTPRT 275 8-Sep 298 ST6GALNAC3 321 TRIM71 344 ZC3H3
253 PTRH2 276 SERPINA10 299 ST8SIA6 322 TRPA1 345 ZC3H8
254 RAP1A 277 SERPINB12 300 STK19 323 TSC22D2 346 ZCCHC2
255 RBM39 278 SF3B3 301 STX1A 324 TSSC2 347 ZEB2
256 RFFL 279 SH3BP5L 302 STX8 325 TSSC4 348 ZFHX4
257 RGS3 280 SIGLEC10 303 SULT1C3 326 TST 349 ZFP36
258 RHOA 281 SIN3A 304 TAF1L 327 TTC12 350 ZFYVE26
259 RIPK1 282 SIPA1 305 TBC1D4 328 TTC17 351 ZNF184
260 RNASEH2A 283 SLC10A7 306 TCIRG1 329 TTI1 352 ZNF192
261 RNF25 284 SLC22A8 307 TCTEX1D1 330 TTN 353 ZNF236
262 RPL22 285 SLC35G2 308 TGIF2LX 331 TUBBP5 354 ZNF275
263 RPL37A 286 SLC44A4 309 THEM6 332 UBB 355 ZNF564
264 RPSAP58 287 SLC4A3 310 THSD1 333 UGT3A1 356 ZNF606
265 RSPH10B 288 SLC6A12 311 THSD7A 334 USP29 357 ZNF699
266 RYBP 289 SLC9A9 312 TIAM1 335 VARS 358 ZNF737
267 RYR1 290 SLITRK1 313 TMEM154 336 VHL 359 ZNF750
268 RYR3 291 SMARCB1 314 TMEM181 337 VPRBP 360 ZNF780B
269 SAT1 292 SNHG14 315 TMEM183A 338 VPS28 361 ZNF883
270 SDC1 293 SNX16 316 TMEM41A 339 WASH3P
271 SDCCAG8 294 SPAM1 317 TOLLIP 340 WDFY2
272 SDHAP2 295 SRSF1 318 TOPBP1 341 WNT9B
273 SEC1P 296 SSBP2 319 TP53 342 YIPF4
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Appendix: Figures
Figure 5.1: Information criteria scores in the top pane, and weights in the
bottom panes, corresponding to the multinomial logistic LASSO regression
model for increasing L1-penalty. CAIC and CICOMP are minimized for λ1 =
0.124.
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Figure 5.2: Weights for increasing correlation parameter, a, during PHAME
subsetting of the Tennessee PLWH group data. The black line in each pane
denotes where all 4 of the information criteria are minimized.
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Figure 5.3: Bar chart for the tumor stages included in our multinomial
logistic regression analysis of the TCGA data.
Figure 5.4: Bar chart for the number of observed mutations occurring in the
TCGA data. Before plotting the log2(·) of frequencies, we added 1 to each
frequency. Hence, true zero counts will appear as zero counts in this chart.
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Figure 5.5: Correlation plots for the different subsets of data chosen by the
Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA screen at the 99%, 95%, and 90% confidence
levels.
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Figure 5.6: Color map of the weights from the full model, which was fit using
361 screened predictors.
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Figure 5.7: We performed elastic net regression, fixing λ2 = 0.1 and allowing
λ1 to vary between 0 and 25. The weights for each predictor are shown for
increasing λ1. The data includes predictors significant at the 99% confidence
level (k = 361). The black bars indicate where the respective criteria are
minimized.
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Figure 5.8: We performed elastic net regression, fixing λ2 = 0.1 and allowing
λ1 to vary between 0 and 25. The weights for each predictor are shown for
increasing λ1. The data includes predictors significant at the 95% confidence
level (k = 1292). The black bars indicate where the respective criteria are
minimized.
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Figure 5.9: Weights from a multinomial logistic regression model fit to the
screened TCGA data (k = 361) for increasing PHAME correlation parameter,
a. The black lines denote the subsets where the indicated information criteria
were minimized. The right side of the plot has the significant weights; to better
see the vanishing weights on the left side of this plot, we restricted significant
weights to the opposite side.
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Figure 5.10: Weights from a multinomial logistic regression model fit to the
screened TCGA data (k = 1292) for increasing PHAME correlation parameter,
a. The black lines denote the subsets where the indicated information criteria
were minimized. The right side of the plot has the significant weights; to better
see the vanishing weights on the left side of this plot, we restricted significant
weights to the opposite side.
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Figure 5.11: Weights from a multinomial logistic regression model fit to the
screened TCGA data (k = 2399) for increasing PHAME correlation parameter,
a. The black lines denote the subsets where the indicated information criteria
were minimized. The right side of the plot has the significant weights; to better
see the vanishing weights on the left side of this plot, we restricted significant
weights to the opposite side.
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Figure 5.12: Glioma pathway, courtesy of DAVID (Jiao et al. 2012). Genes in this pathway that were significantly
associated with tumor stage at the 99% confidence level via Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA are highlighted in red.
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Figure 5.13: Endometrial cancer pathway, courtesy of DAVID (Jiao et al. 2012). Genes in this pathway that were
significantly associated with tumor stage at the 99% confidence level via Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA are highlighted
in red.
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Figure 5.14: Prostate cancer pathway, courtesy of DAVID (Jiao et al. 2012). Genes in this pathway that were significantly
associated with tumor stage at the 99% confidence level via Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA are highlighted in red.
CHAPTER 6
MIXTURE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS FOR COUNT
DATA USING INFORMATION COMPLEXITY
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Abstract
Mixture model analysis provides us with a tool for identifying
clusters that naturally arise in a data set. In this chapter, we
demonstrate how to use information criteria to choose the optimal
number of clusters for a given set of univariate count data. To the
existing literature, we introduce EM parameter estimation for finite
mixtures of negative binomial distributions when count data are
significantly overdispersed. In addition, we give an empirical
comparison between minimum Hellinger distance (MHD) estimation
and EM estimation for finding parameters in a mixture of Poisson
distributions with synthetic data. We show that MHD estimation plus
component selection using information criteria not only outperforms
EM estimation but also converges to the Bayes’ error in the case of a
mixture of 2 Poisson models. Finally, we provide two examples with
real data. One of these examples takes a look at sudden infant death
syndrome (SIDS) count data from 100 North Carolina counties that
were originally classified by Symons et al. (1983). The other uses HIV
count data from a study by Gray, Massaro et al. (2015).
6.1 Introduction
This chapter marks a transition from supervised machine learning techniques
to unsupervised procedures that we investigate for the remainder of this
dissertation. In logistic regression and multinomial logistic regression, we
have a priori group labels for all observations in our data set, and we seek
predictors that help distinguish between the groups. In this chapter, we use
the terms group, class, and cluster interchangeably.
The data we use has no group labels, however we suspect that there is
underlying group structure present. Our primary goal in this chapter is to
develop tools, called mixture models, that can provide group labels for these
kinds of data. We are specifically interested in labeling count data since they
are of particular importance for the fields of epidemiology and health care.
Once we label the data, we can make conjectures about the potential
mechanisms responsible for generating data within each group. This is one of
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the most unique and engaging aspects of the mixture modeling problem,
although it is sometimes the case that the people who find the group labels
are not properly equipped to answer these questions. However, the answers
to these questions are occasionally trivial. For example, in Symons’ SIDS
data by North Carolina county, we see that the highest SIDS counts are in
counties with major metropolitan centers (Symons et al. 1983). It makes
sense that higher counts would be found in areas of higher population density.
6.1.1 Poisson distribution
A discrete random variable, X, has Poisson distribution with parameter
λ > 0 if its probability mass function (pmf) is
P[X = x] = fP (x;λ) =
λxe−λ
x!
. (6.1)
Observe that X may take on any nonnegative integer value. The mean and
variance of X are both λ, and the Fisher information is 1/λ.
The Poisson distribution is used for nearly any kind of discrete count
data. There are some exceptions, which we discuss shortly. Within this
chapter and the remaining chapters, we will use a Poisson distribution to
model the number of SIDS cases that occur in North Carolina counties, and
the number of persons living with HIV in southern U.S. counties.
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6.1.2 Negative binomial distribution
A discrete random variable, X, has negative binomial distribution with
parameters r > 0 and p ∈ (0, 1) if its pmf is
P[X = x] = fNB(x; r, p) =
(
x+ r − 1
x
)
px(1− p)r. (6.2)
Once again, observe that X takes on nonnegative integer values. The mean
of X is pr/(1− p), its variance is pr/(1− p), and the Fisher information is
r/(p2(1− p)).
The negative binomial distribution tends to be overlooked in favor of the
Poisson distribution for modeling count data. This is largely due to the
convenience of the Poisson distribution, which tends to be much easier to
handle algebraically.
However, recall that the mean and variance of a Poisson random variable
are expected to be identical. When handling real count data, this assumption
is rarely ever met since the variance is often much higher than the mean.
Some additional variability is reasonable to overlook, but if there is an
excessive amount of variability in the data, we say these data are
overdispersed. The negative binomial distribution is much more appropriate
for modeling overdispersed count data due to its excessive tail behavior
(Dohoo et al. 2012).
6.1.3 Mixture modeling
Technological and computing advances within the last 20 years have
facilitated the emergence of mixture modeling as one of the most popular
ways to perform unsupervised classification tasks. The underlying principle
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behind mixture modeling is that we treat data as having been sampled from
a convex sum of distributions (Titterington et al. 1985; Bozdogan 1994;
Marin et al. 2005). This idea reflects the main assumption in mixture
modeling, which is that the data themselves come from a population that is
segmented into homogeneous subpopulations (Marin et al. 2005).
While mixture modeling has seen widespread use in recent years, the first
mention of it was at least as far back as the 19th century. Titterington’s
comprehensive text, Statistical Analysis of Finite Mixture Distributions
(1985), is still relevant 30 years later and provides a thorough understanding
of finite mixture modeling basics.
The probability density function (pdf) of a mixture model is a convex
sum of distributional models, so each component in the sum represents a
separate group with a unique pdf. Define G ∈ N to be the total number of
components, indexed by g = 1, . . . , G. We will always assume G <∞, which
means we are considering a finite mixture model.
Let fg(x; θg) be the pdf in component g for sample x parameterized by θg.
In this chapter, fg will either be a Poisson or negative binomial distribution.
A mixture model pdf, f , could be expressed as the following:
f(xi; pi1, . . . , piG, θ1, . . . , θG) =
G∑
g=1
pigfg (xi; θg) . (6.3)
In equation (6.3), the term pig represents a mixing proportion. This is the
prior probability that an observation, xi, belongs to group g. The mixing
proportions satisfy
G∑
g=1
pig = 1. (6.4)
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Assuming we know the parameter estimates, either a priori or through
estimation, group membership is determined by checking the posterior
probabilities, τih, for i = 1, . . . , n and h = 1, . . . , G. The posterior
probabilities are computed in the following way:
τih =
pihfh(xi; θh)∑G
g=1 pigfg(xi; θg)
. (6.5)
For each i = 1, . . . , n, observe that
∑G
g=1 τig = 1. Once we compute the
posterior probabilities, the group membership IDs are denoted using
indicator functions, ηi. The indicators are precisely
ηi = arg max
g∈1,...,G
{τig} . (6.6)
That is, xi belongs to the group where its posterior probability is highest.
6.1.4 Parameter estimation
Most algorithms that exist for parameter estimation of finite mixture models
are maximum likelihood (ML) or expectation-maximization (EM)
procedures. An EM algorithm is relatively straightforward to build, and
involves an iterative procedure in which the expected log-likelihood
computed with the current parameter estimates is maximized by the new
parameter estimates in the next iteration. We will build EM algorithms to
solve both the Poisson and negative binomial mixture model problems.
Karlis and his colleagues have published extensively on parameter
estimation for the Poisson model, including the MHD procedure we discuss
below (Karlis and Xekalaki 1998, 2001; Karlis 2003; Karlis and Meligkotsidou
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2007). Woo and Sriram (2006) proposed an estimator based on minimizing
their Hellinger Information Criterion. Umashanger and Sriram (2009)
described an L2E estimator that minimized the L2 error between
distributions.
MHD estimation
Another popular method for parameter estimation is the minimum Hellinger
distance (MHD) procedure. This technique was first described by Beran in
1977, and extended for use on count data by Simpson (1987).
The benefit to using the MHD procedure is that its parameter estimates
are much more robust to outlying data compared to parameter estimates
from ML or EM estimation (Lindsay 1994; Karlis and Xekalaki 1998). This
result is important for count data that we wish to model as Poisson,
especially if there are 1 or 2 extreme observations contaminating the data set.
Suppose we have a data set, and we choose to model these data with a
pdf, f . The idea is to find parameters, θ, to minimize the Hellinger distance,
D, between f(x; θ) and fn(x), where fn is the frequency distribution of the
observed data. Let f(x; θ) = fθ(x). For discrete data, D is precisely
D(fn, fθ) =
∞∑
x=0
[
{fn(x)}1/2 − {fθ(x)}1/2
]2
(6.7)
=
∞∑
x=0
[
fn(x) + fθ(x)− 2 {fn(x)fθ(x)}1/2
]
= 2− 2ρ (fn, fθ) , (6.8)
where ρ(fn, fθ) =
√
fn(x)fθ(x). Thus, minimizing D is the same as
maximizing ρ. For more information on this result, see Karlis and Xekalaki
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(1998). Traditionally, the Hellinger distance is shown in equation (6.7), while
ρ in equation 6.8 is used to find the updating equations.
MHD estimation does not exist for the negative binomial distribution
(Simpson 1987). While this is not to say the distribution is immune to
outliers, it is much more flexible than the Poisson model so EM algorithms
for parameter estimation are sufficient.
In addition to using a maximum likelihood solver for the negative
binomial mixture model, we also derived a GA framework for parameter
estimation. Rather than estimating the parameters directly, this process
involves finding a group structure for the data which minimizes one of the
information criteria defined later in this chapter. For a given number of
groups, G, each individual in the population is represented by a G-nary
string that encodes the group IDs.
As the algorithm evolves, individuals exchange chromosomal information
exactly as described in previous sections. The only major difference is with
mutations. Suppose G = 3, and that for candidate i its 16th allele is a 1. If a
mutation occurs at the 16th allele (corresponding to observation 16), the
allele may be a 2 or a 3 in the successive generation.
6.2 Derivation of information criteria
Our goal when we use mixture modeling is to determine the number of
clusters that exist in a data set. Based on our knowledge of the system from
which the data are sampled, we estimate the maximum number of clusters
we think may exist, Gmax. From Bozdogan (1994), we have some heuristics
on how to set Gmax:
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• Gmax < ceil(2n/(k + 1)(k + 2)),
• Gmax ∼= ceil(
√
n/2),
• Gmax = ceil(log2 n).
In this section, we derive the information criteria scores AIC, CAIC,
ICOMP, and CICOMP. For G = 1, . . . , Gmax, we will score mixture models
with G components. The true number of clusters in the data set is the G
that minimizes the criteria.
6.2.1 Mixture of Poisson models
For Poisson mixture modeling, first observe that the joint pmf for n
observations is
f(x; pi1, . . . , piG, λ1, . . . , λG) =
n∏
i=1
G∑
g=1
pig
λxig e
−λg
xi!
. (6.9)
Taking a natural logarithm of equation (6.9) gives us
`(x; pi, λ) =
n∑
i=1
log
(
G∑
g=1
{
pig
λxig e
−λg
xi!
})
. (6.10)
With this information, we can build the information criteria. Suppose we
have found the MHD estimates for parameters in the model, which we
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denote with .ˆ Then, from chapter 1, we have
AICP =− 2
n∑
i=1
log
(
G∑
g=1
{
pig
λxig e
−λg
xi!
})
+ 4G− 2 (6.11)
CAICP =− 2
n∑
i=1
log
(
G∑
g=1
{
pig
λxig e
−λg
xi!
})
+ (2G− 1)(log(n) + 1)
(6.12)
ICOMPP =− 2
n∑
i=1
log
(
G∑
g=1
{
pig
λxig e
−λg
xi!
})
+ 2C
(
F−1P
)
(6.13)
CICOMPP =− 2
n∑
i=1
log
(
G∑
g=1
{
pig
λxig e
−λg
xi!
})
+ (2G− 1)(log(n) + 1)+
+ 2C
(
F−1P
)
. (6.14)
The Fisher information matrix, F , is the diagonal matrix whose elements
are the inverse mixing proportions and the inverse parameters. Hence,
FP = diag
(
1
pi1
, . . . ,
1
piG
,
1
λ1
, . . . ,
1
λG
)
. (6.15)
6.2.2 Mixture of negative binomial models
We start by making an observation about the binomial coefficient from
equation (6.2):
(
x+ r − 1
x
)
=
(x+ r − 1)!
(r − 1)!x! =
(x+ r − 1)(x+ r − 2) · · · (r)
x!
=
Γ(x+ r)
x!Γ(r)
.
(6.16)
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The result from equation (6.16) allows for an extension of the negative
binomial process to real-valued r as opposed to integers. Substituting this
into equation (6.2), we now show the joint pmf for n observations taken from
a mixture of negative binomial models:
f(x; pi1, . . . , piG,r1, . . . , rG, p1, . . . , pG) =
n∏
i=1
G∑
g=1
pig
Γ(xi + rg)
xi!Γ(rg)
pxig (1− pg)rg (6.17)
Taking a natural logarithm of equation (6.17) gives
`(x; pi, r, p) =
n∑
i=1
log
(
G∑
g=1
{
pig
Γ(xi + rg)
xi!Γ(rg)
pxig (1− pg)rg
})
. (6.18)
Once again, suppose we have found the parameter estimates that
maximize the log-likelihood in equation (6.18). Then, the information
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criteria are computed as follows:
AICNB =− 2
n∑
i=1
log
(
G∑
g=1
{
pig
Γ(xi + rg)
xi!Γ(rg)
pxig (1− pg)rg
})
+ 6G− 2
(6.19)
CAICNB =− 2
n∑
i=1
log
(
G∑
g=1
{
pig
Γ(xi + rg)
xi!Γ(rg)
pxig (1− pg)rg
})
+
(3G− 1)(log(n) + 1) (6.20)
ICOMPNB =− 2
n∑
i=1
log
(
G∑
g=1
{
pig
Γ(xi + rg)
xi!Γ(rg)
pxig (1− pg)rg
})
+ 2C
(
F−1NB
)
(6.21)
CICOMPNB =− 2
n∑
i=1
log
(
G∑
g=1
{
pig
Γ(xi + rg)
xi!Γ(rg)
pxig (1− pg)rg
})
+
(3G− 1)(log(n) + 1) + 2C (F−1NB) . (6.22)
We construct FNB similar to how we did for the Poisson mixture model
problem. In particular,
FNB = diag
(
1
pi1
, . . . ,
1
piG
, r1/(p
2
1(1− p1)), . . . , rG/(p2G(1− pG))
)
. (6.23)
6.3 Bayes error estimation
The Bayes error is the smallest error rate that a classifier may achieve
(Tumer 1996). In the case of mixture modeling, recall from equation (6.6) we
assign group membership based on where the posterior probability for an
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observation is maximized. Keeping this in mind, let Cg refer to the g-th
group, and define Hg ⊆ R as the region in which a mixture model classifies
observations to Cg. The Bayes error is computed as
EB =
∑
Cg 6=CG
∫
Hg
P[Cg]P[x;Cg]dx (6.24)
=
∑
Cg 6=CG
∑
x∈Hg
pigfg(x; θg), (6.25)
where fg(x; θg) is the model corresponding to the g-th component,
parameterized by θg. We make the distinction here since f traditionally
refers to the mixture model itself, the convex sum of G distributions. For
example, fg in a mixture of Poisson models could be
λxge
−λg
x!
.
It is much easier to visualize this result. Suppose we have a mixture of
two Poisson distributions. The pdf of the mixture model
f(x; pi, λ) = 0.4f1(x;λ1) + 0.6f2(x;λ2) is shown in Figure 6.1, where λ1 = 7
and λ2 = 20. The region in red and blue correspond to C1 and C2,
respectively.
Where C1 overlaps C2, in violet, is the region where observations from C1
are misclassified as belonging to C2, and vice versa. The area of this region is
the Bayes error. Hence, if we use this particular mixture model to classify a
data set for which we know the true class labels, the minimum possible
misclassification rate we could achieve is 3.42%.
In the next section, we conduct an empirical study of the Bayes error for
a mixture of two Poisson models. We will be estimating parameters for this
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mixture model using both EM and MHD procedures, and comparing the
results to each other and to the empirical Bayes error.
6.4 Experiment: synthetic data for a mixture
of 2 Poisson models
We were interested in verifying the claims that the MHD algorithm is better
suited for Poisson mixture model parameter estimation compared to EM. To
do this, we constructed an experiment in which we randomly sampled 200
observations from a mixture of 2 Poisson models. We then used both the EM
and MHD procedures to recover the parameter estimates for mixture models
consisting of G = 1 up to Gmax = 4 components. We recorded how often the
information criteria AIC, CAIC, and ICOMP correctly chose the mixture
model with G = 2 components. Finally, regardless of the optimal number of
components, we used the G = 2 model to classify the observations and
recorded the misclassification rate since we knew the true group labels.
The experiment as we have described it above was repeated 400 times for
each pair, (λ1, λ2), of component parameters that satisfied |λ1 − λ2| = δ, for
δ = 0, . . . , 50. That is, we started off by repeating 400 trials of sampling 200
observations from a mixture of 2 Poisson models where |λ1 − λ2| = 0.
Unsurprisingly, the average observed misclassification rate for those 400 trials
was nearly 50%, no better than a coin flip. These results can be seen in
Figure 6.2.
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6.4.1 Comparison between EM and MHD estimation
As δ increased in Figure 6.2, we noticed that the misclassification rates
decreased, showing improvement. In fact, for δ > 20 the mixture model fitted
using MHD estimation was achieving its Bayes error. Considering Figure 6.1,
this would seem to make sense: as the distance between Poisson parameters
increases, the area of the region where the individual mixture components
overlap decreases.
Conversely, increasing δ improved the misclassification rates for mixture
models fitted using EM estimation but at a much slower rate. Even when
δ = 50, the misclassification rate was still approximately 15%, while the
Bayes error was essentially negligible.
These results provide fairly conclusive support for the work done by
Karlis and Xekalaki, in which they found MHD estimates were more robust
to data that was contaminated with outliers when compared with EM
estimates (Karlis and Xekalaki 1998). We did not explicitly contaminate our
synthetic data. However, the way we chose (λ1, λ2) for each simulation at a
given δ allowed for this possibility: λ values were chosen randomly within the
interval [0, 200] for each of the 400 trials, as long as they satisfied
|λ1 − λ2| = δ. Incidentally, this is the most likely reason for the noticeably
jagged behavior in the EM misclassification graphs, both in Figure 6.2 and
Figure 6.3.
6.4.2 Accuracy of information criteria
In this section, we tested MHD and EM estimation for the ability to choose
the correct number of components; this has not been done before in the
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literature. We summarized these results in Figure 6.3. The top pane has the
results for EM estimation. We see that ICOMP and CAIC consistently
outperform AIC by a rate of roughly 5-10%. Still, the best average rate of
correctly choosing G = 2 was no better than 75%, which was achieved for
δ = 50.
The bottom pane, where MHD estimation was used to fit the models,
tells a different story. AIC outperforms CAIC and ICOMP up until δ = 15,
at which point we see ICOMP close to a 100% success rate for all subsequent
δ. The overwhelming success of all 3 criteria in the bottom sharply contrasts
with the pedestrian results in the pane above.
6.5 Example: classifying North Carolina
counties by SIDS count
Our first example with real data looks at sudden infant death syndrome
(SIDS) cases in North Carolina counties between 1 July 1974 and 30 June
1978. These data were originally published by Symons et al. (1983). They
made the decision to partition the data into 2 groups corresponding to
normal- and high-risk counties. No consideration was given to fitting more
than these 2 groups.
These data are summarized in Table 6.1. The smallest count was 0, seen
in 13 counties, up to a maximum count of 44. Zero-generation was restricted
only to SIDS observations, so there is no need to consider a zero-inflated
model. The variance is one order of magnitude higher than the mean,
suggesting some real overdispersion that may be caused by clustering.
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Table 6.1: Summary statistics for the North Carolina SIDS data, published
by Symons et al. (1983).
No. obs. 100
Min. 0
Max. 44
Mean 6.67
Var. 60.55
To test for heterogeneity in the data, we will fit mixture models including
up to Gmax = 5 components. As we do this, we will also compare the
information criteria scores using equations 6.11 through 6.14.
6.5.1 Results
The top pane of Figure 6.3 shows the information criteria scores for mixture
models fitting up to 5 components to the NC SIDS data. All four of the
criteria select G = 3 as the optimal number of groups.
Once the number of groups goes beyond 3, we see that all of the scores
stay relatively flat. This is because for G = 4 and 5, the model took a unique
group from the G = 3 model, split the group in half, but recovered the same
parameter value in each group. Essentially no new information was
contributed beyond G = 3, and so for this reason we discount them.
We show the summary statistics for each component in Table 6.2. The
most important result, and our justification for performing the cluster
analysis, is that groups 1 and 2 show near equidispersion. In group 3, the
variance is still much higher than the mean suggesting overdispersion is still
present. However, (1) the mean and variance have the same order of
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magnitude, and (2) the mixtures of 4 and 5 Poisson models failed to break
up this group into potentially more homogeneous clusters.
Table 6.2: Summary statistics for each component in the mixture of 3 Poisson
models chosen by the information criteria to model the NC SIDS data.
C1 C2 C3
No. obs. 24 51 25
Min. 0 2 9
Max. 1 8 44
Mean 0.46 4.57 16.92
Var. 0.26 3.29 85.24
In the bottom pane of Figure 6.3, we provide a map of North Carolina
with the counties colored according to their group. Green counties contain
the lowest counts (either 0 or 1), and these are traditionally rural regions of
North Carolina. Meanwhile, red counties are high counts, and we see that
these correspond to major metropolitan areas. The top 11 cities in North
Carolina by population are shown on the map, and each of these cities is in a
red county.
In Figure 6.5, we show a bar chart of the SIDS data with the mixture
models overlaid for G = 1, 2, 3. Note, the model does not necessarily display
a good fit to all of the data (χ2 = 39.87, df = 13, P -value = 0.00016). That
being said, the χ2-statistic is strongly influenced by outliers; if we remove
observations above 20, the P -value is 0.13.
The model that was chosen by the information criteria, G = 3, is in blue.
We see that the first two peaks follow the peaks in the data quite closely.
Also, the tail behavior of this model is heaviest, suggesting some ability to
capture outlying counts (> 20).
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6.5.2 Comparison with Symons, et al. (1983) results
Out of 100 counties, Symons, et al. identified 20 as high-risk, and the rest
they decided were normal. It is important to point out that they conducted
their analysis based on the rate of SIDS per 1000 individuals by normalizing
count based on county population. Regardless, there were no differences
based on high-risk counties identified in the Symons paper: each of these
high-risk counties was represented in our model by either an intermediate
(yellow) or high (red) class.
The most noticeable difference was in the low-risk counties identified by
Symons. Many of the red counties in our analysis, especially the ones
corresponding to metropolitan centers, were considered low-risk counties in
the Symons analysis. This is most likely due to our decision to stick with
counts as opposed to rates, since it is expected that counties with higher
populations would naturally have higher incidences of SIDS.
One criticism of the Symons paper is their failure to objectively group the
counties based on the data. In essence, they chose the 20 counties ranked
highest for SIDS rate, and called this the high-risk group. When we fit the
rate data to mixtures of Poisson models, G = 1 was chosen. Given that the
mean of the rate data is 2.06 and the variance is 2.49, it is difficult to justify
clustering of the rate data in the first place, since there is no reason to
suspect underlying heterogeneity.
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6.6 Example: PLWH counts in southern U.S.
counties
In our second example, we look at data from a study of persons living with
HIV (PLWH) in southern U.S. counties by Gray, Massaro et al. (2015).
Their study aimed to identify social determinants of health (SDH)
influencing the rate of PLWH. The southern U.S. is defined to be these
states: Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia. These 16 states comprise a
total of 1422 counties.
Summary statistics for all 1422 counties are shown in Table 6.3. For a
comprehensive summary of these data, including the SDH indicators, the
reader is referred to Gray et al. (2015).
Table 6.3: Summary statistics for the PLWH data from Gray et al. (2015).
No. obs. 1422
Min. 1
Max. 25564
Mean 247.20
Var. 1577531.31
p 0.0014
r 0.33
One look at Table 6.3, and it is readily apparent that these are
significantly overdispersed. This rules out fitting a Poisson model to the
data, although that is not to say that a Poisson model may not fit better
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within an equidispersed cluster. For now we proceed as we did before, except
this time we fit mixtures of negative binomial models.
6.6.1 Results
The information criteria are summarized for mixture models fitting 1 up to 8
components in the top pane of Figure 6.6. CICOMP is the only criterion to
to definitively choose G = 3 as the optimal number of components. CAIC
nearly chose G = 3, but ultimately minimized G = 7, as did ICOMP. AIC
overfit the data, going with G = 8, which is to be expected.
Clearly, the information criteria are offering inconclusive results.
However, given that the scores all seem to level off significantly after passing
G = 3 components, it is reasonable to choose this as the optimal number.
Summary statistics for each of the 3 components in the optimal mixture
model are shown in Table 6.4. We see that there is still a considerable
amount of excess variation in components 2 and 3. The model does not
appear to be a good fit for the data (χ2 = 846.09, df = 198, P -value
< 0.001), although this estimate is being heavily influenced by the outlying
observations. It seems likely that a mixture fit with 7 components would
deliver more homogeneous groups, although not enough to make up for the
excess parameterization introduced.
In the bottom pane of Figure 6.6, we display a map of the southern U.S.
counties, labeled with the IDs from the mixture of 3 negative binomial
models summarized in Table 6.4. We also included some of the most
populous cities in this region, stylized based on the city population. As we
would expect, every city belongs to a county with a high count of PLWH.
Figure 6.7 shows the same graphic, including the city names for reference.
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Table 6.4: Summary statistics for each component in the mixture of 3
negative binomial models fit to the PLWH data.
C1 C2 C3
No. obs. 719 476 227
Min. 1 30 168
Max. 29 164 25564
Mean 11.84 74.09 1355.70
Var. 67.77 1323.89 8442354.81
p 0.15 0.059 0.00053
r 2.08 4.65 0.72
Since CAIC and ICOMP each chose G = 7 as the optimal model, it is at
least worth looking at the map with the counties relabeled, which we show in
Figure 6.8. It appears as though the number of green counties, corresponding
to counties with low PLWH, remains relatively unchanged. Where we see the
biggest difference is with the previously red counties: many of these have
been relabeled as either orange or rose, indicating comparatively lower
PLWH counts that are nonetheless fairly high.
6.7 Discussion
The two analyses we conducted using real data sets tell a similar story: when
studying epidemiologic count data involving number of persons experiencing
an outcome, it is important to consider how the make up of the local
population affects the counts we observe. In both cases, it is clear that
counties housing highly-populated cities also have the highest counts.
In addition to confirming expected results, it is clear that mixtures of
Poisson models and mixtures of negative binomial models provide further
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insights into epidemiologic count data. With the North Carolina SIDS data,
we discovered at least 16 counties with high SIDS counts and no major
metropolitan region. Further, we demonstrated that the previous clustering
work carried about by Symons et al. was unfounded and entirely
unsupported by the rate data they chose to use.
When we looked at the southern U.S. HIV data, we were able to use
negative binomial mixture modeling to recover 2 groups with significantly
less overdispersion than the original data set. Expanding this analysis to a
mixture of 7 negative binomial led to even more homogeneity, and provided
details that enhance our understanding of PLWH in southern U.S. counties.
Certainly the highest PLWH counts are associated with the most populous
counties, as we expect. However, it is surprising to see that much of the
Carolinas have significantly elevated PLWH counts, even in counties that are
not well-populated.
Outside of the heavily populated counties, the highest PLWH counts
appear to be concentrated in Florida, the Baltimore-Washington metro area,
and the Carolinas. This supports the conclusions from the Gray paper,
where Memphis and Atlanta were also identified in clusters of counties with
significantly elevated PLWH rates. Gray et al. (2015) used Besag-Newell
clustering to generate their results, not mixture modeling.
We decided to look at the PLWH rate data since these were used as the
primary outcome in the Gray analysis. The mean of the rates is 197.42, while
the variance is 56290.46. The significant overdispersion rules out using a
Poisson mixture model. Instead, we fit mixtures of 1 to 5 negative binomial
models. The information criteria are shown in Figure 6.9.
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Scores for each of the criteria start off low, reach a peak at G = 4
components, before dropping back off at G = 5. Given the tendency for AIC
and ICOMP to overparameterize the PLWH count data previously, we ignore
the fact that these criteria were minimized for G = 2. Rather, we observe
that CAIC and CICOMP are minimized for G = 1, and conclude that it is
not appropriate to fit a mixture of negative binomial models to these data.
Moving forward, it is apparent that one must consider rates in addition to
counts. That being said, based on the work we have done here in this
chapter, we have found solid evidence which suggests that count data may
actually be more valuable than rate data for researchers who are interested
in performing cluster analysis.
6.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we demonstrated how to use MHD estimation alongside
model selection theory to choose the optimal number of components in a
mixture of univariate Poisson distributions. Further, we showed that this
method for component selection is much more robust to outlying data
compared to the traditional EM approach, and its error rate converged
empirically to the estimated Bayes’ error rate.
Using the Symons data, we obtained objective results based on what we
allowed the data to tell us regarding the distribution SIDS counts in North
Carolina counties (Symons et al. 1983). These results, in which we identified
3 groups of NC counties, contrasted only slightly with Symons’s findings. In
addition to providing some of the justification he had previously lacked, we
also identified a 3rd group of counties that were missed in the original study.
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Finally, we carried out a thorough analysis of the persons living with HIV
count data taken from the Gray et al. study (2015). Based solely on the
count data, we identified (among other cities) Miami, Atlanta, the
Baltimore/DC metropolitan area, and Memphis as areas having some of the
highest PLWH counts. These cities were separately identified by
Besag-Newell clustering in the Gray paper as having significantly higher
PLWH rates.
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Appendix: Figures
Figure 6.1: Graphic showing the pdf of the Poisson mixture model
f(x; pi, λ) = 0.4f1(x;λ1 = 7) + 0.6f2(x;λ2 = 20). In red, we see the
region corresponding to the first component, C1, and in blue is the region
corresponding to the second component, C2. When the two overlap, in violet,
observations in C1 are misclassified as belonging to C2 and vice versa. The
area of this region is the Bayes error, equal here to 0.0342.
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Figure 6.2: Along the horizontal axis, we have the difference, δ, in mean
parameters from components in a mixture of 2 Poisson models. For each
integer δ along the horizontal axis, we generated 200 samples from a mixture
of 2 Poisson models, where (λ1, λ2) satisfied |λ1 − λ2| = δ. This was repeated
400 times. Along the vertical axis, the black line is the empirically estimated
average Bayes error rate for each δ. The blue line corresponds to the average
misclassification rate for the mixture model whose parameters were estimated
using an EM algorithm, and the green line is the misclassification rate for the
mixture model fit using MHD estimation.
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Figure 6.3: Refer to Figure 6.2 for an explanation of the experiment. As
we increased δ = |λ1 − λ2|, we used the information criteria AIC, CAIC,
and ICOMP to choose the optimal number of components in a mixture
model. When δ is large, we see in the top pane that mixture models
whose parameters are estimated using an EM algorithm achieve roughly 70%
accuracy in identifying G = 2 as the correct number of components. In the
bottom pane, we see that MHD estimation leads to mixture models capable
of correctly choosing G = 2 in nearly 100% of trials for δ ≈ 15.
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Figure 6.4: In the top pane, we see the information criteria scores for mixture
models fitted to the North Carolina SIDS data with up to 5 groups. All but
ICOMP select G = 3 as the optimal number of groups. In the bottom pane is
the map of North Carolina with the groups labeled. Notice that most of the
higher counts correspond to counties with the 11 most populous cities.
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Figure 6.5: The black bars represent the frequencies of observed counts in
the North Carolina SIDS data set. We overlaid the estimated mixture models
for G = 1, 2, and 3 components. Note also the maximized log-likelihood values
in the legend. We see based on log-likelihood that the 3-component mixture
model fits these data best (blue).
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Figure 6.6: The top pane shows the information criteria scores following
negative binomial mixture modeling for G = 1, . . . , 8 components. CICOMP
is minimized, and CAIC nearly minimized, for G = 3 components. AIC and
ICOMP struggle with issues of overfitting. In the bottom pane, we show the
southern U.S. counties colored according to their group. We have additionally
provided some major metropolitan areas in each state.
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Figure 6.7: The graphic from the bottom pane of Figure 6.6, with names of cities included.
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Figure 6.8: Southern U.S. counties labeled based on the IDs from the mixture of 7 negative binomial models.
Figure 6.9: Information criteria scores after fitting the PLWH rate data to
mixtures of 1 to 5 negative binomial models.
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CHAPTER 7
VARIABLE SELECTION IN MIXTURES OF
PENALIZED POISSON REGRESSION MODELS
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Abstract
Count data, for example the number of observed cases of a disease
in a city, often arise in the fields of healthcare analytics and
epidemiology. In this chapter, we introduce for the first time penalized
Poisson regression mixture model analysis for multivariate data in
which our outcome is a count and the population is suspected of being
composed of heterogeneous subpopulations. We derive log-likelihood
functions for finite mixtures of regression models involving counts that
come from a Poisson distribution. Within our proposed modeling
framework, we carry out optimal component selection using the
information criteria scores AIC, CAIC, ICOMP, and CICOMP. We
demonstrate applications of our approach on simulated data, as well
as on a real data set of HIV cases in West Virginia counties from the
year 2010. Finally, using a multi-objective genetic algorithm and a
separate penalized regression approach within our framework, we
perform variable subset selection to determine the covariates that are
most responsible for distinguishing West Virginia counties. This leads
to some interesting insights into the traits of counties that have high
HIV counts. We conclude our chapter by replicating this analysis on a
set of kidney transplant time-to-failure data from Le (1997).
7.1 Introduction
In regression analysis, dependent count data are most often related to a
linear combination of independent variables via the log-link function. Hence,
the regression model for count data is defined as
log (E[Y ]) = log(t) +
k∑
j=0
wjxj, (7.1)
where wj, j = 0, . . . , k, are the measured effects of k indpendent variables,
X. These variables will often refer to exposures or risk factors in this
chapter. The additional k + 1-st measure is for an intercept.
The quantity log(t) is called the offset, where t is the amount of exposure
based on whether we treat the outcome strictly as a count, or as a rate. For
example, if the outcome is the rate of cases of a disease in a specific
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population, then a suitable exposure would be the amount of person-years in
which citizens were susceptible to the disease.
For a binary exposure, xj, the amount exp(wj) is the increase (or
decrease) in outcome incidence for subjects in which the exposure was
observed, relative to subjects in which the exposure was not observed (Dohoo
et al. 2012). The amount exp(w0) is the expected number of counts in
baseline subjects. Researchers are responsible for determining the criteria
defining a baseline measurement.
7.1.1 Literature
Finite mixture (FM) modeling has emerged within the past 20 years as a
popular means for handling unsupervised classification tasks. The underlying
principle behind mixture modeling is that we treat our observed data as
having been sampled from a convex sum of distributions (Titterington et al.
1985; Bozdogan 1994). This concept is particularly useful for explainining
overdispersion in count data as being due to an underlying heterogeneous
population.
FM modeling has often appeared in tandem with Poisson regression
models. However, the extent of this type of research has mostly been limited
to zero-inflated, zero-truncated, and hurdle-type models (see Dohoo et al.
(2012) for more information on these models). These models are designed to
handle zero-counts, and are largely inappropriate for explaining
heterogeneities due to covariates beyond comparing zero- and
nonzero-counts. Papastamoulis et al. (2014) described a methodology that
can address covariate heterogeneity using FMs of Poisson regression models
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in the context of high-throughput sequencing data. Their EM algorithm code
for estimating G > 10 mixtures is freely available online from CRAN (link).
Park and Lord (2009) have developed FMs of Poisson and negative
binomial regression models for explaining heterogeneities in vehicle crash
data. Of the modeling frameworks that have been suggested in the literature,
theirs is most similar to ours in that they proposed using the information
criteria AIC, BIC, and DIC to choose the optimal number of mixing
components. However, these criteria did not give conclusive results, and so
they were forced to subjectively choose a mixture of 2 NB-2 models. We
further discuss these particular results in the next chapter, when we focus
explicity on negative binomial regression.
With respect to variable selection, penalized Poisson regression has
become especially popular in recent years thanks to Goeman’s penalized R
package for performing penalized regression in the generalized linear model
(GLM) framework (Goeman 2010). Hossain and Ahmed (2012) summarized
much of the research that had been performed to date. See also Algamal and
Lee (2015a, b) for modified versions of LASSO and elastic net Poisson
regression for high-dimensional data. Further research is being done
exploring penalized Poisson regression for survival data (Perperoglou 2011).
Until now, Poisson regression variable selection has not been performed
using the GA or MOGA. Additionally, no research has been done on
penalized Poisson or negative binomial regression mixture modeling outside
of comparing zero- and non-zero counts. Beyond demonstrating how to
construct the GA and MOGA frameworks for variable selection in mixtures
of Poisson regression models, we will also compare the results from using a
penalized regression approach vs. a GA or MOGA.
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7.2 Derivation of information criteria
In order for us to build our GA framework, we will need to derive the
information criteria AIC, CAIC, ICOMP, and CICOMP. See chapter 1 for a
more in-depth look at each of these criteria.
These criteria will serve as the fitness functions by which we will compare
different candidate models in the GA framework. We will also use the
criteria to choose suitable tuning parameters via gridsearch methods once we
perform Poisson elastic net regression.
7.2.1 Poisson regression mixture model definition
We tend to treat count data as realizations from a Poisson distribution, so
that the probability of observing y events given an expected number of
events, µ, is precisely
P[Y = y;µ] =
µy exp(−µ)
y!
. (7.2)
7.2.2 Likelihood function
In order to derive the information criteria for the finite mixture of Poisson
regression models, we need to find the log-likelihood function. We can
combine equations 7.1 and 7.2 by observing that
log(µi) = log(t) +
k∑
j=0
wjxij.
Given the real data that we will be using later in this chapter, it is sufficient
to treat t = 1, so that log(t) vanishes.
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Plugging µi into equation (7.1) gives us
L(w0, . . . , wk;x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn) =
n∏
i=1
µyii e
−µi
yi!
,
L(w) =
n∏
i=1
µyii e
−µi
yi!
,
=
n∏
i=1
1
yi!
exp
(
k∑
j=0
wjxij
)yi
exp
(
− exp
(
k∑
j=0
wjxij
))
, (7.3)
where w = [w0, . . . , wK ]
T, X = [x1, . . . , xn]
T ∈ Rn×k+1, and Y = [y1, . . . , yn]T.
Equation (7.3) is the full likelihood function for the Poisson regression
model, not for a finite mixture of Poisson regression models. We will use this
equation later when we develop an algorithm to solve for the weights, w, in
this model. For now, we will continue to build on equation (7.3) by
introducing the mixture components:
L(w1, . . . , wG, pi1, . . . , piG−1) =
n∏
i=1
1
yi!
G∑
g=1
{
pig exp
(
k∑
j=0
wgjxij
)yi
exp
(
− exp
(
k∑
j=0
wgjxij
))}
. (7.4)
In equation (7.4), first notice that the parameters in this statistical model
include weights, wg ∈ Rk+1, for each of the G mixture components. Hence,
we see on the right-hand side that the weights have been indexed using the
superscript g.
There are g = 1, . . . , G mixing proportions, pig, that we need to estimate,
satisfying
G∑
g=1
pig = 1. (7.5)
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These mixing proportions represent the prior probability that an observation
belongs to component g. Only G− 1 of these proportions add to the
dimension of the model, since piG = 1−
∑G−1
g=1 pig. In other words, once we
have estimates for the first G− 1 mixing proportions, we also know the last
mixing proportion because the sum must be equal to 1.
If we take the natural logarithm of equation (7.4), we obtain the desired
log-likelihood function, `(θP ), where θP = [w
1, . . . , wG, pi1, . . . , piG−1]:
`(θP ) =
n∑
i=1
[
log
(
G∑
g=1
{
pig exp
(
k∑
j=0
wgjxij
)yi
exp
(
− exp
(
k∑
j=0
wgjxij
))})
− log(yi!)
]
.
(7.6)
7.2.3 Parameter estimation
We have previously alluded to introducing an elastic net penalty in our
regression models. In section 7.1.1, we discussed previous research which
used an elastic net penalty. What follows in the remainder of this section is a
derivation of algorithms that can be used to solve the Poisson elastic net
regression problem.
Our derivation here follows somewhat from the bound optimization
approach described in chapter 5. For other methods to solve this problem,
see Khalili and Chen (2007) for an EM approach; or Wang et al. (2014) for
iteratively reweighted least squares and coordinate descent methods. Also,
see Zeng et al. (2014) for coordinate descent to solve the LASSO problem in
zero-inflated Poisson and negative binomial regression models.
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The Poisson regression likelihood function was described previously in
equation (7.3). Taking a natural logarithm of this yields
`(w) = log
(
n∏
i=1
{
1
yi!
exp
(
k∑
j=0
wjxij
)yi
exp
(
− exp
(
k∑
j=0
wjxij
))})
=
n∑
i=1
{
yi
k∑
j=0
wjxij − exp
(
k∑
j=0
wjxij
)
− log(yi!)
}
(7.7)
Next, we would like to find the gradient, ∇`(w), of this function. Each
element of the gradient, for l = 0, . . . , k, satisfies
∂
∂wl
`(w) =
n∑
i=1
{
yi
∂
∂wl
k∑
j=0
wjxij − ∂
∂wl
exp
(
k∑
j=0
wjxij
)}
=
n∑
i=1
{
yixil − xil exp
(
k∑
j=0
wjxij
)}
=
n∑
i=1
{
xil
(
yi − exp
(
k∑
j=0
wjxij
))}
. (7.8)
From equation (7.8), it follows that
∇`(w) = XT(y − ~µ), (7.9)
where ~µ = [µi, . . . , µn]
T.
We will also need the Hessian matrix, since we treat this as the observed
Fisher information matrix. Let l′ be an index in 0, . . . , k. Then, if we take
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another partial derivative of equation (7.8) with respect to wl′ , we have
∂2
∂wl∂wl′
`(w) =
∂
∂wl′
n∑
i=1
{
yixil − xil exp
(
k∑
j=0
wjxij
)}
= −
n∑
i=1
{
xil exp
(
k∑
j=0
wjxij
)
xil′
}
. (7.10)
Like we did with the gradient in equation (7.9), we can rewrite equation
7.10 in terms of matrices and vectors. Let WP = diag(~µ) be an n× n
diagonal matrix of weights. Then the Hessian matrix, HP , is
HP = ∇2`(w) = −XTWPX. (7.11)
A standard Newton-Raphson procedure, constructed using the gradient
and Hessian from equations 7.9 and 7.11 would find the set of weights, wˆ,
that maximize the log-likelihood in equation (7.7). However, before we
construct the algorithm to find these weights we need to incorporate the
LASSO and ridge penalties. Equation (7.12) shown below describes the
objective functional to be maximized which includes the penalties:
fP (w, λ1, λ2) =
n∑
i=1
{
yi
k∑
j=0
wjxij − exp
(
k∑
j=0
wjxij
)
− log(yi!)
}
− λ1
k∑
j=0
|wj| − λ2
2
k∑
j=0
w2j . (7.12)
The constants λ1 and λ2 are the tuning parameters. They are responsible for
controlling the magnitude of the penalty associated with ||w||1 and ||w||22,
respectively.
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The algorithm shown below was built with a bound optimization
procedure in mind. However, rather than finding a suitably bounded matrix
B satisfying B  H, we chose to estimate H during each iteration. Our
algorithm is thus a blend of bound optimization and iteratively-reweighted
least squares since we may cast this as follows. Let U (s) = diag(
√
|w(s)|), and
V (s) = diag(|w(s)|). Then, the weights obtained from equation (7.13),
w(s+1) = U (s)
(
U (s)HPU
(s) − λ1I − λ2V (s)
)−1
U (s)
(
HPw
(s) −∇`(w(s)))
= U (s)
(
−U (s)XTW (s)P XU (s) − λ1I − λ2V (s)
)−1
U (s)×(
−XTW (s)P Xw(s) −XT(y − ~µ(s))
)
, (7.13)
are the same weights that satisfy
wˆ = arg max
w
{fP (w, λ1, λ2)} . (7.14)
The algorithm described in equation (7.13) may be used to estimate the
Poisson elastic net regression weights for a given λ1 and λ2. In practice, we
choose to find the optimal λ1 and λ2 for a given set of data using a grid
search method to determine the pair that minimize the information criteria
AIC, CAIC, and ICOMP. Cross-validation is a popular alternative that is
often used in literature, but this may be too time-consuming depending on
the size of the data.
7.2.4 Information criteria scoring
Our ultimate goal when we carry out model selection in this framework is to
determine the optimal number of components in a FM model given a fixed
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maximum number of components (see Bozdogan (1994) for heuristics on
choosing this number). This optimal number is reflective of the number of
subpopulations composing the entire population from which we have sampled
our data. Before we can perform model selection, we must be able to
generate the various criteria discussed previously.
The number of parameters to be estimated in this model is
MP = #(θP ) = G(K + 1) +G− 1. Set λ1 = λ2 = 0, then wˆ found using
equation (7.13) are precisely the maximum likelihood estimates. Further,
algorithm 1 in the next section describes a procedure to estimate the mixing
proportions in additon to the weights. Plugging all of these parameter
estimates into the log-likelihood function in equation (7.6) gives us the scores.
AIC = −2
n∑
i=1
[
log
(
G∑
g=1
{
pˆig exp
(
k∑
j=0
wˆgjxij
)yi
×
exp
(
− exp
(
k∑
j=0
wˆgjxij
))})
− log(yi!)
]
+ 2Gk + 4G− 2, (7.15)
CAIC = −2
n∑
i=1
[
log
(
G∑
g=1
{
pˆig exp
(
k∑
j=0
wˆgjxij
)yi
×
exp
(
− exp
(
k∑
j=0
wˆgjxij
))})
− log(yi!)
]
+
(Gk + 2G− 1)(log(n) + 1) (7.16)
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ICOMP = −2
n∑
i=1
[
log
(
G∑
g=1
{
pˆig exp
(
k∑
j=0
wˆgjxij
)yi
×
exp
(
− exp
(
k∑
j=0
wˆgjxij
))})
− log(yi!)
]
+ 2C(Fˆ−1). (7.17)
CICOMP = −2
n∑
i=1
[
log
(
G∑
g=1
{
pˆig exp
(
k∑
j=0
wˆgjxij
)yi
×
exp
(
− exp
(
k∑
j=0
wˆgjxij
))})
− log(yi!)
]
+
(Gk + 2G− 1)(log(n) + 1) + 2C(Fˆ−1). (7.18)
To find ICOMP, we use either the C1(·) measure of complexity, or C1F (·)
(see chapter 1 for these formulae). The inverse Fisher’s information matrix is
the block diagonal matrix whose blocks are the negative inverse Hessian
matrices from computing the weights in each component, plus the diagonal
matrix whose entries are the inverse mixing proportions.
We are able to choose the optimal number of components, Gopt, by
comparing the information criteria when we let G vary. The choice of G not
only determines the number of components we assume exist in the model, it
also determines the number of individual regression models we seek to fit. It
follows that maximization of the full likelihood in Equations 7.6 comes from
maximizing the likelihoods within each component.
As we increase λ1, it is likely the case that weights end up vanishing, thus
eliminating the corresponding predictor. When this happens, we need to
update the number of parameters that are estimated. Even though resources
were used in order to compute a zero weight, we assume that the variable has
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been removed and does not count against the total number of parameters
being estimated.
7.3 Algorithm for solving the FMPENR
problem
In this section, we offer an algorithm that may be used to solve the finite
mixture of Poisson elastic net regression models (FMPENR) problem. We
start with the initialization scheme, and then proceed immediately to
pseudocode based on the results from the previous section where we built the
single elastic net Poisson regression solver in equation (7.13).
7.3.1 Initialization
When we set out to solve the FMPENR problem, it means we are attempting
to simultaneously find weights in each of G components corresponding to the
solutions of G independent elastic net regression models. Observations are
allocated to each of the G components based on updating the posterior
probability of belonging to that component as the algorithm proceeds. In
this way, finite mixture modeling performs unsupervised clustering of
observations in a dataset.
An important problem exists regarding how to initially allocate
observations. Failing to properly initialize can prevent the algorithm from
converging for a host of difference reasons: unstable estimators, too much
exploration of suboptimal regions in the parameter space, undersampling,
etc. The choice of an appropriate initialization scheme was a source of great
concern for Papastamoulis et al. (2014) in their algorithm. They used a
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“Small-EM” strategy from Biernacki et al. (2003), which was necessary for
dealing with a large number of component mixtures (G >> 5).
In general we are not interested in exploring the possibility of more than
5 components unless there is some justifiable epidemiological reason for doing
so. Because of this, we opted for the Poisson mixture model from the
previous chapter to perform unsupervised classification of our observed
counts. This procedure uses Minimum Hellinger Distance (MHD) estimation
to determine mixture parameters, so it is more robust to heavy tail behavior.
In practice this has resulted in relatively quick convergence of the model.
7.3.2 Summary of iterative scheme
In section 7.2.3 we discussed methods for estimating weights in a single
elastic net Poisson regression model. Now, we need to estimate weights in G
models, corresponding to the G components that we presume exist when we
run the model. Recall, we can test for different G values up to a maximum
value based on our intuition about the system we are studying.
In Algorithm 1, we present a summary of the steps needed to arrive at the
desired solution. What follows beforehand is an explanation of our notation.
Note, we let fg(·) denote the pdf associated with the regression model in
component g; and, Gmax is the maximum number of components for which
we would like to test. At line 4, we set the initial group IDs, ηi for
i = 1, . . . , n using the MHD tool from the previous chapter, and in line 8 we
set the initial mixture probabilities, pig, for g = 1, . . . , G.
Line 10 is where we start the iterative process. Within this while-loop, we
have to update the weights, w(s+1) (line 12), then update the posterior
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probabilities, τ (s+1), (line 15) and the indicators (line 16). Finally, we update
the mixture probabilities (line 19).
For each i = 1, . . . , n, τig represents the posterior probability that
observation i belongs to component g. We set the indicator ηi = g if τig > τih
for h = 1, . . . , G, h 6= g.
Once we determine the model has converged, we score the information
criteria. Ultimately, we make our decision about Gopt, the number of
subpopulations in the data set, based on where the information criteria are
minimized.
7.4 Example: synthetic data
We begin using our proposed model framework by choosing the optimal
number of components in a set of simulated data with 3 groups. Each
observation in the data is an ordered pair, (X, y), where X ∼ N(0, σ2g), and
y ∼ 5 + 0.5X + Poiss(λg), g = 1, 2, 3. We fixed the population size in each
group at ng = 50, 75, 100, and the normal variances at σ
2
g = 1, 2, 4.
Experiments were repeated 1000 times, and differed based on our
treatment of λg. We discuss in this section results when λg = 1, 10, 25 and
λg = 10, 10, 10.
7.4.1 Case: λg = 1, 10, 25
Figure 7.1 contains a scatter plot of data from one trial in this simulation
study. We see there is fairly clear separation of each group, which comes
from the separation of the Poisson mean parameters.
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Algorithm 1 Finite mixture of elastic net Poisson regression models algorithm
1: for G ∈ 1, . . . , Gmax do
2: TOL ← 10−5
3: ∆← 1
4: for i = 1, . . . , n do
5: η0i ← Component ID from MHD estimation
6: end for
7: for g = 1, . . . , G do
8: pi0g ←
1
n
n∑
i=1
1g
(
η0i
)
9: end for
10: while ∆ > TOL do
11: for g = 1, . . . , G do
12: Estimate w
(s+1)
g
13: end for
14: for i = 1, . . . , n do
15: τ
(s+1)
ig ←
pi(s)g fg
(
yi;xi, w
(s+1)
g
)
G∑
g=1
pi(s)g fg
(
yi;xi, w
(s+1)
g
)
16: η
(s+1)
i ← arg max
g∈1,...,G
{
τ
(s+1)
ig
}
17: end for
18: for g = 1, . . . , G do
19: pi(s+1)g ←
1
n
n∑
i=1
1g
(
η
(s+1)
i
)
20: end for
21: ∆← ||w(s+1) − w(s)||2
22: end while
23: Estimate AIC, CAIC, ICOMP and CICOMP
24: end for
25: Gopt = arg min
G∈1,...,Gmax
{AIC (or CAIC or ICOMP or CICOMP)}
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We treated these data naively, i.e., without knowing the true class labels,
and fit finite mixtures of up to G = 5 Poisson regression models. The true
number of groups, G = 3, was chosen in 1000 out of 1000 trials. When fitting
G = 4 or 5 regression models, our algorithm converged to a mixture of 3
regression models; conversely, we were able to fit a mixture of 2 models or a
singular Poisson regression model (G = 1), however the corresponding
information criteria scores were higher than the G = 3 scores.
The class labels based on the data from Figure 7.1 are shown in Figure
7.2, along with the estimated Poisson regression model within each group.
Based on the estimated models, we were able to determine posterior
probabilities of group membership for each ordered pair in the space
[−10, 10]× [0, 50]. Figure 7.3 shows the regions where posterior probabilities
are maximized. 10 observations have been relabeled in Figure 7.2, all of
which are close to the decision boundaries in Figure 7.3.
7.4.2 Case: λg = 10 for g = 1, 2, 3
In this study, the true number of groups is 3, however the significant amount
of overlap based on the identical mean parameters effectively results in 1
group of data. For example, see Figure 7.4, which shows one trial from this
study. After 1000 simulations, G = 1 was chosen every time, with finite
mixtures of G = 2, 3, 4, 5 Poisson regression models converging to G = 1.
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7.5 Example: PLWH in West Virginia
counties
The data for this example come from the 2015 PLWH in southern U.S.
counties study conducted by Gray et al. (2015). We focus here on just the
West Virginia counties, a much smaller subset of the original data set.
There are 55 total counties in West Virginia. For each county, we have the
number of persons living with HIV (PLWH) which will serve as our response
in the Poisson regression model. In addition to the intercept, our predictors
are the proportion of individuals in the county with less than a high school
education (HS), the proportion of individuals living below the poverty line
(POV), the log-transformed median income (INC), the unemployment rate
(UMP), the proportion of non-Hispanic black people (NHB), the proportion
of non-Hispanic white people (NHW), and the proportion of Hispanic people
(HSP). These descriptions are further summarized in Tables 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3.
Table 7.1: Description of the variables in the PLWH data (Gray et al. 2015).
PLWH is the outcome. Categorical variables have the number of levels listed
in parentheses.
No. ID Description Data type
– PLWH Number of persons living with HIV Continuous (count)
1 HS Proportion of persons with less than a HS education Continuous
2 POV Proportion of persons living below the poverty line Continuous
3 INC Natural logarithm of median income Continuous
4 UMP Unemployment rate Continuous
5 NHB Proportion of Non-Hispanic Black persons Continuous
6 NHW Proportion of Non-Hispanic White persons Continuous
7 HSP Proportion of Hispanic persons Continuous
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Table 7.2: Descriptive statistics for the response data in the West Virginia
persons living with HIV data (Gray et al. 2015).
No. obs 55
Min. 2
Max. 287
Mean 26.44
Var. 2265.77
Table 7.3: Descriptive statistics for the covariate data in the WV PLWH
data (Gray et al. 2015).
HS POV INC UMP NHB NHW HSP
Min. 0.09 0.09 10.04 0.02 0.00 0.80 0.00
Max. 0.38 0.31 11.07 0.15 0.11 0.99 0.05
Mean 0.19 0.17 10.52 0.08 0.02 0.95 0.01
S.E. 0.06 0.04 0.17 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.01
The excess variation in the count data shown in Table 7.2 suggests the
negative binomial distribution may be better suited to model these data.
Indeed, fitting a negative binomial regression model to the full data set
results in a maximized log-likelihood of -200.17. This is much higher than
the -361.28 achieved by the maximized log-likelihood for the Poisson
regression model. However, we have reason to suspect that mixture modeling
will reduce excess variation within components with respect to the spread
and shape of the count data (histogram not shown).
7.5.1 Full model
We start by looking at the full model fit with all of the West Virginia PLWH
data. The weights and their 95% confidence intervals are in Table 7.4. HS
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and all of the racial variables are significantly protective of PLWH, while
INC and UMP are risks.
Table 7.4: Weights and 95% confidence intervals from the full model fit using
the West Virginia PLWH data. Significant predictors at the 95% confidence
level are highlighted in grey. The maximized log-likelihood is −416.75, and
P[χ28 > 1950.40] < 0.001.
Int. HS POV INC UMP NHB NHW HSP
Weight 9.28 -5.21 1.29 2.83 2.90 -8.24 -36.74 -87.63
S.E. 5.04 0.79 1.09 0.39 1.41 2.76 1.75 4.26
LL -0.60 -6.75 -0.85 2.07 0.14 -13.65 -40.16 -95.98
UL 19.16 -3.67 3.42 3.59 5.66 -2.84 -33.32 -79.28
7.5.2 Component selection
Figure 7.5 shows the information criteria scores for finite mixtures of
G = 1, . . . , 5 Poisson regression models. The scores for ICOMP and CICOMP
were computed using the Steinian shrinkage covariance estimator in equation
(2.1) with ρ = 0.02 to safeguard against singularities within undersampled
components. CAIC and CICOMP each selected G = 3 as the optimal number
of components, while AIC and ICOMP minimized scores for G = 4. Given
the overfitting issues we observed in chapter 6 for Poisson data, as well as the
behavior of the scores in Figure 7.5, we are confident that G = 3 is optimal.
Table 7.5 gives the summary statistics for the counts from each of the 3
components in the optimal model. First look at the excess variation in each
component: the amount of overdispersion in each subcomponent is now
within 1 order of magnitude. By definition, these data are still overdispersed
and in violation of the equidispersion assumption necessary for Poisson
regression. Nonetheless, it is still reasonable to handle these data with
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Poisson regression. In fact, individual Poisson regression models have lower
scores than negative binomial regression models in components 2 and 3
(results not shown).
Table 7.5: Summary statistics for the count data within each of the 3
components from the mixture of Poisson regression models fit to the WV
PLWH data.
C1 C2 C3
No. obs. 38 12 5
Min. 2 2 88
Max. 18 67 287
Mean 7.21 35.58 150.60
Var. 22.82 343.54 6.4× 103
The other point worth noting is the range of count data within each
group. Components 1 and 3 are easy to characterize as counties with low and
high counts, respectively. Within component 2, we have a spread of data
from as low as 2 to as high as 67.
It is worth checking summary statistics for the predictors within each
component in Table 7.6 to better understand the factors differentiating
counties belonging to component 2. The most notable distinction
attributable to component 2 is that it contains counties with the highest
observed median income and Hispanic proportion. This information, coupled
with the knowledge that at least 1 score has a count significantly different
from the others, is suggestive of an outlying county.
The observation in question corresponds to Hardy county. It is not the
county with the highest median income, nor the highest Hispanic population.
However, its covariate data are similar enough to the other counties in
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Table 7.6: Descriptive statistics for the predictors within each component
of the mixture of 3 Poisson regression models fit to the WV PLWH data.
Cells marked in red denote the highest observed average for a component.
The average unemployment rate was highest in component 1, although all 3
averages rounded to 0.08.
HS POV INC UMP NHB NHW HSP
Component 1
Min. 0.10 0.09 10.04 0.02 0.00 0.80 0.00
Max. 0.38 0.31 10.93 0.15 0.11 0.99 0.04
Mean 0.20 0.17 10.48 0.08 0.01 0.96 0.01
St. dev. 0.06 0.04 0.16 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01
Component 2
Min. 0.09 0.10 10.44 0.05 0.01 0.85 0.01
Max. 0.21 0.19 11.07 0.11 0.06 0.97 0.05
Mean 0.16 0.15 10.60 0.08 0.03 0.94 0.01
St. dev. 0.04 0.03 0.17 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.01
Component 3
Min. 0.11 0.11 10.53 0.06 0.03 0.86 0.01
Max. 0.20 0.24 10.88 0.11 0.08 0.91 0.04
Mean 0.14 0.16 10.67 0.08 0.05 0.88 0.02
St. dev. 0.03 0.05 0.14 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01
component 2 that it has been classified as belonging to component 2 despite
its low PLWH count.
While it is reasonable to see low counts classified with higher counts
similar to the example in section 7.4, Hardy county’s PLWH count is
significantly lower than the rest of the counties in component 2 (the next
lowest count is 22). To check for influence, we jackknifed the observation and
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Table 7.7: Weights and confidence intervals for the individual regression
models within each of the G = 3 components. Significant predictors at the
95% confidence level are highlighted in grey. Note that component 3 could
only fit a model with 5 predictors since the data here were undersized.
Int. HS POV INC UMP NHB NHW HSP
Component 1
Weight -36.44 2.13 0.22 1.84 1.54 28.71 18.44 36.23
S.E. 11.78 2.17 3.54 0.61 2.66 10.41 10.11 19.86
LL -59.52 -2.12 -6.72 0.64 -3.67 8.30 -1.37 -2.70
UL -13.35 6.39 7.16 3.04 6.76 49.11 38.25 75.16
LL = −104.33, χ28 = 43.33, P -value < 0.001
Component 2
Weight 54.41 5.22 1.49 3.32 14.00 -96.18 -88.99 -157.05
S.E. 35.47 2.00 4.21 1.76 6.03 25.59 21.54 26.47
LL -15.11 1.30 -6.77 -0.13 2.19 -146.34 -131.20 -208.93
UL 123.94 9.14 9.74 6.77 25.81 -46.02 -46.78 -105.18
LL = −38.14, χ28 = 109.07, P -value < 0.001
Component 3
Weight 0.00 -9.41 -14.91 -0.39 -12.52 0.00 15.57 0.00
S.E. 0.00 1.49 1.32 0.24 3.57 0.00 2.81 0.00
LL 0.00 -12.33 -17.50 -0.86 -19.52 0.00 10.07 0.00
UL 0.00 -6.50 -12.31 0.09 -5.52 0.00 21.07 0.00
LL = −16.90, χ25 = 150.71, P -value < 0.001
recalculated the scores for each of the G = 1, . . . , 5 models. In Table 7.9, we
see that each score is reduced across all 5 models, indicating that the county
is influential in addition to being an outlier.
The rest of the information in Table 7.6 conforms to our expectations,
since the highest average predictor values occur in either components 1 and
3. Component 1, which has the lowest lowest observed PLWH counts, has
the least educated, most impoverished, unemployed, and white counties.
Meanwhile, component 3 has the highest income and also the highest black
and hispanic proportions, in addition to having the highest counts.
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Table 7.7 contains the weights and their confidence intervals for each of
the regression models fit in the 3 components. Components 1 and 3 have
opposing significant variables.
With respect to the full model whose weights are in Table 7.4, some
results are consistent while others are inconsistent. For example, in
component 2 UMP and the racial predictors have the same signs as in the
full model, but HS has an opposing sign. In components 1 and 3, the racial
predictors all have opposite signs.
We show a map of the counties colorized by component in Figure 7.6.
Like we did in the previous chapter, we will let city population stand in as a
proxy for population size. As we would expect, most of the red counties
house cities with some of the higher populations. At the same time, there is
at least one county with a high population and low PLWH count.
Table 7.8: Jackknife scores after removing Hardy county from the WV PLWH
data set.
∆AIC ∆CAIC ∆ICOMP ∆CICOMP
1 -2.62 -2.77 -2.61 -2.76
2 -6.50 -6.82 -7.04 -7.36
3 -8.18 -8.66 -8.18 -8.66
4 -8.13 -8.77 -8.13 -8.77
5 -7.55 -8.36 -7.55 -8.36
7.5.3 FMPENR analysis
We now proceed to a variable subset selection of these data using elastic net
regression on the finite mixture of 3 Poisson elastic net models. We start by
looking at the surface plots of the scores for increasing L1- and L2-penalties
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in Figure 7.7. The trend is that increasing λ1 and/or λ2 leads to increasingly
poor models. Since there are only 7 predictors to choose from, it is
unnecessary to use ridge regression for multicollinearity.
Even though the best model appears to be the full model with
λ1 = λ2 = 0, we are nonetheless interested to see what happens to the
variables as we increase λ1. Figure 7.8 shows the scores for increasing λ1 in
the upper left pane. All 4 of the criteria are actually minimized for
λ1 = 0.0101 according to this chart. Using λ1 = 0.0101 and λ2 = 0,
component 1 contains all predictors except HSP; component 2 contains the
full model; and, component 3 contains all but the intercept, HS, and UMP.
We assume that the jagged behavior in the ICOMP and CICOMP scores
comes from numerical precision errors when working with the IFIM. In
particular, component 3 is undersampled which leads to an ill-conditioned
Hessian matrix.
The remaining three panes show the effect on the weights as we increase
λ1, starting with component 1 weights in the upper right pane, and
components 2 and 3 in the bottom. One thing that jumps out is the effect of
the Hispanic proportion on PLWH count. In components 1 and 3, HSP is
protective against PLWH count while it is a risk factor in component 2.
Another influential predictor is the black proportion in each county. For
component 1, NHB is a risk for PLWH count though it is protective in
groups 2 and 3. This result is contrasts slightly with the original study,
which found that NHB was one of the most important risk factors of PLWH
across all southern U.S. counties (Gray et al. 2015).
Another notable variable is the poverty rate, which is highly protective in
component 3. And, the white proportion appears to be protective in
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components 1 and 2, while it is a significant risk factor in component 3. This
result especially goes against the original analysis of these data, where NHW
was determined to be protective of PLWH count [5].
We also performed LASSO regression on the single model with G = 1 for
comparison with the mixture of 3 Poisson regression models. The scores and
weights are shown in Figure 7.9. HSP, NHW, and HS appear to be the most
protective predictors of PLWH; and, UMP is the most significant risk factor.
POV (protective in component 3) is not influential at all, while HSP and
NHW appear with signs opposite from how they appeared in the 3 individual
components. This underscores the importance of mixture modeling: with no
understanding of underlying heterogeneity, it is easy to overlook or even
completely misinterpret what the data offer.
7.5.4 MOGA variable selection
We continue performing variable selection by using a multi-objective GA to
obtain variable subsets. One fitness functions we use during each trial is 1 of
either AIC, CAIC, ICOMP, or CICOMP defined in equations 7.15 through
7.18.
The other fitness function is the score analog from chapter 6. That is,
each time we run the FMPENR algorithm with G groups, we create G
clusters of observations. Given the cluster IDs, we estimate λg for
g = 1, . . . , G within each component, and score the resulting Poisson mixture
model using equations 6.11 through 6.14. We call this the classification score,
denoted by AICC , CAICC , ICOMPC , or CICOMPC .
As we described in section 3.5, our MOGA approach combines Pareto
optimization with weighted sums. During each iteration of the MOGA, we
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find models along the Pareto front in AIC × AICC-space (or CAIC or
ICOMP or CICOMP); these models are given the highest weight for mating
selection. Figure 7.10 is a scatter plot of one iteration of the MOGA, with
each dot representing a unique model scored based on AIC and AICC . The
red boundary is the Pareto frontier for that iteration.
We also use elitism, so the model with the best weighted sum fitness score
reappears in the next generation. For each algorithm, including the one
running in Figure 7.10, we set the fitness score equal to 0.75AIC + 0.25AICC
(or CAIC, etc.). This means we want a candidate regression model to be a
good fit for the data, while still also performing well as a classifier. We chose
these weights subjectively, so that classification ability would be considered
when choosing a subset but not as heavily as the ability of the model to fit
the data.
Case: G = 1
We performed MOGA variable subset selection using Poisson regression with
λ1 = λ2 = 0. The resulting weights for the subset selected by each of the
criteria are in Table 7.9. This includes the weight for the intercept. Risk
factors are shaded red, while protective variables are shaded blue.
We see a good deal of uniformity here between criteria. CAIC and
CICOMP even chose the same subsets. Additionally, note that all of the
criteria select at least 5 out of 7 variables. This is consistent with what we
saw from the elastic net regression in which the G = 1 model was minimized
when all predictors were included (λ1 = λ2 = 0).
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Table 7.9: Weights for each of the variable subsets chosen by our MOGA
framework using the single Poisson model with λ1 = λ2 = 0. Models were fit
to the WV PLWH data. Red cells indicate risk factors, and blue cells indicate
protective factors.
Case: G = 3, all components
Next, we knew that the optimal tuning parameters for the finite mixture of 3
elastic net Poisson regression models are λ1 = 0.0101 and λ2 = 0. We
plugged in these tuning parameters, and carried out MOGA variable subset
selection. AIC and ICOMP chose subset HS, INC, NHB, NHW, and HSP;
CAIC and CICOMP chose subset POV, INC, and NHB. The weights are
shown in Table 7.10.
There are clear differences in weights for some of these variables. Most
notably, NHB is strictly a risk in component 1 and protective in component
2, which is exactly the same result we observed during our elastic net
analysis. In component 3 however, NHB is both a protective and risk factor
for PLWH depending on the variables that are selected. The more consistent
result with respect to the elastic net analysis is reflected by the subsets
chosen by CAIC and CICOMP, where NHB is protective.
We are unsure at this time why AIC and ICOMP would select models
with drastically different parameter estimates. That being said, a common
occurrence with our count data analyses so far has been that AIC and
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ICOMP overparameterize the models. This happens again here, with the two
selecting a subset of 5 variables while CAIC and CICOMP only choose 3. It
could be the case that one of the extra variables confounds the others.
Table 7.10: We performed MOGA variable subset selection with the finite
mixture of 3 LASSO Poisson regression models fit to the WV PLWH data,
with λ1 = 0.0101. The weights are shown for each component, with risk
factors shaded red and protective factors shaded blue.
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Case: G = 3, individual components
Previously in section 7.5.4, we ran our FMPENR MOGA in such a way that
it chose a Pareto optimal subset that also minimized a weighted sum of the
model score and the classifier score. The difference here is that we now treat
the components separately. Instead of changing the subset of variables used
by all components, we take the the data belonging to each individual
component and carry out simple GA subset selection since we are no longer
interested in classification. Whereas in Table 7.10 the subset of variables
associated with each criterion is identical, here a criterion may end up
choosing unique subsets based on the component data.
The first step in this process was clustering the data based on the finite
mixture of 3 Poisson LASSO regression models. These 3 clusters were fed
individually to our GA framework, where we performed variable subset
selection with a Poisson regression model. The weights are in Table 7.11.
Within each component and for each criterion, the subset is represented
by the nonzero weights without the intercepts. Interestingly, the variable
POV is nearly never chosen, even in component 3 where LASSO regression
determined it was 1 of 4 important variables (see Figure 7.8). Meanwhile,
UMP is often selected despite nearly never being observed in the LASSO
plots. The 3 variables encoding race–NHB, NHW, and HSP–appear in
numerous subsets.
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Table 7.11: We used λ1 = 0.0101 to estimate weights in a finite mixture of
3 Poisson LASSO regression models fit to the WV PLWH data. This model
clustered the data into 3 groups of data. These 3 groups were fed individually
to a Poisson regression model, where we chose variable subsets using a MOGA
framework. The weights for each component are shown below with respect to
the fitness function used in the MOGA.
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7.6 Example: Kidney transplant
time-to-failure data
The data for this section comes from Chap Le’s book, Applied Survival
Analysis (Le 1997). The full data set contains information on n = 469 kidney
transplant patients, whether the new kidney failed, and how long after the
transplant (in months) that failure occurred. We have included 7 of the 8
original covariates for use as predictors; these are summarized in Tables 7.12
and 7.13. The scale of the dialysis data is much different from the rest of the
data, so we log-transformed them; the values reported in Table 7.13 represent
the log-transformed data. Additionally, we adjusted age by subtracting the
minimum (14 y.o.) so that the intercept captures individuals below 14; Table
7.13 presents the unchanged ages.
Table 7.12: Description of the covariate data used as predictors in the kidney
transplant time-to-failure problem (Le 1997). Categorical-type variables have
the number of categories listed in parentheses.
Name Description Type
AGE Age of patient at transplant (in years) Count
SEX Sex of patient (male/female) Cat. (2)
DLY Hemodialysis duration before transplant (in days) Ratio
PTX No. prior transplants Count
BLD Amt. of blood transfusion (in blood units) Count
MIS HLA mismatch score Count
ALG ALG used (no/yes) Cat. (2)
While the original data contains information on 492 patients, only 192
experienced kidney failure. These are the patients that we wish to study. As
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Table 7.13: Summary statistics for the covariate data in the kidney
transplant data set (Le 1997).
AGE SEX DLY PTX BLD MIS ALG
Min. 14.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Max. 69.00 1.00 7.69 2.00 117.00 4.00 1.00
Mean 40.98 0.44 5.67 0.13 14.22 1.52 0.73
S.E. 12.32 0.50 1.55 0.37 15.25 0.84 0.44
a result, the data we work with in this section has dimensions 192× 7. The
summary statistics for y, the time-to-failure data, are in Table 7.14.
Table 7.14: Summary statistics for the time-to-failure counts in the kidney
transplant data set (Le 1997).
No. obs 192
Min. 1
Max. 180
Mean 23.55
Var. 1.06× 103
7.6.1 Full model
As we have done previously in this chapter, we start the analysis by looking
at the full model. The maximized log-likelihood is −3.61× 103 with a
corresponding P[χ28 > 257.88] < 0.001, indicating that this set of variables
along with the intercept do well to predict time-to-failure in this Poisson
regression model.
Weights and their 95% confidence intervals are in Table 7.15. AGE, PTX,
and MIS are negatively associated with time-to-failure, while the intercept,
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SEX, and BLD are positively associated. The intercept encodes for male
patients 14 or younger, with a perfect match score and who did not use ALG.
Table 7.15: Estimated weights and their 95% confidence intervals in the
Poisson regression model fitted to the kidney transplant data. The model is a
good fit for the data (χ2 = 257.88, df = 8, P -value < 0.001).
Int. AGE SEX DLY PTX BLD MIS ALG
Weight 3.49 -0.0080 0.17 0.0048 -0.47 0.0067 -0.14 0.055
S.E. 0.074 0.0013 0.031 0.010 0.052 0.0009 0.019 0.036
LL 3.34 -0.011 0.11 -0.015 -0.57 0.0049 -0.17 -0.015
UL 3.63 -0.0056 0.23 0.025 -0.37 0.0085 -0.10 0.13
7.6.2 Component selection
We now wish to estimate the number of groups that arise in the data set.
Figure 7.11 shows the information criteria scores for mixtures of G = 1, . . . , 5
Poisson regression models. CAIC and CICOMP are minimized for G = 4,
and AIC and ICOMP overparameterize, choosing G = 5. Since we know AIC
and ICOMP have a tendency to overparameterize, we are confident that
G = 4 is the best choice.
Table 7.16 contains summary statistics for the count data within each
component. The amount of dispersion within each component has been
significantly reduced compared to the full data set. Even in component 4,
which has the widest range of time-to-failure counts, the variation is the
same order of magnitude as the mean. Having not yet looked at the
estimated weights from the model, these results at least seem promising.
Next, we looked at the covariate data from within each component. The
descriptive statistics are in Table 7.17. While the count data are clearly
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Table 7.16: Summary statistics for the time-to-failure data within each
component in the mixture of 4 Poisson regression models.
C1 C2 C3 C4
No. obs. 101 47 33 11
Min. 1 8 37 89
Max. 9 38 96 180
Mean 3.22 19.72 59.00 120.27
Var. 5.25 57.38 190.13 635.02
ordered based on the component, the trends between covariates and
components are much more subtle. In general, individuals in components 1
and 2–where time-to-failure is shortest–tend to be older than in components
3 and 4. Genders are evenly distributed, as are the dialysis duration times.
Patients who received the most blood transfusion units appear in component
4, and the lowest mismatch scores also appear here.
The weights, displayed in Table 7.18, echo the subtlety of the relationship
between covariates and time-to-failure. The intercept is a signficant predictor
in all components, which tells us that young male individuals without a
perfect score (0) and who do not use ALG tend to have a good prognosis. In
component 3, females tend to fare better than males. Surprisingly in this
same component, the mismatch score also appears to improve time-to-failure.
In component 4, increases to the time of prior hemodialysis actually reduce
time-to-failure.
7.6.3 FMPENR analysis
We performed LASSO regression on the mixture of 4 Poisson regression
models for λ1 = 0, . . . , 5. The resulting scores and estimated weights within
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Table 7.17: Summary statistics for the covariate data within each component
from the mixture of 4 Poisson regression models fitted to the kidney transplant
data. The largest mean value for each variable is highlighted in red.
AGE SEX DLY PTX BLD MIS ALG
Component 1
Min. 18.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Max. 69.00 1.00 7.69 2.00 117.00 4.00 1.00
Mean 41.45 0.40 5.50 0.17 13.48 1.54 0.73
S.E. 11.74 0.49 1.73 0.43 15.04 0.83 0.44
Component 2
Min. 14.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
Max. 68.00 1.00 7.64 1.00 89.00 4.00 1.00
Mean 42.00 0.51 5.94 0.06 15.43 1.62 0.70
S.E. 13.29 0.51 1.32 0.25 17.79 0.85 0.46
Component 3
Min. 16.00 0.00 3.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Max. 61.00 1.00 7.56 1.00 59.00 3.00 1.00
Mean 39.39 0.45 6.07 0.12 14.30 1.39 0.79
S.E. 13.00 0.51 0.97 0.33 11.92 0.83 0.42
Component 4
Min. 20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.00 0.00 0.00
Max. 53.00 1.00 6.64 1.00 60.00 3.00 1.00
Mean 37.09 0.45 4.97 0.09 15.73 1.27 0.73
S.E. 11.69 0.52 1.85 0.30 15.91 0.90 0.47
each component are in Figure 7.12. It is nearly impossible to tell, however
AIC, ICOMP, and CICOMP are all minimized for λ1 = 4.08.
There are 2 main reasons why the scores fail to change significantly. First,
only 1 variable vanishes in any of the 4 components–ALG–and even then it
only disappears from 3 out of 4 components. The second reason is related to
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Table 7.18: Estimated weights and 95% confidence intervals from each
component in the mixture of 4 Poisson regression models fit to the kidney
transplant data. Significant predictors are highlighted in grey.
Int. AGE SEX DLY PTX BLD MIS ALG
Component 1
Weight 0.86 0.0068 0.012 -0.0086 -0.16 0.0090 -0.0062 0.0023
S.E. 0.26 0.0050 0.12 0.033 0.15 0.0033 0.071 0.13
LL 0.36 -0.0029 -0.22 -0.074 -0.45 0.0026 -0.15 -0.26
UL 1.36 0.017 0.24 0.056 0.14 0.015 0.13 0.26
LL = −211.47, χ28 = 13.40, P -value = 0.099
Component 2
Weight 2.45 0.011 0.0090 0.040 0.24 -0.0030 -0.081 -0.010
S.E. 0.26 0.0030 0.070 0.038 0.15 0.0022 0.042 0.091
LL 1.95 0.0047 -0.13 -0.033 -0.056 -0.0073 -0.16 -0.19
UL 2.95 0.016 0.15 0.11 0.53 0.0012 0.0012 0.17
LL = −156.38, χ28 = 43.44, P -value < 0.001
Component 3
Weight 3.92 -0.0031 0.19 -0.0085 -0.16 0.0015 0.13 0.026
S.E. 0.17 0.0018 0.059 0.027 0.080 0.0021 0.031 0.062
LL 3.58 -0.0067 0.079 -0.061 -0.32 -0.0027 0.073 -0.095
UL 4.26 0.0006 0.31 0.044 -0.0084 0.0057 0.19 0.15
LL = −118.39, χ28 = 1.17× 104, P -value < 0.001
Component 4
Weight 5.34 -0.0077 0.059 -0.066 -0.082 0.0060 -0.055 -0.014
S.E. 0.12 0.0032 0.10 0.020 0.14 0.0020 0.034 0.11
LL 5.11 -0.014 -0.14 -0.11 -0.35 0.0021 -0.12 -0.23
UL 5.58 -0.0015 0.26 -0.026 0.19 0.0099 0.012 0.20
LL = −40.70, χ28 = 9.83× 103, P -value < 0.001
the estimated weights themselves. They are not large in magnitude, and they
do not change much as λ1 increases, meaning the estimated log-likelihood
remains relatively unchanged despite the increasing λ1.
Nonetheless, we set λ1 = 4.08 and explored the resulting subsets. As we
just mentioned, the full model is selected in component 3, and the full model
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without ALG is selected in components 1, 2, and 4. However, there are
important differences between the components based on the significance of
variables.
In every component, the intercept is a significant variable which has a
positive association with time-to-failure. The remaining variables are
summarized below, where + denotes a positive association with y and −
denotes a negative association with y:
• C1: BLD (+),
• C2: AGE (+),
• C3: SEX (+), MIS (+), and
• C4: AGE (−), DLY (−), BLD (+).
The significance of these weights is entirely consistent with what we
found in Table 7.18.
7.6.4 Genetic algorithm
We proceed to the final part of our analysis for these data, in which we
perform GA subsetting. Our analysis here goes case-by-case, starting with
the full model, then separate cases in which we handle all 3 components
simultaneously and individually. In the case of all 3 components
simultaneously, we use a multi-target objective to minimize a convex
combination of 90% regression score and 10% classification score.
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Case: G = 1
Subsets for the full model are in Table 7.19. We see that AGE, SEX, PTX,
and MIS are all negatively associated with time-to-failure.
The role of gender here is somewhat interesting, since it suggests that
females have a shorter time-to-failure than males. Moreover, in the original
model, SEX was positively associated with time-to-failure, indicating females
could expect longer time-to-failure compared to males (see Table 7.15).
Shorter time-to-failure in older patients, patients with higher mismatch
scores, and patients with more previous transplants all make sense given a
basic understanding of this problem. We also see once again that receiving
blood transfusions is somewhat beneficial for improving time-to-failure.
Table 7.19: Subsets and associated weights corresponding to the full model
that minimized AIC, CAIC, ICOMP, or CICOMP when fit to the kidney
transplant data.
Case: G = 4, all
We used a MOGA to minimize a convex combination of 90% regression AIC
score and 10% classification AIC score (or CAIC, ICOMP, CICOMP). The
resulting variable subsets are shown by component and criterion in Table
7.20.
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What is most interesting from these results is how the signs of estimated
weights tend to change from component to component for particular
variables. For example, AGE is positively associated with time-to-failure in
components 1 and 2–where time-to-failure is relatively low–and negatively
associated in components 3 and 4.
Females are positively linked to time-to-failure in all components. This is
also quite an interesting result. The overall effect of being a female in this
study was decreased time-to-failure, which we saw from the full model in
Table 7.15. However, once we partitioned the data into these smaller
components, we see that being female is linked to increased time-to-failure.
The results we see here for gender seem slightly more believable given
that the correlation between SEX and time-to-failure is positive (0.08). That
being said, the correlation is not significant (P -value = 0.25). At best, the
role of gender on time-to-failure after kidney transplants remains unclear, if
one even exists.
Case: G = 4, individual groups
Our final case looks at the data within each component, and fits what is
effectively a full model to this subset of the data. This is similar to penalized
regression modeling, since different subsets can be generated within each
component as opposed to predetermining a subset to be used by all
components. Subsets here tend to be more focused on the data in that
component, whereas subsets generated by the previous case may be thought
of as responsible for driving the classification.
The subsets and weights are in Table 7.21. Overall the results here are
similar to what we saw in Table 7.20. The role of ALG is reversed in
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Table 7.20: Subsets and corresponding weights for the mixture of 4 Poisson
regression models, fitted with identical subsets to the kidney transplant data.
We used a MOGA to minimize a convex combination of 90% regression AIC
and 10% classification AIC.
component 4, although to this point in the analysis it has not emerged as an
important variable for predicting time-to-failure.
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Table 7.21: Subsets and corresponding weights for the mixture of 4 Poisson
regression models, fitted individually to the kidney transplant data.
7.7 Discussion
We start our discussion by continuing the analysis of multi-objective genetic
algorithm subsetting. The subsets chosen in section 7.5.4 reflect the variables
most responsible for clustering the observations. The Pareto optimal subset
chosen by CAIC + CAICC and CICOMP + CICOMPC contains POV, INC,
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and NHB; this suggests that these 3 variables account for the majority of
differences between counties belonging to each of the 3 components.
On the other hand, the analysis in section 7.5.4 generated variable subsets
important for the data contained within the 3 components. Essentially this is
no different from traditional genetic algorithm subsetting to find variables
significantly associated with an outcome, with the exception that we use a
subset of the full data set. In component 2, it is interesting to note that
nearly all of the variables are important. In components 1 and 3 we see
smaller subsets chosen which helps a bit more with creating a narrative. For
instance, we see some evidence that HS education is an important risk factor
in predicting smaller PLWH counts, while unemployment rate appears to be
a significant risk factor for higher PLWH counts.
The GA work in section 7.5.4 is closely related to LASSO regression. The
reason for this has to do with the ability of penalized regression to allow
regression models within each group to zero out weights independent of one
another.
The behavior of NHB in both LASSO regression and GA subsetting is
consistent. Given this consistency, we are comfortable drawing conclusions
about NHB and its importance to this study. Namely, black population is a
significant risk factor for PLWH in WV counties with small PLWH counts,
but is significantly protective in WV counties with high PLWH counts.
Additionally, the hispanic population is protective for higher PLWH counts
in WV counties.
West Virginia provides us with an interesting case study based on its
demographics. The racial make up of the state tends to be more
homogeneous when compared to the other states included in the original U.S.
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South study (Gray et al. 2015). For this reason alone, one could anticipate
obtaining results that would potentially conflict with the Gray study.
However, the introduction of heterogeneity provided some clarity to our
understanding of PLWH in West Virginia. While race still plays an
important role here–as it did in the originally published study–factors such
as unemployment rate and education level are just as influential.
Based on results in the original study where NHB was identified as the
most significant risk factor, Gray et al. (2015) suggested that it would be
beneficial to share this work with HBCUs and black community leaders in
areas with high rates of PLWH as a form of HIV mitigation. Such an
approach would be ill-suited for improving HIV programs in West Virginia.
Our results indicate that a better approach might be to work with school
teachers or community-oriented medical educators in low-income areas.
Focusing now on the kidney transplant example, one aspect that really
stands out in comparison to the West Virginia PLWH analysis is how little
information was gained based on the results of the classification. With the
West Virginia PLWH data, there was a clear distinction between
observations that were grouped into components 1 or 3, with a bit of grey
area in component 2. Looking at the kidney data, it is much less apparent
what distinguishes observations belonging to components 1 and 2 vs. 3 and 4
beyond the time-to-failure counts. There were some differences that stood
out, like with age and mismatch score, but not necessarily enough to feel
confident about generalizing these results.
This exposes one of the weaknesses with the algorithm we use for
performing regression mixture modeling. Given G for any particular case, we
arrive at the initial groups based on a classification of the count data and
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continue on from there. It appears that, at least for the kidney transplant
data and even for the West Virginia data, this led to groups based almost
entirely on the count data with little to no overlap occurring among counts
from distinct components. The difference between the analyses is that we
may have gotten lucky, in the sense that some of the covariates were strongly
tied to the outcome in the West Virginia data but not in the kidney
transplant data.
A different initialization approach involves the genetic algorithm with
regularized Mahalanobis distances (GARM) (Howe and Bozdogan 2012).
Usage of regularized Mahalanobis distances in classification algorithms has
been shown to provide better initializations than the K-means algorithm
(Mao and Jain 1996). The objective of the GARM is to minimize the sum of
the regularized Mahalanobis distances in each group (K-means seeks to
minimize within-group Euclidean distances). Hence, we seek the G-nary
string that minimizes
G∑
g=1
ng∑
i=1
(xi − x¯g)
Σˆg + p− 1
ngtr
(
Σˆg
)Ik
 (xi − x¯g)T.
The matrix,
Σˆg +
k − 1
ngtr
(
Σˆg
)Ik,
is the maximum likelihood/empirical Bayes estimator from equation (2.9).
GARM initializition in both the West Virginia and the kidney transplant
data sets failed to generate models with log-likelihood values better than
those coming from algorithms initialized with the univariate Poisson mixture
model. That being said, GARM initialization caused convergence to entirely
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new models. Without using a GA to search the entire parameter space, it is
difficult to determine just how “optimal” our optimal solutions are.
Unfortunately, using a GA is far too costly for problems even of this size.
Further, when we attempted to use a GA to generate the G-nary string
corresponding to the ML solution of the mixture of regression models
problem, we appeared to be on track to converge to a log-likelihood that was
close to but not better than what we are already able to generate.
There is one last point of discussion before we move on to the final
chapter. Our choice of weights in the MOGA framework was entirely
subjective, and based on our intuition about the models and the individual
studies. Future research problems can explore the effect of changing weights
in the MOGA framework to observe how this affects model selection. One
may also experiment with different combinations of fitness functions.
7.8 Conclusion
We have proposed a novel framework for analyzing data sets in which the
response variable is a count. Our approach allows us to systematically
identify homogeneous subpopulations arising in the dataset, based on the
covariates and their contributions to the count data in a Poisson regression
model. We were also able to select the covariates that contribute most to
determining the aforementioned subpopulations, using penalized regression
and the genetic algorithm.
From the set of West Virginia PLWH data, we determined that high
school education attainment is a significant risk factor for PLWH counts, but
only in counties with smaller counts. Similarly, unemployment rate is a
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significant risk in counties with higher PLWH counts. Across all counties, the
non-Hispanic black population is significantly associated with PLWH count,
both as a risk and as a protective factor.
In the kidney transplant time-to-failure study, our results seemed to
confirm what we would expect given our understanding of the relationship
between the covariates and time-to-failure. For instance, the HLA mismatch
score was often identified as protective of time-to-failure. In this context, it
means that as the HLA mismatch score increased the time-to-failure
decreased, indicating a shorter prognosis for patients with high HLA scores.
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Appendix: Figures
Figure 7.1: We simulated 3 groups of Poisson regression data. The plot of
these data is shown above, colorized and stylized based on group. The normal
variances are σ2g = 1, 2, 4 and the Poisson mean parameters are λg = 1, 10, 25,
g = 1, 2, 3.
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Figure 7.2: We fit G = 1, . . . , 5 finite mixtures of Poisson regression models
to the data from Figure 7.1, with Gopt = 3 chosen as optimal. The data have
been colorized and stylized by the finite mixture model class labels. Data that
are filled in are misclassified with respect to the true class labels. The black
line through each group is the estimated Poisson regression line fit to each
group.
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Figure 7.3: We obtained class labels for the data from Figure 7.1. Based on
these data and the corresponding estimated models, we precisely determined
the regions where future observations will be classified by comparing posterior
probabilities.
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Figure 7.4: Simulation of 3 groups of Poisson regression data, with λg = 10
for g = 1, 2, 3. We see significant overlap between each group.
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Figure 7.5: Information criteria scores for finite mixtures of G = 1, . . . , 5
Poisson regression models using the WV PLWH data.
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Figure 7.6: Map of the West Virginia counties, colorized by component in the
finite mixture of 3 Poisson regression models. Counties with the lowest/highest
PLWH counts are in green/red. We have also included the 10 most populous
cities in West Virginia.
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Figure 7.7: Surface plot of scores for increasing L1- and L2-penalties in the
mixture of 3 Poisson regression models. Increasing λ1 and λ2 leads to poorer
models.
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Figure 7.8: The upper left pane shows scores for increasing the LASSO
penalty. The remaining 3 panes show what happens to the model weights as
λ1 increases.
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Figure 7.9: Scores and weights after performing LASSO Poisson regression
using the WV PLWH data.
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Figure 7.10: Pareto frontier for one iteration of the multi-objective genetic
algorithm. The fitness functions are AIC and AICC .
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Figure 7.11: Information criteria scores for mixtures of G = 1, . . . , 5 Poisson
regression models fitted to the kidney transplant data from Le (1997).
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Figure 7.12: Information criteria scores in the top pane, and corresponding
weights within each of the 4 components, for increasing λ1 in the mixture of
4 Poisson LASSO regression models fit to the kidney transplant data. It is
difficult to tell, but AIC, ICOMP, and CICOMP are minimized for λ1 = 4.08.
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CHAPTER 8
VARIABLE SELECTION IN MIXTURES OF
PENALIZED NEGATIVE BINOMIAL REGRESSION
MODELS
263
Abstract
This chapter expands on the work done in chapter 7 by exploring
the use of the negative binomial distribution when count data are
overdispersed. We construct the penalized negative binomial
regression mixture model framework in a similar fashion, once again
exploring the differences in variable subsets chosen by penalized
regression vs. the GA. We demonstrate applications of our approach
on the PLWH data used in previous chapters, as well as on survival
data from the TCGA data set. This leads to some interesting insights
into the traits of counties that have high HIV counts. Using the
Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery
(DAVID) (Jiao et al. 2012), we are also able to identify functional
characteristics of genes that influence survival time in cancer patients.
8.1 Introduction
A major assumption in Poisson regression modeling is that the mean and
variance of the observed counts are equivalent. When this assumption is
violated, as is often true of real data, we say these data are overdispersed.
A negative binomial (NB) model is more appropriate than a Poisson
model for describing overdispersed count data, due to its excessive tail
behavior (Dohoo et al. 2012). The difference between negative binomial
regression and Poisson regression comes from our treatment of the observed
count data.
8.1.1 Literature
Hilbe wrote the definitive text on negative binomial regression (Hilbe 2007).
His mastery of the technique is immediately apparent, and he uses it for a
wide range of applications, including methods for handling censored survival
data. What is most notable is how he builds up to the negative binomial case
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by starting with Poisson regression; we have emulated his approach with
chapters in this dissertation.
Hilbe’s treatment of negative binomial regression, while extremely
thorough, is not all-encompassing. As was the case with much of the research
done on Poisson regression mixture modeling, Hilbe limits his exploration of
negative binomial mixture modeling to zero-truncated, zero-inflated, and
hurdle models (see Hilbe (2007) or Dohoo et al. (2012) for more on these).
Outside of Hilbe, some research has been done developing negative
binomial regression mixture models. As far as we can tell, this has been
limited to the following groups of researchers from Texas A&M University
who study vehicle crash data.
Park and Lord (2009) compared Poisson and NB regression mixture
models, and determined that NB regression was better suited to the Toronto
crash data set based on model fit and predictive capabilities. They also used
a Bayesian framework for parameter estimation, and fixed the mixing
proportions to reduce the number of parameters to estimate. To carry out
model (i.e., component) selection, they used AIC, SBC, the deviance
information criterion (DIC), and the Bayes factor. It seemed as though they
preferred to use DIC, however problems arose in which autocorrelation
interfered with convergence of parameter estimates which forced them to use
BIC and the Bayes factor. They acknowledged that the results of their model
selection analysis were unconclusive, leading to a tremendous amount of
subjectivity in their decision-making.
Zou et al. (2013) performed a similar analysis to Park and Lord, except
they allowed the mixing proportions to vary based on extra covariate data
that had not been included as predictors in the regression framework. They
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used an EM algorithm to estimate parameters. Like Park and Lord, Zou et
al. had a similar problem in that the model selection criteria they estimated
offered conflicting results. Neither Park and Lord nor Zou et al. explicitly
show a derivation of the information criteria they used.
Negative binomial regression has also seen some work being done on
developing penalized regression algorithms. Most notably, de Souza et al.
(2015) used negative binomial regression to explore galactic globular cluster
populations with Bayesian LASSO priors on the weights. Wang et al.
(2014a) used elastic net negative binomial regression to capture
multicollinear predictors in a study on length of stay following pediatric
cardiac surgery. In a separate study, Wang et al. (2014b) extended LASSO
negative binomial regression to zero-inflated negative binomial regression
models. Mallick and Tiwari (2016) also recently introduced a LASSO
framework for zero-inflated negative binomial regression [16]; they used BIC
to choose the tuning parameter, similar to how we choose the tuning
parameter using AIC, CAIC, ICOMP, and CICOMP.
8.2 Derivation of information criteria
As we have done before, we need the information criteria AIC, CAIC,
ICOMP, and CICOMP in order to build the GA variable selection
framework. In the remainder of this section, we show the negative binomial
regression model, find its log-likelihood function, then construct a solver for
finding the maximum likelihood solutions. Once we are able to find the
maximum likelihood weights, we build the information criteria.
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8.2.1 Negative binomial regression mixture model
definition
The Poisson distribution is used for predicting the number of events in an
interval of time, given that those events occur with some fixed rate (which we
have denoted as µ). Conversely, the negative binomial distribution describes
the probability of k successful events before r failures are observed, given a
probability of success p. If y is a negative binomial random variable, its
probability density function is
P[y = k; r, p] =
(
k + r − 1
k
)
pk(1− p)r
=
Γ(k + r)
k!Γ(r)
pk(1− p)r, (8.1)
where we have used the fact that
(
k + r − 1
k
)
=
(k + r − 1)!
k!(r − 1)! =
Γ(k + r)
k!Γ(r)
.
The change to using Gamma functions instead of the binomial coefficient
is somewhat significant, since we now allow r to be any positive real-valued
number. As we move forward it is less important to consider the
interpretation of the NB distribution in terms of successes and failures of an
event. Instead, we are more concerned with the fact that we can use this
model because its tail behavior accommodates overdispersed count data.
We have spent a considerable amount of time discussing the concept of
overdispersion, the phenomenon which occurs when the observed variance of
a set of count data is significantly larger than its mean. We quantify the
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amount of overdispersion that exists in a dataset using α, the overdispersion
parameter. When α = 0, we conclude that the data are not overdispersed In
the context of our negative binomial distribution, we will let r = 1/α.
Before we substitute α into equation (8.1), we need to find a way to
include our weights, w. The way we do this is by observing that the expected
value, µ, of a negative binomial random variable is precisely
µ = E[y; r, p] =
r(1− p)
p
=
(1− p)
αp
. (8.2)
Some algebra will quickly give us p = 1/(1 + αµ). This, along with equation
(7.1), provides our desired result. For ease of notation, we will continue using
µi, since
µi = exp
(
k∑
j=0
wjxij
)
. (8.3)
8.2.2 Likelihood function
Revisiting equation (8.1), we will now begin to consider the probability
density as a likelihood function for the parameters w = [w0, . . . , wk]
T and α.
We then arrive at the following:
L(w0, . . . , wk, α) =
n∏
i=1
Γ(yi + 1/α)
yi!Γ(1/α)
(
1
1 + αµi
)yi ( αµi
1 + αµi
)1/α
(8.4)
As in the previous section, we will take a closer look at this likelihood
function when we derive algorithms for carrying out elastic net penalized
regression. For now, we proceed by introducing the mixing parameters
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corresponding to each of the G components in our mixture model:
L(w1, . . . , wG, α1, . . . , αG, pi1, . . . , piG−1) =
n∏
i=1
[
1
yi!
G∑
g=1
{
pig
Γ(yi + 1/αg)
Γ(1/αg)
(
1
1 + αgµ
g
i
)yi ( αgµgi
1 + αgµ
g
i
)1/αg}]
, (8.5)
where we are defining
µgi = exp
(
k∑
j=0
wgjxij
)
.
Let θNB = [w
1, . . . , wG, α1, . . . , αG, pi1, . . . , piG−1] be a vector of parameters
to be estimated. Then, the log-likelihood, `(θNB), is found by taking the
natural logarithm of equation (8.5):
`(θNB) =
n∑
i=1
[
log
(
G∑
g=1
{
pig
Γ(yi + 1/αg)
Γ(1/αg)
(
1
1 + αgµ
g
i
)yi
×
(
αgµ
g
i
1 + αgµ
g
i
)1/αg})
− log(yi!)] . (8.6)
8.2.3 Parameter estimation
The negative binomial regression likelihood was first described in equation
(8.4). We will rewrite this as
L(w, α) =
n∏
i=1
Γ(yi + 1/α)
Γ(1/α)
1
yi!
(
1
1 + αµi
)yi ( αµi
1 + αµi
)1/α
(8.7)
so that we can isolate the Gamma functions.
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By the relationship between the factorial and Gamma functions, observe
that we can express the ratio of Gamma functions in equation (8.7) as
Γ(yi + 1/α)
Γ(1/α)
=
1
α
(
1
α
+ 1
)
· · ·
(
1
α
+ yi − 1
)
=
yi−1∏
l=1
(
1
α
+ l
)
. (8.8)
Following Lawless (1987), plugging equation (8.8) into equation (8.7)
gives us
L(w, α) =
n∏
i=1
{
yi−1∏
l=1
(
1
α
+ l
)
1
yi!
(
1
1 + αµi
)yi ( αµi
1 + αµi
)1/α}
. (8.9)
The version of the negative binomial regression likelihood shown in
equation (8.9) is the one we will use to build algorithms to estimate weights.
First, we will want to take the natural logarithm:
`(w, α) =
n∑
i=1
{[
yi−1∑
l=0
log
(
1
α
+ l
)]
− log(yi!) + yi log(αµi)−
yi log(1 + αµi)− 1
α
log(1 + αµi)
}
=
n∑
i=1
{[
yi−1∑
l=0
log(1 + αl)
]
− yi log(α)− log(yi!) + yi log(α)+
yi log(µi)−
(
yi +
1
α
)
log(1 + αµi)
}
=
n∑
i=1
{[
yi−1∑
l=0
log(1 + αl)
]
− log(yi!) + yi
k∑
j=0
wjxij−
(
yi +
1
α
)
log
(
1 + α exp
(
k∑
j=0
wjxij
))}
. (8.10)
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Let l = 0, . . . , k be an index for the weights. Then, for each wl, we have
∂
∂wl
`(w, α) =
n∑
i=1
{
yixil −
(
yi +
1
α
)
αxilµi
1 + αµi
}
=
n∑
i=1
xil
{
yi − αyi µi
1 + αµi
− µi
1 + αµi
}
=
n∑
i=1
xil
{
yi + αyiµi − αyiµi − µi
1 + αµi
}
=
n∑
i=1
xil
(
yi − µi
1 + αµi
)
. (8.11)
Let A = diag(1 + αµi) be an n× n diagonal matrix. Then, we can
represent equation (8.11) in terms of vectors and matrices in the following
way:
∇w`(w, α) = XTA−1 (y − ~µ) . (8.12)
We use the notation ∇w to denote the gradient of `(w, α) with respect to
only the weights. Like before, we once again let ~µ denote the vector whose
i = 1, . . . , n components are µi.
We need to generate the Hessian of `(w, α) with respect to the weights.
To do so, we let l′ = 0, . . . , k be an index for the weights. Then, elements in
the Hessian can be found by taking another partial derivative of equation
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(8.11) with respect to w:
∂2
∂wl′∂wl
`(w, α) =
∂
∂wl′
n∑
i=1
xil
(
yi − µi
1 + αµi
)
...
=−
n∑
i=1
xil
[
µi(1 + αµi)− (yi − µi)(αµi)
(1 + αµi)2
]
xil′
=−
n∑
i=1
xil
[
µi(1 + αyi)
(1 + αµi)2
]
xil′ . (8.13)
Elements of the Hessian for the negative binomial regression
log-likelihood look similar to those for Poisson regression, and even logistic
regression. This means that once again, the Hessian will be a reweighted
Gram matrix. Let Ω = diag(~µ) be an n× n matrix whose entries are the
components of ~µ; and, let Ψ = diag(1 + αy) be an n× n are the components
of 1 + αy. Then, we may express the Hessian in terms of these matrices:
∇2w`(w, α) = HNB =−XTA−2ΩΨX,
=−XTWNBX, (8.14)
where we define WNB = A
−2ΩΨ.
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The algorithm for finding the weights follows similar to how we built the
Poisson elastic net regression solver. First, we define
fNB(w, λ1, λ2) =
n∑
i=1
{[
yi−1∑
l=0
log(1 + αl)
]
− log(yi!) + yi
k∑
j=0
wjxij−
(
yi +
1
α
)
log
(
1 + α exp
(
k∑
j=0
wjxij
))}
−
λ1
k∑
j=0
|wi| − λ2
2
k∑
j=0
w2j . (8.15)
For a given pair of λ1 and λ2, the optimal weights, wˆ, satisfying
wˆ = arg max
w
{f(w, λ1, λ2)} , (8.16)
can be found using the algorithm in equation (8.17):
w(s+1) =U (s)
(
U (s)HNBU
(s) − λ1I − λ2V (s)
)−1
U (s)
(
HNBw
(s) −∇`(w(s)))
=U (s)
(
−U (s)XTW (s)NBXU (s) − λ1I − λ2V (s)
)−1
U (s)×
(−XTW (s)NBXw(s) −XT(A−1)(s)(y − ~µ(s))). (8.17)
Note that α is also a parameter needing to be found. We have
intentionally not included a derivation of the algorithm to find α, as it is a
relatively straightforward task that can be accomplished using a
Newton-Raphson procedure once the first and second derivatives with
respect to α of `(w, α) are found. It is useful to update α once the weights
have been updated using the algorithm in equation (8.17).
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8.2.4 Information criteria scoring
To determine the optimal number of components in the mixture model, we
use the information criteria AIC, CAIC, ICOMP, and CICOMP. Assume
that we set λ1 = λ2 = 0 to find the maximum likelihood weights, plus the
mixing proportions and the overdispersion parameters.
Recall, we derived the log-likelihood in equation (8.6). The parameter
vector for this log-likelihood function, θNB, has length G(k + 1) + 2G− 1,
where G is the number of presumed components in the model. Using this
information, we may formulate the information criteria:
AIC = −2
n∑
i=1
log
 G∑
g=1
pˆigΓ(yi + 1/αˆg)yi!Γ(1/αˆg)
(
αˆg
k∑
j=0
wˆgjxij
) 1
αˆg
×
(
1 + αˆg exp
(
k∑
j=0
wˆgjxij
))−(yi+ 1αˆg )

+ 2kG+ 6G− 2 (8.18)
CAIC = −2
n∑
i=1
log
 G∑
g=1
pˆigΓ(yi + 1/αˆg)yi!Γ(1/αˆg)
(
αˆg
k∑
j=0
wˆgjxij
) 1
αˆg
×
(
1 + αˆg exp
(
k∑
j=0
wˆgjxij
))−(yi+ 1αˆg )

+
(kG+ 3G− 1) (log(n) + 1) (8.19)
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ICOMP = −2
n∑
i=1
log
 G∑
g=1
pˆigΓ(yi + 1/αˆg)yi!Γ(1/αˆg)
(
αˆg
k∑
j=0
wˆgjxij
) 1
αˆg
×
(
1 + αˆg exp
(
k∑
j=0
wˆgjxij
))−(yi+ 1αˆg )

+ 2C1 (Fˆ−1) (8.20)
CICOMP = −2
n∑
i=1
log
 G∑
g=1
pˆigΓ(yi + 1/αˆg)yi!Γ(1/αˆg)
(
αˆg
k∑
j=0
wˆgjxij
) 1
αˆg
×
(
1 + αˆg exp
(
k∑
j=0
wˆgjxij
))−(yi+ 1αˆg )

+
(kG+ 3G− 1) (log(n) + 1) + 2C1
(
Fˆ−1
)
(8.21)
The Fisher’s information matrix we use is a block diagonal matrix. One
block is formed by the diagonal matrix whose entries are the mixing
proportions. The remaining blocks are the negative Hessian matrices that are
estimated in equation (8.14); there is one negative Hessian matrix for each of
the components.
Increasing λ1 will result in variables vanishing from the model. As we did
in the previous chapter, variables that are assigned zero weights do not count
against the total number of parameters being estimated. Otherwise, the
information criteria for elastic net regression models are computed in exactly
the same way.
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8.3 Algorithm for solving the FMNBENR
problem
As we did in the previous chapter, we offer in this section an algorithm that
can be used to estimate G sets of weights and mixing proportions
corresponding to each component in a finite mixture of negative binomial
elastic net regression (FMNBENR) models. We begin by discussing the
initialization scheme, followed by pseudocode to build the algorithm itself.
8.3.1 Initialization
The number of components to be included in the model, G, is assumed to be
chosen by the user. Then, we use the negative binomial mixture model
described in chapter 6 to estimate the initial group membership IDs. Once
we have the initial groups, we proceed by estimating parameters. In practice,
this initialization scheme leads to fast convergence within 10 iterations or
fewer.
By comparison, Zou et al. (2013) use random starting parameter values.
They do not specify otherwise, so we presume that the group IDs are then
estimated based on the paramter values. Essentially, our initialization
scheme reverses this step.
8.3.2 Summary of iterative scheme
Algorithm 2 in this section begins with a choice of Gmax, the maximum
number of components the user presumes could feasibly exist in the system
being studied. For each G from 1 to Gmax, we compute the initial group IDs,
ηi, for i = 1, . . . , n (line 5) using the negative binomial mixture model from
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chapter 6. We use this information to subsequently estimate the initial
mixing proportions, pig, for g = 1, . . . , G (line 8).
The iterative procedure for estimating the parameters begins on line 10.
We start by estimating component weights based on the members of that
particular component (line 12).
From there, we update the posterior probabilities of group membership,
τig, for i = 1, . . . , n and g = 1, . . . , G (line 15). The group IDs in the next
iteration are found by finding which component maximizes τi· (line 16). Once
we have the new group IDs, we can also estimate the new mixing proportions
(line 19).
After the iterative procedure converges, we estimate the information
criteria for our current choice of G using equations (8.18) through (8.21).
Upon finding information criteria estimates for each G = 1, . . . , Gmax, we
choose the optimal number of components, Gopt, based on which G
minimizes the criteria.
8.4 Example: PLWH in Tennessee counties
Our first example uses the Tennessee counties from the persons living with
HIV (PLWH) in the U.S. South study (Gray et al. 2015). Readers are
referred to Gray et al. (2015) for a description of the original data set.
The covariate data are summarized in Table 8.1, and the PLWH counts in
Table 8.2. We notice right away that the PLWH counts in these data are
tremendously overdispersed. For now, this effectively rules out treatment of
these data with a Poisson model. For reference, the abbreviations we use
when referring to individual covariates are in Table 7.1.
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Algorithm 2 Finite mixture of elastic net negative binomial regression models
algorithm
1: for G ∈ 1, . . . , Gmax do
2: TOL ← 10−5
3: ∆← 1
4: for i = 1, . . . , n do
5: η0i ← Component ID from NBMM estimation
6: end for
7: for g = 1, . . . , G do
8: pi0g ←
1
n
n∑
i=1
1g
(
η0i
)
9: end for
10: while ∆ > TOL do
11: for g = 1, . . . , G do
12: Estimate w
(s+1)
g
13: end for
14: for i = 1, . . . , n do
15: τ
(s+1)
ig ←
pi(s)g fg
(
yi;xi, w
(s+1)
g
)
G∑
g=1
pi(s)g fg
(
yi;xi, w
(s+1)
g
)
16: η
(s+1)
i ← arg max
g∈1,...,G
{
τ
(s+1)
ig
}
17: end for
18: for g = 1, . . . , G do
19: pi(s+1)g ←
1
n
n∑
i=1
1g
(
η
(s+1)
i
)
20: end for
21: ∆← ||w(s+1) − w(s)||2
22: end while
23: Estimate AIC, CAIC, ICOMP and CICOMP
24: end for
25: Gopt = arg min
G∈1,...,Gmax
{AIC (or CAIC or ICOMP or CICOMP)}
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Table 8.1: Summary statistics for the Tennessee PLWH data taken from
(Gray et al. 2015).
Name HS POV INC UMP NHB NHW HSP
Min. 0.05 0.05 10.01 0.05 0.00 0.39 0.00
Max. 0.30 0.30 11.42 0.18 0.52 0.99 0.11
Mean 0.21 0.17 10.55 0.11 0.07 0.88 0.03
S.E. 0.05 0.04 0.20 0.03 0.10 0.12 0.02
Table 8.2: Descriptive statistics for the dependent variable in the Tennessee
PLWH data set (Gray et al. 2015).
No. obs 95
Min. 2
Max. 6408
Mean 166.45
Var. 5.94× 105
8.4.1 Full model
We started off this study by first looking at the full model. The weights and
their confidence intervals are in Table 8.3. The maximized log-likelihood is
-428.88. Taken together, the 7 variables plus the intercept are significant
predictors of PLWH (χ2 = 199.40, df = 8, P -value < 0.001).
Of the 8 total predictors included in the model, only HS and UMP are
significant at the 95% confidence level. Each of these variables is significantly
protective of PLWH count. As we shift our focus to mixture modeling, we
will look to see if any of the other variables become significant within
particular components, and whether the signs attributed to each weight
change.
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Table 8.3: Weights and 95% confidence intervals for the full negative binomial
regression model fit to the Tennessee PLWH data set. The log-likelihood is
-428.88, leading to χ28 = 199.40. The χ
2-statistic has a P -value much smaller
than 0.001. Significant variables at the 95% confidence level are highlighted
in grey.
Int. HS POV INC UMP NHB NHW HSP
Weight -1.83 -13.26 7.92 1.19 -9.50 0.51 -5.75 8.80
S.E. 18.77 2.97 6.09 1.54 4.39 6.34 6.16 8.06
LL -38.63 -19.08 -4.02 -1.83 -18.10 -11.93 -17.82 -7.00
UL 34.96 -7.43 19.86 4.21 -0.90 12.94 6.33 24.60
8.4.2 Negative binomial mixture modeling
Negative binomial count data often appear in real data with significant
overdispersion. However, as we have seen in the previous 2 chapters, this
overdispersion can sometimes mask underlying homogeneity. The purpose of
starting off this way is to gain a better understanding of the counts before we
proceed.
Figure 8.1 contains the scores for mixtures of G = 1, . . . , 5 negative
binomial models. Both CAIC and CICOMP definitively choose G = 2 as
optimal for these data. AIC and ICOMP choose G = 3, however given that
each of these criteria has a demonstrated tendency to overfit count data
models, it is reasonable to further investigate G = 2.
Upon closer examination, we noticed the mixture of 2 negative binomial
models segmented the PLWH counts into a group consisting of 88 counts
between 2 and 149, and a second group of 7 counts between 172 and 6408.
The second group has an estimated variance in excess of 5 million, while the
first has a variance just over 1000.
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Treatment of the second group with a negative binomial regression model
is necessary given the egregious violation of assumed equidispersion.
However, if we treat the first group with a negative binomial regression
model, we will likely miss underlying homogeneities in the data. Indeed,
when we fit mixtures of Poisson models to the first group, we find that the
criteria are minimized for G = 4. Beyond 4 groups, the solver begins to
assign identical parameter values to multiple groups.
8.4.3 Component selection
Component selection takes place by considering finite mixtures of Poisson
and negative binomial regression models simultaneously. That is, for a given
G > 2, we estimate parameters in the first G− 1 components using a mixture
of Poisson regression models. This is the data corresponding to counts
smaller than 149. In the G-th group, where counts are bigger than 149, we
carry out estimation using a negative binomial regression model.
The information criteria scores for G = 2, . . . , 5 components are in Figure
8.2. We see that 3 of the criteria are minimized when G = 5. CICOMP
chooses G = 4, though the penalty for overparameterization is harshest,
meaning it is reasonable to proceed with 5 groups. To reiterate, this provides
evidence suggesting that the data are best modeled with a finite mixture of 4
Poisson regression models and 1 negative binomial regression model.
Figure 8.3 contains a map of Tennessee colorized by component. This
map also contains the 12 most populous cities based on the 2010 U.S.
Census. We see that the highest PLWH counts are restricted to the most
populous counties, including Knox (Knoxville), Davidson (Nashville),
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Hamilton (Chattanooga), and Shelby (Memphis). We discuss the bottom
pane of Figure 8.3 later in this section.
Summary statistics for the observations within each of the 5 components
are shown in Tables 8.4 and 8.5. Overdispersion is dramatically reduced in
the first 3 components. Even in the 4th component, the variation is at least
the same order of magnitude as the mean count. Component 5 is still
significantly overdispersed, but this is okay here because we used a negative
binomial regression model for these data.
Table 8.4: Summary statistics for the count data within each of the 5
components from the mixture of Poisson and negative binomial regression
models.
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
No. obs. 32 30 13 12 8
Min. 2 14 38 80 172
Max. 13 30 65 149 6408
Mean 7.19 22.37 49.00 101.33 1632.38
Var. 11.45 27.14 83.50 446.24 5.28× 106
8.4.4 FMNBENR analysis
Given a mixture of 5 regression models, we wished to perform variable subset
selection using L1-penalized regression. We decided not to look at an
L2-penalty, since the effect of shrinkage estimation in previous chapters is
only to increase information criteria scores. Additionally, there was no need
to include a ridge penalty since the number of predictors we are using is
relatively small.
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Table 8.5: Descriptive statistics for the predictors within each component
of the mixture of 5 Poisson and negative binomial regression models. Cells
marked in red denote the highest observed average for a component.
HS POV INC UMP NHB NHW HSP
Component 1
Min. 0.16 0.10 10.01 0.07 0.00 0.68 0.00
Max. 0.30 0.30 10.71 0.17 0.26 0.99 0.09
Mean 0.24 0.20 10.43 0.12 0.03 0.93 0.02
S.E. 0.04 0.04 0.15 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.02
Component 2
Min. 0.15 0.12 10.30 0.08 0.00 0.79 0.01
Max. 0.30 0.23 10.81 0.16 0.15 0.97 0.11
Mean 0.22 0.17 10.54 0.11 0.04 0.91 0.03
S.E. 0.03 0.03 0.11 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.02
Component 3
Min. 0.16 0.11 10.37 0.08 0.01 0.56 0.01
Max. 0.27 0.23 10.94 0.18 0.41 0.96 0.11
Mean 0.19 0.17 10.58 0.11 0.09 0.85 0.04
S.E. 0.03 0.04 0.18 0.03 0.13 0.12 0.03
Component 4
Min. 0.05 0.05 10.40 0.05 0.01 0.45 0.01
Max. 0.26 0.22 11.42 0.15 0.49 0.94 0.06
Mean 0.16 0.13 10.77 0.10 0.12 0.81 0.04
S.E. 0.05 0.05 0.28 0.03 0.15 0.14 0.01
Component 5
Min. 0.09 0.12 10.65 0.07 0.04 0.39 0.03
Max. 0.14 0.17 10.92 0.12 0.52 0.90 0.10
Mean 0.13 0.14 10.76 0.09 0.22 0.68 0.06
S.E. 0.02 0.02 0.08 0.02 0.16 0.16 0.02
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Table 8.6: Estimated weights and their 95% confidence intervals for
predictors within each of 5 components corresponding to either a Poisson or
negative binomial regression model. Significant weights at the 95% confidence
level are highlighted in grey.
Int. HS POV INC UMP NHB NHW HSP
Component 1
Weight -21.24 6.53 3.23 2.17 5.40 0.01 -2.53 1.92
S.E. 14.37 2.49 4.22 1.29 2.70 2.66 2.46 4.61
LL -49.41 1.66 -5.04 -0.35 0.10 -5.20 -7.34 -7.12
UL 6.93 11.41 11.49 4.69 10.70 5.23 2.28 10.97
LL = −78.23, χ28 = 16.67, P -value = 0.034
Component 2
Weight 19.57 -1.52 -3.32 -0.86 1.21 -6.44 -6.86 -3.87
S.E. 11.19 2.11 4.53 0.95 2.70 5.15 5.01 5.67
LL -2.35 -5.66 -12.19 -2.72 -4.09 -16.53 -16.68 -14.98
UL 41.50 2.62 5.55 0.99 6.50 3.65 2.95 7.23
LL = −87.07, χ28 = 9.85, P -value = 0.28
Component 3
Weight 1.04 -2.03 0.84 0.32 -3.78 0.98 0.10 -0.44
S.E. 15.28 2.71 3.83 1.04 4.90 7.73 8.14 8.36
LL -28.91 -7.34 -6.67 -1.71 -13.40 -14.18 -15.86 -16.82
UL 30.99 3.28 8.34 2.35 5.83 16.13 16.05 15.94
LL = −39.58, χ28 = 14.98, P -value = 0.060
Component 4
Weight 4.80 -1.62 3.45 0.02 -6.23 0.06 0.12 -1.66
S.E. 10.72 3.31 2.96 0.47 3.16 8.14 8.15 9.29
LL -16.21 -8.11 -2.36 -0.90 -12.43 -15.89 -15.87 -19.86
UL 25.81 4.87 9.26 0.93 -0.03 16.01 16.10 16.54
LL = −52.15, χ28 = 18.96, P -value = 0.015
Component 5
Weight 2588.61 481.31 -510.28 -85.56 -252.90 -1631.88 -1674.08 -2228.73
S.E. 942.63 168.13 182.17 32.17 58.28 594.59 604.51 808.92
LL 741.05 151.77 -867.34 -148.61 -367.13 -2797.28 -2858.91 -3814.20
UL 4436.16 810.84 -153.23 -22.51 -138.67 -466.48 -489.24 -643.25
LL = −52.49, χ28 = 28.64, P -value = 0.00037
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The weights, as well as the corresponding scores, are in Figure 8.4. AIC is
minimized for a relatively low value of λ1. The other 3 criteria are all
minimized at λ1 = 3.68. At this value, median income appears in all 5
components as a risk. NHB is a risk in components 1, 3, and 5; while NHW
is protective in components 1 and 5, but is a risk in component 4. Every
other weight vanished.
8.4.5 GA variable selection
As in chapter 7, we carried out genetic algorithm variable subsetting with
both single and multi-objective targets. The MOGA minimized a convex
combination of AIC from the regression model and AIC based on the
classification score from a mixture of univariate Poisson and negative
binomial models (or CAIC or ICOMP or CICOMP). We include elitism
during each trial. The target multi-objective functional to be minimized was
a combination of 75% regression score and 25% classification score.
Case: G = 1
We started by looking at the G = 1 case, performing subset selection based
on the full model. We used the GA framework to minimize each of the 4
criteria, and the resulting subsets chosen are shown in Table 8.7 along with
the intercept. The variables HS and NHW appear in all subsets, and both
are protective. Yet again, this is potential evidence suggesting that sexual
health and HIV/AIDS programs in Tennessee high schools need improving.
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Table 8.7: Weights corresponding to each variable subset chosen by the
information criteria in the G = 1 case.
Case: G = 5, all components
The MOGA that minimized AIC selected UMP and NHW. UMP was
protective in component 1, i.e., counties with the lowest PLWH counts, and
a risk in the remaining components. Conversely, NHW was considered a risk
in every component except 4. Minimization of the remaining information
criteria resulted in a subset containing only NHW, where it was a risk in all
components except 4.
That NHW was consistently assessed as a risk factor for PLWH counts is
inconsistent though not problematic. The full model controls the
confounding effects of all variables. When we remove variables to consider a
model fit to only 1 or 2 of them, we lose control of confounders and thus
cannot be sure that the sign attributed to weights–i.e., the way we
differentiate protection from risk–is accurate.
Case: G = 5, individual components
We conclude our study of the Tennessee PLWH data by looking at the GA
subsets within each of the 5 components. Table 8.9 has the weights arranged
by component and by information criterion that was minimized by the GA.
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Table 8.8: Weights corresponding to the GA variable subsets within each of
the 5 components based on the information criterion minimized.
This analysis is most similar to penalized regression subsetting within
each component. In general, the results in Table 8.9 agree with the trace of
the weights shown in Figure 8.4. For some reason, unemployment rate
continues to be protective for PLWH count in counties with higher counts.
Decreased level of high school attainment is a risk in counties with the
highest PLWH counts, though it is still protective in components 2 and 3.
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Beyond UMP and HS, the remaining variables appear sporadically in
other subsets depending on component and criterion. NHW always appears
as a protective variable, while NHB is a risk factor in all but one of the
subsets in which it was chosen.
8.4.6 HIV/AIDS education in Tennessee
In terms of the social impact of this study, the results in Table 8.5 paint a
unique picture of the HIV problem in Tennessee. First, observe that counties
with low PLWH are predominantly the least educated, most impoverished,
and most underemployed in the state. They are also counties with the
highest percentage of white people. At the other end of the PLWH count
spectrum, we see that counties with the highest counts tend to be the most
affluent while also having the most black and Hispanic people.
On the one hand, our understanding of the HIV epidemic suggests that
we would expect higher PLWH counts in undereducated, underemployed,
and impoverished regions; our results here do not support that, in fact they
suggest the opposite is true in Tennessee. Meanwhile, the tendency of
counties with higher NHB proportion to also have higher PLWH is consistent
with the results from the original study (Gray et al. 2015). However, those
same counties also have the highest income and are the best educated and
least impoverished.
This kind of dissonance is counterproductive to our understanding of
HIV. As researchers, it will be helpful in the future to obtain finer data to
better distinguish affluence within communities inside of counties. At the
same time, we also need to focus on changing our narrative about HIV as it
concerns Tennessee counties.
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In this chapter, we have shown that TN counties with the highest PLWH
counts are the best-educated despite the fact that the link between
comprehensive–as opposed to abstinence-only–sexual education and
decreased HIV prevalence is well-established in other literature (Main et al.
1994; Santelli et al. 2006; Kirby et al. 2007; Kirby 2008; Kohler et al. 2008;
Mueller et al. 2008). While population size is likely a confounding variable
for education attainment in our study, it is irresponsible to suggest that
education is not a significant risk to PLWH counts in the most populous
Tennessee counties. Recall back in section 5.4 where we found that HS was 1
of the 2 most important factors differentiating components 1–4 from
component 5. Specifically, increases to the proportion of the county without
a high school education were more likely to result in that county being
classified as 1–4 (PLWH count < 150) instead of 5 (PLWH count > 150).
The bottom pane of Figure 8.3 shows the map of Tennessee colorized by
high school attainment. We are interested not only in looking at education
levels across the state, but also how these relate to PLWH counts.
The cross-hatched counties in this map correspond to the highest PLWH
counts, and the dots are in counties with the lowest PLWH counts. 3 out of 5
of the counties with the best education levels do indeed belong to component
5. And, while the majority of counties with the worst education attainment
are in component 1, we also see numerous counties with good education
levels belonging to component 1.
We threw out counties belonging to components 4 and 5 (20 total), and
fit a negative binomial regression model to the remaining data since the
PLWH counts were still overdispersed (mean = 20.51, var. = 249.71). This
model fits the data well even without the extra variation from extreme data
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(χ2 = 34.76, df = 8, P -value < 0.001). More importantly, HS is still a
significant variable with a weight of -5.65 (-10.91, -0.38). The same effect of
education attainment on PLWH counts is still present, even without the
majority of the most populous counties influencing the results.
Consider the current sexual health and HIV prevention programs in place
in Tennessee schools. Shown below are statements taken from a 2013
legislative brief from the office of the Tennessee Comptroller of the Treasury
(OREA 2013):
• “Between 2006 and 2011, the number of persons aged 15 to 24
diagnosed with HIV in Tennessee increased approximately 35 percent.
This age group accounted for approximately 25 percent of new HIV
diagnoses in 2011. The number of persons aged 15 to 24 living with an
HIV diagnosis in Tennessee rose 350 percent between 2007 and 2011,
increasing from 170 to 766 cases.”
• “...there is not a state-level procedure in place to determine whether
school districts are implementing HIV/AIDS curriculums in compliance
with state law and TSBE (Tennessee State Board of Education)
policies.”
• “Citing liability concerns, the Tennessee Department of Health is no
longer providing HIV/AIDS prevention education in Tennessee public
schools.”
• “TCA (Tennessee Code Annotated) 49-6-1008 requires that all
instructional material that addresses AIDS must place ‘primary
emphasis on abstinence from premarital intimacy and on the avoidance
of drug abuse in controlling the spread of AIDS.’ This part of the
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statute makes any program of AIDS education permissive and subject
to approval by the local board of education before its implementation.”
• “In 2012, the Tennessee General Assembly revised the family life
curriculum statutes...[removing] the requirement that family life
curriculum programs address HIV/AIDS.”
It is clear that Tennessee officials are prone to passing legislation that
flies in the face of a growing HIV epidemic among school-age individuals.
Reasons for this trend at the state level are less clear, though any speculation
about such matters goes beyond the scope of this dissertation. Nonetheless,
we have provided evidence here pointing to an ineffective sexual health and
HIV/AIDS education system contributing to increases among PLWH count
in Tennessee, especially among young people. This will continue to pose not
just a significant public health concern, but a substantial burden on the state
economy as well for many years to come.
8.5 Example: PLWH in the U.S. South
Our second example in this chapter looks at the entire U.S. South PLWH
data set from Gray et al. (2015). As before, the reader is referred to chapters
6 and 7 of this dissertation or the original paper for more information about
these data. The count data were summarized previously in Table 6.3; we
summarized the covariate data below in Table 8.9.
8.5.1 Full model
We start our analysis of these data here by generating the weights in the full
model. The set of 7 predictors plus the intercept significantly predicts PLWH
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Table 8.9: Summary statistics for the full set of covariates in the U.S. South
PLWH data set (Gray et al. 2015).
Name HS POV INC UMP NHB NHW HSP
Min. 0.04 0.00 9.88 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
Max. 0.55 0.39 11.72 0.27 0.86 1.00 0.98
Mean 0.20 0.17 10.61 0.10 0.17 0.70 0.10
S.E. 0.07 0.06 0.26 0.04 0.18 0.20 0.15
in southern U.S. counties (χ2 = 1564.14, df = 8, P -value < 0.001).
Protective variables are HS and NHW; risks are POV, INC, and UMP.
Table 8.10: Weights and their 95% confidence intervals for the full model
using the entire U.S. South data set. Significant variables at the 95%
confidence level are highlighted in grey. The maximized log-likelihood is
−7564.87, with P[χ28 > 1561.14] < 0.001.
Name Int. HS POV INC UMP NHB NHW HSP
Weight -28.13 -12.21 8.21 3.43 13.24 -1.03 -5.62 -0.44
S.E. 4.57 0.78 1.47 0.37 1.29 1.25 1.23 1.28
LL -37.09 -13.74 5.33 2.70 10.70 -3.47 -8.03 -2.95
UL -19.16 -10.68 11.10 4.16 15.78 1.42 -3.22 2.07
8.5.2 Component selection
We already performed univariate negative binomial mixture model analysis
of the count data in chapter 6, so we do not repeat that analysis here.
Rather, we proceeded immediately to selecting the number of components
from a finite mixture of negative binomial regression model After fitting
mixtures of up to G = 5 negative binomial regression models, all of the
information criteria were minimized for G = 1 (results not shown). For the
remainder of this section, we only treat the full model.
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8.5.3 FMNBENR analysis
Figure 8.5 displays information criteria and the weights corresponding to
each predictor for increasing λ1. We only perform LASSO regression here,
since the number of predictors is not enough to warrant including a ridge
parameter for multicollinearity.
CAIC and CICOMP are minimized for λ1 = 0.2. In the model with
λ1 = 0.2, HS, POV, INC, UMP, NHB, and NHW are all chosen (HSP is not).
From the above subset, NHB is not a significant predictor.
HS and NHW are both protective of PLWH count. Once again, we see a
familiar trend in which increasing the number of persons without at least a
high school education decreases the prevalence of PLWH. It is highly likely
that many of the states in the U.S. South have HIV and sexual health
education programs in place that are similar to Tennessee.
Risks for PLWH include umemployment rate, poverty rate, and median
income. That unemployment rate and poverty rate would be positively
associated with PLWH makes sense given the ongoing narrative surrounding
HIV epidemic in the United States and abroad. However, median income
also being positively associated with PLWH makes less sense.
As we have discussed previously, it is likely that population size is a
confounder for these predictors. We did not have access to exposure times
when we collected the data for the original study (Gray et al. 2015).
Additionally, we have chosen to only look at counts here, as opposed to
normalizing counts by population size to obtain a rate. For these reasons, it
is difficult to point to any reason other than confounding to explain such a
result.
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8.5.4 GA variable selection
The variable subsets chosen from the model with G = 1 are nearly identical.
When AIC or CAIC were minimized, the subset containing HS, UMP, NHB,
and NHW was chosen; when ICOMP or CICOMP were minimized, HSP was
chosen in place of NHB. In both cases, HS and NHW are protective of
PLWH while UMP is a risk. NHB is a risk and HSP is protective. All of the
variables chosen, in either subset, are significant.
It is interesting to see HSP and NHB appearing as significant now in
these subsets. Suspicious of interaction between the racial predictors, we fit
the models with HS, UMP, plus NHB and HSP, and all 3. When all 3 racial
predictors were included, only NHW was significant (protective) while the
other 2 were non-significant. In all cases when only 2 out of 3 predictors are
included, both predictors are significant.
Table 8.11 presents the correlation coefficients for the 3 racial predictors
in the U.S. South data. The correlations here are not as strong as they are
for within Tennessee groups (correlations not shown). Nonetheless, they are
still significantly elevated, and are the likely reason for the results described
in the preceeding paragraph.
Table 8.11: Correlation coefficients for the 3 racial predictors in the U.S.
South PLWH data.
NHB NHW HSP
NHB 1.00 -0.67 -0.26
NHW · 1.00 -0.52
HSP · · 1.00
Compared to the work we did isolating the Tennessee data, HS and NHW
affect PLWH in the same way. However, unemployment rate across all U.S.
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counties is now a risk for PLWH count, whereas in Tennessee counties
unemployment rate was protective. It is also interesting to see that HSP is
now protective, whereas previously in Tennessee counties and West Virginia
counties, this variable had a tendency to be a risk factor.
8.6 Example: TCGA time-to-event data
For this example, we look at a subset of survival data taken from the TCGA
data set (Kandoth et al. 2013). The original set consists of records from
3,096 patients who were measured on survival time (in days) and outcome
(alive or dead). The predictors consist of 19420 gene mutational profiles. See
also section 5.5, where we first introduced these data for use in a multinomial
logistic regression framework, for more information on these data.
Rather than using all of the survival data, we are instead only interested
in patients who died. For this reason, we refer to these data as describing
time-to-event. The set of data for this analysis consists of 981 patients. The
response is time-to-death (in days). We summarized the response data below
in Table 8.12.
Table 8.12: Descriptive statistics for time-to-death in the TCGA data
(Kandoth et al. 2013).
No. obs 981
Min. 2
Max. 6416
Mean 796.61
Var. 6.37× 105
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We screened the data to reduce dimensionality by comparing the
significance of Pearson correlation coefficients between the time-to-death and
each predictor. There are 463 predictors with significant correlations at the
95% confidence level. The official symbols of these 463 genes can be found in
Tables 8.19 and 8.20.
From this initial group of 463 genes, DAVID picked out 11 different
clusters (Jiao et al. 2012). Many of these clusters contain genes that are
important for either phosphorylated and unphosphorylated nucleotide
bindings or ion transport.
8.6.1 Full model
We needed to modify the algorithm by updating equation (8.17), since the
Hessian matrix tended to be ill-conditioned when running the algorithm. We
made the necessary change by using a Steinian shrinkage estimator (equation
2.1) with ρ = 0.1 to precondition the Hessian matrix for inversion. This
resulted in bringing the condition number of the Hessian from a magnitude
of 1022 down to 103.
The full model shows a good fit for the data at the α = 0.05 level of
confidence (χ2 = 811.2, df = 464, P -value < 0.001). We conclude that the
set of 463 mutational profiles plus the intercept are significant predictors of
time-to-death.
Significant weights for the full model are displayed in the stem plot in
Figure 8.6. It is somewhat interesting–though likely entirely coincidental–to
note in Figure 8.6 that all of the weigthts seem approximately normally
dispersed in [-10, 10]. A one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test confirmed that
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the weights are normally distributed at the α = 0.05 level of confidence
(KS = 0.36, P -value < 0.001).
8.6.2 Component selection
We move onto choosing the correct number of negative binomial regression
models to fit these data. We fit mixtures of up to G = 4 negative binomial
regression models. The resulting scores are shown in Figure 8.8. CAIC and
CICOMP each chose G = 3 as optimal, while AIC and ICOMP overfit.
In Table 8.13, we present summary statistics for time-to-death within
each component. To this point in our work on regression mixture modeling,
components could be characterized by the response values. For the first time
in a real example, components now have largely overlapping response values
meaning the classification took place based more on the covariates than on
the response. While the data are still significantly overdispersed, at least for
components 2 and 3 the variance is only 1 order of magnitude larger than the
mean. This suggests that we could perform a Poisson analysis of the data
belonging to these components if we were interested.
Table 8.13: Descriptive statistics for time-to-death within each component
of the mixture of 3 negative binomial regression models.
C1 C2 C3
No. obs 847 113 21
Min. 2 3 12
Max. 6416 175 154
Mean 910.28 77.50 81.48
Var. 6.43× 105 1.67× 103 2.78× 103
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The significant weights are shown in Figure 8.7. The left panes show the
stem plots for the 3 components. Notice that component 1 seems to have
weights with magnitudes much higher than components 2 or 3.
The right pane of Figure 8.7 shows a map of the weights, colorized by
distance from 0. We included the color map because it lets us make
comparisons between the representation of a predictor from one component
to another.
From this plot, we see that the overwhelming majority of predictors are
only significant in 1 of the 3 components. We summarized these data further
in Table 8.14. More than half of all predictors are not ever significant, and
only 8 are significant in all 3 components. One of these predictors is the
intercept; the remainder includes ADCY9, CCDC67, DUS3L, FLRT1,
KRT12, SRSF6, TKTL1.
Table 8.14: A breakdown of how often a predictor is significant in the 3
components. More than half of predictors are not significant in any of the
components; only 8 appear as significant in all 3.
No. Count Percent
0 256 55.17%
1 146 31.47%
2 54 11.64%
3 8 1.72%
8.6.3 FMNBENR analysis
We performed penalized regression using both the full model and the
mixture of 3 negative binomial regression models. For all scenarios, we fixed
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λ2 = 0.1 and found the models that minimized the information complexity
scores for increasing λ1.
8.6.4 Case: full model
The information criteria scores and weights corresponding to increasing λ1
are in Figure 8.9. CICOMP is minimized for λ1 = 3. AIC and ICOMP are
both minimized for λ1 = 1, while the score for CAIC continues to drop as λ1
decreases.
To this point, CAIC and CICOMP have had the harshest penalties for
overparameterization and excess complexity. What we see in Figure 8.9 is
that CAIC actually struggles with underparameterization. The reason for
this has to do with the increasing L1-penalty: as λ1 increases, the number of
non-zero weights decreases rapidly. For large λ1, the only penalty comes from
the complexity measure, which is why we see such a rapid increase in the
ICOMP score.
Setting λ1 = 4 along with λ2 = 0.1, we found the set of significant
predictors associated with this model. These weights are plotted in Figure
8.10; their official symbols are AHNAK2, ARHGAP24, ASTL, BRD1,
C9orf131, CDKN2A, CHRNB3, KRTAP6-1, PKN2, RCN1, SHROOM4,
ZFYVE16, and ZNF462. In addition to the 14 significant predictors (which
includes the intercept), there were 252 additional predictors that were
selected for inclusion in this subset.
We analyzed this group of 265 genes in DAVID, and discovered that
many of the genes in this group are involved in positive regulation of DNA
and RNA transcription. We also see once again nucleotide and nuceloside
binding, and ion transport. Uploading the smaller list of just 14 genes to
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DAVID did not provide any significant clustering, though 2 of these genes are
related to ion bonding, and another 2 encode for proteins that are used in
cellular cytoskeletons.
8.6.5 Case: G = 3
Knowing that there are G = 3 groups in the data, we performed elastic net
regression. As we have already determined that the extra ridge penalty only
serves to worsen information criteria scores, we set λ2 = 0.1 for all trials. We
included the ridge penalty because we are still interested in its ability to
capture multicollinear predictors.
The scores and weights for each component are shown in Figure 8.8. To
make it easier to see individual weights, we zeroed any weights that vanished
for λ1 < 10. Though it is not immediately obvious, CICOMP and AIC are
minimized for λ1 = 4, just like in the case of the full model.
Given λ1 = 4 and having already fixed λ2 = 0.1, we looked at the gene
profiles that were significant within each component. Figure 8.12 has another
stem plot and associated color map. Except for the intercept, every predictor
has a weight in [−2, 2]. Additionally, all of these predictors are significant.
The number of predictors appearing in Figure 8.12 is drastically smaller
than in Figure 8.7. This is made even more apparent by comparing Table
8.15 (shown below, containing predictor component frequencies) with Table
8.14. Prior to performing penalized subset selection, 207 of the original 463
predictors selected for inclusion in this problem were significant; with λ1 = 4,
this number is now only 35 (we excluded the intercept from these
calculations). Those 35 predictors are included in Table 8.16.
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Table 8.15: A breakdown of how often a predictor is significant in the 3
components after elastic regression with λ1 = 4 and λ2 = 0.1. More than 90%
are not significant in any of the components; only 2 appear as significant in
all 3.
No. Count Percent
0 428 92.24%
1 30 6.47%
2 4 0.86%
3 2 0.43%
We uploaded lists of genes corresponding to each component to DAVID
to explore any functional relationships (Jiao et al. 2012). From component 1,
AK3 and GBP7 are both involved in nucleotide binding, specifically guanyl
and purine ribonucleotide binding. Beyond these two, there was no reported
overlap between any of these genes.
Component 3 manages to capture a bit more functionality. ZNF492,
ZFYVE27, and PRR3 are all involved in zinc metal binding. This is not
especially interesting considering the names of 2 of these genes. B4GALNT4,
SLC13A1, and ZFYVE27 are all listed as “intrinsic to membrane.” In other
words, these 3 genes encode for proteins that are related to cellular
membranes.
Component 2 offered the most interesting results, which makes sense
given that this group has the most genes. ATF7IP, IKBKAP, and SPEN are
all involved in DNA transcription regulation. In addition, these 3 plus
THBS3 encode for phosphoproteins. Finally, those 4 and AK3 were all
associated with “organelle lumen,” which is the region enclosed by the
cellular membrane.
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Table 8.16: Significant gene mutational profiles within each of the 3
components in the mixture of negative binomial elastic net regression models.
The + indicates that the gene mutational profile is positively associated with
time-to-death; conversely, − denotes a negative association with time-to-death.
Superscripts are included with official gene symbols that appear in 2 or 3
components.
C1 C2 C3
+
ALKBH1 ARIH1 B4GALNT4
ATF7IP2 ATF7IP2 KRT12
CCDC11 C1orf106 PRR3
FGF5 CD302 RCN3
GBP7 HOXB3 SPEN
INO80D HSP90AB1
KIAA1257 IKBKAP
NIT1 KBTBD5
PKP2 KCNAB1
USP44 SHROOM4
SMG8
THBS3
−
AK32 AK32 DOCK9
CERS6 AZI1 SLC13A13
SLC13A13 PLA2G2F ZFYVE27
ZNF4922 SAT1 ZNF4922
SLC13A13
SPEN2
The mutational profile appearing as significant in all 3 components
belongs to 372, SLC13A1. From Figure 8.12, we see that this particular
variable is significantly protective of time-to-death. That is, as the number of
mutations to this gene increases, the number of days-to-death decreases.
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Lee et al. (2000) published a thorough report on the structure of
SLC13A1. Incidentally, the acronym stands for solute carrier family 13,
member 1, though this gene is more commonly referred to as the human
renal sodium sulfate cotransporter. The gene is especially important for
maintaining sulfate balance in the kidneys (Lee et al. 2000; Li and Pajor
2003).
Li and Pajor (2003) found that mutations to this gene inhibited sulfate
transport. Whether mutations to this gene are related to cancer expression is
still currently being debated. Abba et al. (2009) suggest not, but McIver et
al. (2014) listed SLC13A1 as a gene “generally” associated with breast
cancer either directly or in other cellular pathways.
8.6.6 GA subset selection
In this section, we use the GA framework to carry out variable subset
selection by minimizing each of the 4 information criteria AIC, CAIC,
ICOMP, and CICOMP given by equations 8.18 through 8.21. We start by
identifying variable subsets for the full model, before moving onto the case
where G = 3. This section concludes with an analysis of combining GA
subsetting with elastic net regression in the G = 3 case.
Case: full model
In Table 8.17, we summarize the dimensions of the variables chosen by each
of the 4 criteria. As we have come to expect, CAIC and CICOMP choose the
most parsimonious subsets while AIC and ICOMP overfit. Given the sheer
number of predictors in the original data set, more parsimony is slightly
better for us here.
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Another interesting piece of information we included was the percentage
of predictors that are significant. CAIC and CICOMP are indeed the most
parsimonious, choosing subsets of 167 and 168 variables, respectively.
Though the dimension of these respective models are nearly identical,
CICOMP chooses a subset where 37.50% of the variables are significant
compared to just 27.54% for CAIC. Faced with the decision to choose
between a model with 167 predictors or a model with 168 predictors, it is
reasonable to choose the one with more significant predictors.
Table 8.17: Dimension of the variable subset in the models that minimized
each of the 4 information criteria. Additionally, we show the number of
significant variables out of the total.
AIC CAIC ICOMP CICOMP
Dim. 226 167 232 168
No. sig. 87 46 70 63
% sig. 38.50 27.54 30.17 37.50
We fed the subset chosen by CICOMP into DAVID to perform a
qualitative functional analysis of this group of genes. There were many hits
for the phrase “protein kinase” and “protein kinase activity,” which makes
sense given that the original data set contained numerous genes involved in
nucleotide and nucleoside binding. “Ion transport” and “ion channel
activity” also came up frequently. The most hits were for the phrases
“transmembrane,” “membrane,” and “integral to membrane.”
Case: G = 3
Using CICOMP as our information criterion to be minimized, we proceeded
to the case where G = 3 and re-ran the GA. A total of 265 genes were
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selected for inclusion in this model, of which 172 are significant (64.91%).
The distribution of significant predictors in the model that minimized
CICOMP is shown in Table 8.18, and the corresponding stem plots and color
map are in Figure 8.13.
Table 8.18: Frequency with which predictors appear as significant in each of
the 3 components, in the model which minimized CICOMP.
CICOMP
No. Count Percent
0 291 62.72%
1 119 25.65%
2 50 10.78%
3 4 0.86%
On DAVID, the collection of 265 genes returned a top hit for
“angiogenesis” and “blood vessel development.” Other hits were “nucleotide
binding,” “negative regulation of transcription,” “peptide metabolic
process.” Much further down the list, we also saw hits for “eye development”
and “adult locomotory behavior.”
Based on Figure 8.13, it appears as though there are enough significant
predictors in each group to warrant uploading these collections to DAVID as
well. While the assoications were not as strong, group 1 returned hits for
“GTP binding” and “nucleotide binding”; group 2 for “transcription
regulation” and “protein kinase”; and, group 3 for “cranial nerve
development,” “nerve devlopment,” and “retina development in camera-type
eye.”
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8.7 Discussion
In the PLWH sections, one question that arose was the effect of
multicollinearity on the penalized regression analyses. The entire U.S. South
data set showed significance between the racial predictors in Table 8.11.
Though we did not show correlation coefficients, HS, POV, and UMP were
all significantly correlated with one another as well.
Despite the correlations between predictors, we still opted to withhold the
use of any ridge parameter in an elastic net setting, claiming that with so few
predictors such a modification would be unnecessary. To verify this, we
re-ran both of these analyses as elastic net regression instead of just LASSO,
fixing λ2 = 0.1. We did not want to go too high with λ2, since that would
result in shrinking weights to a point where the the log-likelihood values
would be too adversely affected.
In the end, the only thing that changed with the Tennessee analysis was
the minimum information criteria scores were achieved for λ1 = 3.53 instead
of λ1 = 3.68. The subsets chosen via elastic net regression were identical to
those chosen by LASSO regression.
With the U.S. South analysis, adding a ridge penalty resulted in all 4
criteria being minimized by the full model. As we would expect, NHB and
HSP were non-significant predictors and the rest–including NHW–were
significant. This subset is effectively the same as the one chosen by LASSO
regression, since we are comparing a situation in which NHB was
non-significant and HSP was not chosen vs. NHB and HSP both being
chosen but also non-significant.
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We move on now to the TCGA analysis. Our work here was successful in
identifying basic functional characteristics of genes involved in predicting
survival times for cancer patients. That being said, given the amount of
computing effort that went into estimating the mixtures of negative binomial
regression models, it is likely that this kind of approach is unnecessary when
penalized negative binomial regression with just one group (the G = 1 case)
produces arguably better results. The one notable exception seemed to be
when we performed GA subsetting in the G = 3 case, minimizing CICOMP.
Part of the problem, especially when we were doing elastic net regression,
was that the collections of variable subsets we obtained were not populated
enough to get hits on DAVID. On the one hand, reducing a set of 19420
variables down to single or even low double digits is potentially an important
tool to use on future problems. At least in the case of genomic data, given
the complexity of the human genome and the inter-relatedness of all of these
genes, it is important not to get so caught up in throwing out variables that
we throw out too many to tell a good story.
Going back to the example of GA subsetting in the G = 3 case, the
subset we generated there contained 265 genes, which is more than in any of
the subsets that were generated for the full models and about half of what
we started with. Looking at individual collections of significant genes in the
groups did not provide many insights, however the entire collection of 265
did give us hits for “angiogenesis” for the first and only time.
In previous examples in this chapter and in chapter 7, we spent time
generating subsets for individual groups. We chose not to do that for the
TCGA data simply because we felt there was little to no added insight to be
gained from doing this. It is the same reason why we chose not to combine
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GA subsetting with penalized regression: the computational cost outweights
the benefits, especially since elastic net regression zeroed so many predictors.
It is clear that subset selection, either by penalized regression or GA,
provided some unique insights into the relationships between gene mutations
and time-to-death in cancer patients. However, with the exception of
angiogenesis and eye development, most of the hits for keywords or phrases
we saw in subsets were ones that we had seen after we first filtered the
predictors down from 19420 to 463. This means that our filter had about as
much of an impact on the qualitative analysis as the regression modeling.
As a quick experiment, we also used the distance correlation between
predictors and time-to-death counts to filter gene mutational profiles. There
were 2944 genes with a distance correlation greater than 0.05. This collection
of genes once again returned hits for nucleotide binding and kinase activity.
There were also new hits, for “fatty acid metabolism” and entries related to
this. It seems likely that a regression analysis with these data would generate
similar results to the work we have already done. Moreover, this is further
evidence pointing to a link between genes involved in nucleotide binding and
cancer prognosis.
8.8 Conclusion
We successfully used negative binomial regression mixture modeling to sort
unlabeled data in our novel framework. In addition, we were able to use
penalized regression and the genetic algorithm to choose variable subsets
from the different studies.
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Within the context of the HIV study, we once again identified low high
school attainment rates as protective of PLWH in Tennessee counties. We
were able to show that this result is not necessarily simply due to population
size confounding, but is perhaps indicative of a larger public health concern.
While this result seems counterintuitive, it starts to make sense once one
considers the relative state of sexual health and HIV education in Tennessee
schools.
The cancer genomic time-to-death study offered us our first example of a
data set in which the groups were separated strictly based on counts. From
our analysis, and with the help of DAVID, we identified genes whose
mutational profiles were strongly associated with time-to-death. Most of the
genes we identified are not necessarily well-known putative cancer genes. In
this respect, our analysis here was potentially less-successful than the work
done in chapter 5.
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Appendix: Tables
Table 8.19: A list of 250 out of 463 genes selected by the Kruskal-Wallis one-
way ANOVA filter at the α = 0.05 level of confidence. The full model consists
of these 463 genes and an intercept. Table 8.20 contains the remaining genes
selected by the filter.
1 A4GALT 51 BTBD6 101 CLDN16 151 GABARAP 201 IL11RA
2 AAMP 52 C10orf120 102 CLDN25 152 GABPA 202 IL17RD
3 ABCA5 53 C11orf84 103 CLN8 153 GABRR1 203 ILDR2
4 ABCB9 54 C11orf85 104 CNNM3 154 GADL1 204 IMMT
5 ABHD5 55 C15orf54 105 CNOT7 155 GATAD1 205 IMPDH2
6 ACADM 56 C17orf64 106 CNR2 156 GBP7 206 INMT
7 ACADS 57 C19orf70 107 COL18A1 157 GDAP2 207 INO80D
8 ACSL4 58 C1orf106 108 CREBZF 158 GDF6 208 INPP4B
9 ACSS1 59 C1orf210 109 CRLF3 159 GDI1 209 IP6K2
10 ACTG2 60 C1orf85 110 CSF1R 160 GGT1 210 ISOC2
11 ADAT2 61 C20orf96 111 CSMD2 161 GGT7 211 ITLN2
12 ADCY9 62 C2orf91 112 CSNK1E 162 GIGYF1 212 IZUMO4
13 AGTR2 63 C3orf52 113 CSTF2 163 GIMAP7 213 KBTBD5
14 AHNAK2 64 C6orf108 114 CTTN 164 GLO1 214 KCNA2
15 AIMP1 65 C9orf131 115 CXCL17 165 GNB4 215 KCNA6
16 AK3 66 C9orf142 116 CXorf36 166 GNL2 216 KCNAB1
17 AKAP8 67 C9orf16 117 DACT3 167 GPATCH2 217 KCNAB2
18 ALG11 68 C9orf69 118 DCAF10 168 GPC4 218 KCNH6
19 ALKBH1 69 C9orf89 119 DCLRE1C 169 GPR32 219 KCTD14
20 ALMS1P 70 CACNG1 120 DECR2 170 GPR82 220 KDM4D
21 ALOX5AP 71 CALY 121 DKK3 171 GPS2 221 KIAA1257
22 AMYP1 72 CAPN13 122 DNAH7 172 GRAMD3 222 KLF11
23 ANAPC11 73 CBLN3 123 DNAJC9 173 GRAP 223 KLHDC4
24 AP1G1 74 CCDC11 124 DOCK9 174 GRIN1 224 KRT12
25 APOBEC4 75 CCDC138 125 DTNB 175 GUCY2C 225 KRT16P2
26 APOL3 76 CCDC142 126 DUS3L 176 HABP4 226 KRTAP6-1
27 ARFGAP2 77 CCDC67 127 DUSP6 177 HCK 227 LAMTOR2
28 ARHGAP24 78 CCNA2 128 EAPP 178 HDAC1 228 LCN10
29 ARHGEF12 79 CCNL2 129 EHHADH 179 HDLBP 229 LCN2
30 ARHGEF6 80 CCNYL2 130 EID3 180 HECTD3 230 LEPREL1
31 ARIH1 81 CCR3 131 ELMOD2 181 HELT 231 LEUTX
32 ARL13A 82 CD19 132 ELOF1 182 HFE2 232 LGR4
33 ARMCX1 83 CD200R1 133 ENTPD2 183 HIST1H2AM 233 LINC00471
34 ARX 84 CD300LD 134 ERCC6L 184 HIST1H3A 234 LINC00478
35 ASMTL-AS1 85 CD302 135 EVI2A 185 HIST1H3H 235 LPPR5
36 ASTL 86 CD99L2 136 FAM110A 186 HMOX2 236 LRCH4
37 ASXL2 87 CDCA4 137 FAM176C 187 HOOK2 237 LRRC37A6P
38 ATF7IP 88 CDH11 138 FAM219B 188 HOXB2 238 LRRC37BP1
39 ATP2B2 89 CDH24 139 FAM73A 189 HOXB3 239 LTB4R2
40 AZI1 90 CDK19 140 FANCL 190 HOXC4 240 MAGEB5
41 B3GNT4 91 CDKN2A 141 FARP1 191 HSD17B7 241 MAGEE1
42 B4GALNT4 92 CELA3B 142 FASTKD2 192 HSP90AB1 242 MAGOH
43 BBOX1 93 CERS6 143 FBXO31 193 HSPA8 243 MAK16
44 BCL2A1 94 CFHR3 144 FCN1 194 HTN1 244 MAP2K4
45 BICC1 95 CFL1 145 FFAR1 195 HYLS1 245 MAP3K8
46 BIVM 96 CHD7 146 FGF4 196 IFNE 246 2-Mar
47 BMS1 97 CHKB 147 FGF5 197 IGF2-AS 247 MARK1
48 BRD1 98 CHPF2 148 FIGNL1 198 IGLV3-22 248 MCHR1
49 BRD7 99 CHRNB3 149 FLRT1 199 IGLV4-3 249 MCM6
50 BST2 100 CKMT2 150 FNDC8 200 IKBKAP 250 MDFIC
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Table 8.20: A list of 213 out of 463 genes selected by the Kruskal-Wallis one-
way ANOVA filter at the α = 0.05 level of confidence for use in the mixture
of negative binomial regression models. The full model consists of these 463
genes and an intercept. Table 8.19 contains the remaining genes selected by
the filter.
251 MED6 294 OR6M1 337 RAB13 380 SLC39A2 423 TRIM34
252 MEIS2 295 OR7E5P 338 RAB28 381 SLC7A11 424 TRIM7
253 MEPE 296 OR8B8 339 RAB5C 382 SLC7A2 425 TRPM1
254 METTL15 297 OSBPL5 340 RAD21 383 SLC9A6 426 TSG101
255 MFAP3L 298 OTOP1 341 RARS2 384 SLCO4A1 427 TUBGCP4
256 MIR1267 299 OTUD7A 342 RCN1 385 SMARCA2 428 TUFT1
257 MIR520D 300 OTX1 343 RCN3 386 SMG8 429 TYMP
258 MIR630 301 PABPN1 344 REEP2 387 SMYD1 430 TYMS
259 MIR648 302 PANK4 345 REEP4 388 SNORD37 431 UBA2
260 MKNK2 303 PAPD7 346 RELL2 389 SNORD3A 432 UBA7
261 MOV10 304 PAX9 347 REPS2 390 SNORD3B-2 433 UGT2B17
262 MPG 305 PCDHB2 348 RHOF 391 SPAG11B 434 UNC93A
263 MTFMT 306 PCP2 349 RIMBP3 392 SPATA18 435 UPK3A
264 MYO7A 307 PDE7A 350 RIOK3 393 SPCS2 436 USP44
265 NAA15 308 PEG10 351 RNF150 394 SPEN 437 VPREB1
266 NAIP 309 PF4 352 RP1 395 SPG11 438 VWC2L
267 NAP1L3 310 PGF 353 RPL13A 396 SPPL3 439 WDR34
268 NCR3 311 PGLYRP2 354 RPL22L1 397 SRP54 440 WEE1
269 NDST3 312 PGM3 355 RPP38 398 SRSF6 441 WFDC2
270 NEK8 313 PIGP 356 RPS10 399 SRXN1 442 WIPF3
271 NIPAL1 314 PIK3R5 357 S100A10 400 STEAP1 443 WSCD2
272 NIPSNAP1 315 PKN2 358 SALL1 401 STK3 444 XRCC5
273 NISCH 316 PKP2 359 SAMSN1 402 STK32A 445 XYLT2
274 NIT1 317 PLA2G2F 360 SAT1 403 STON1-GTF2A1L 446 ZBTB17
275 NKIRAS1 318 PLA2G4F 361 SBK2 404 SYT3 447 ZFP36L2
276 NOA1 319 PNMA2 362 SCCPDH 405 TAF5L 448 ZFYVE16
277 NOMO2 320 PNMAL1 363 SDF4 406 TAF8 449 ZFYVE21
278 NPAT 321 POLR2B 364 SECTM1 407 TAOK3 450 ZFYVE27
279 NPHP4 322 PPARA 365 SFXN3 408 TEPP 451 ZHX1
280 NPM1 323 PPP1R14A 366 SFXN4 409 TESK2 452 ZNF281
281 NRP2 324 PRDM12 367 SHANK1 410 TEX13A 453 ZNF431
282 NUMA1 325 PRKACG 368 SHC1 411 TFIP11 454 ZNF462
283 OBSL1 326 PRKCH 369 SHE 412 TGIF2 455 ZNF484
284 OCSTAMP 327 PROS1 370 SHROOM4 413 THBS3 456 ZNF492
285 OLFML3 328 PRR18 371 SIAE 414 TKTL1 457 ZNF496
286 OMG 329 PRR3 372 SLC13A1 415 TMEM104 458 ZNF517
287 OOEP 330 PRUNE 373 SLC17A5 416 TMEM106A 459 ZNF521
288 OPLAH 331 PSMB11 374 SLC24A2 417 TMEM151B 460 ZNF70
289 OR1L8 332 PSMD11 375 SLC25A23 418 TMEM175 461 ZNF726
290 OR2H2 333 PSORS1C1 376 SLC27A6 419 TMPRSS7 462 ZNF799
291 OR4A47 334 PTPN12 377 SLC35A1 420 TNNT2 463 ZSCAN5A
292 OR51S1 335 PYCRL 378 SLC35E3 421 TPSD1
293 OR52N2 336 QDPR 379 SLC38A4 422 TRAF4
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Appendix: Figures
Figure 8.1: Information criteria scores for mixtures of G = 1, . . . , 5 negative
binomial mixture models fit to the Tennessee PLWH count data.
Figure 8.2: Information criteria scores for mixtures of G = 2, . . . , 5 finite
mixtures of mixed Poisson and negative binomial regression models fit to the
Tennessee PLWH data set.
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Figure 8.3: Top: Tennessee counties colorized based on membership in 1 of 5
components in the finite mixture of Poisson and negative binomial regression
models. Bottom: Tennessee counties colorized based on percentage of the
population with less than a high school education. Cross-hatches indicate a
county that belongs to component 5 (the highest PLWH counts) and dots
indicate a county belongs to component 1 (the lowest PLWH counts).
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Figure 8.4: Information criteria scores (top left pane), and weights for
increasing L1-penalty, λ1. The weights for the first component are in the top
right, components 2 and 3 in the middle, and 4 and 5 on the bottom. Notice
that the scale of the horizontal axis changes to provide a better understanding
of how the weights vanish within each component.
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Figure 8.5: Information criteria scores and weights corresponding to
increasing L1-penalty in a negative binomial LASSO regression model for the
entire U.S. South PLWH data set.
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Figure 8.6: Stem plot for the weights in the negative binomial model
regressing 981 time-to-death data points onto 463 mutation profiles. Only
significant predictors have been given nonzero weights. This model exhibited
a good fit for the time-to-death data (χ2 = 811.2, df = 464, P -value < 0.001).
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Figure 8.7: Stem plots and a color map of the weights from the mixture of
3 negative binomial regression models.
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Figure 8.8: Scores for mixtures of G = 1, . . . , 4 negative binomial regression
models fit to the TCGA time-to-death data. CAIC and CICOMP are each
minimized for G = 3.
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Figure 8.9: Scores in the top pane, and weights in the bottom pane, for
negative binomial elastic net regression using the full TCGA data set. We
fixed λ2 = 0.1 and observed the effect of increasing λ1. CICOMP is minimized
for λ1 = 3.
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Figure 8.10: Stem plot of the significant weights from the negative binomial
elastic net (4, 0.1) regression model fit to the entire TCGA data set.
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Figure 8.11: Information criteria scores in the top left pane, and traces of
the weights within each of the G = 3 components in the mixture of negative
binomial elastic net regression models (λ2 = 0.1 was fixed). The intercept
is shown to have a weight of approximately 6 in each of the 3 trace panes.
Weights that vanished for λ1 ≤ 10 have been assigned zero-weight to reduce
noise.
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Figure 8.12: Stem plots and a color map of the weights from the mixture of
3 negative binomial elastic net regression models.
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Figure 8.13: Stem plots and a color map of the weights from the mixture of 3
negative binomial regression models after performing GA variable subsetting.
This model minimized CICOMP.
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CONCLUSION
We have made significant contributions to the existing statistical literature in
this dissertation. In particular, our development of various frameworks for
performing genetic algorithm subsetting provides researchers with a resource
for conducting their own studies based on their individual needs, especially if
they are interested in logistic or multinomial logistic regression modeling.
Beyond the work we have done here on variable subset selection–in which we
also contributed a brand new procedure called the post hoc adjustment of
measured effects (PHAME)–we advanced the area of mixture model analytic
techniques for count data. This was done through a univariate study of finite
mixtures of Poisson or negative binomial models, as well as the introduction
of finite mixtures of Poisson and negative binomial regression models.
Within the finite mixture of regression framework, we produced algorithms
to carry out variable subset selection, via both penalized regression and the
genetic algorithm.
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